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Contact details
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16a Evans Street, Hobart TAS 7000

GPO Box 1745, Hobart TAS 7001

Telephone: 03 6222 6555

slst@slst.asn.au www.slst.asn.au

Surf Life Saving Australia

1 Notts Avenue, Bondi Beach NSW 2026

PO Box 726, Bondi Beach NSW 2018

Telephone: 02 9215 8000

info@slsa.asn.au www.slsa.com.au

SLST

Chief Executive Officer

Tony van den Enden Telephone: 03 6222 6555

tvandenenden@slst.asn.au
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Boyd Griggs Telephone: 03 6231 1282

bgriggs@slst.asn.au

Education, Development & Surf Sports Manager

Leanne Johannesen Telephone: 03 6231 1262

ljohannesen@slst.asn.au

Rescue Services Coordinator Telephone: 0407 532 380

Paul Hawkins phawkins@slst.asn.au

Administration & Logistics Officer

Jacqui Hughes Telephone: 03 6231 1212

jhughes@slst.asn.au
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Surf Life Saving Clubs and Marine Rescue Units
and Services
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1 Surf Life Saving Club Overview
1.1 Surf Life Saving Tasmania

Surf Life Saving began in Tasmania in 1921.  Surf Life Saving Tasmania (SLST) formed in 1948
as a parent body to support the various surf lifesaving clubs in Tasmania and comprises of 21
affiliated surf lifesaving clubs/services and approximately 2,500 members. SLST continues in
its parent body role to service and support our surf life saving clubs to assist members do
what they do best – save lives, but it has now also taken on a peak body role.  The peak body
role services the Tasmanian community and visitors, advises and lobbies various government
groups and aquatic stakeholders to reduce preventable deaths from drowning.

Our Mission

To save lives, create great Australians and build healthy and safe communities.

How do we fulfil our mission?   The majority of our services are provided by trained volunteer
surf lifesavers and marine rescue groups who help provide safer aquatic environments for
the community to enjoy in a number of ways:

 Volunteer patrols and callouts;

 Lifeguard services for councils, schools, community events;

 Community events such as the Falls Festival, regattas, Dark Mofo Solstice Swim and

community triathlons.

Strategic Intent (2015-2020)

 Saving Lives 365

 Healthy Surf Life Saving Clubs and Volunteer Marine Rescue groups

 Government Recognition

 Financial Security

 Effective State Organisation

 Involving all Australians

 Learning for Life

 Active for Life

 Innovating Surf Life Saving
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1.2 Organisational structure

In providing for lifesaving operations SLST has a network of committees and panels that are overseen

by State Officers. These committees and panels are made up of dedicated volunteers and professional

staff who are tasked with developing operational standards, communications and resources.

SLS Clubs &
Volunteer Marine
Rescue Services

SLS Clubs &
Volunteer Marine
Rescue Services

SLS Clubs &
Volunteer Marine
Rescue Services

SLS Clubs &
Volunteer Marine
Rescue Services

SLS Clubs &
Volunteer Marine
Rescue Services
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The main role of each State appointed committee is outlined below:

The Lifesaving Executive Committee is responsible for the strategic direction of lifesaving services in

Tasmania; coordinating the consistency of lifesaving operations on a Tasmania wide basis; and

providing a safe beach and aquatic environment through the provision of lifesaving services.

The Development Executive Committee is responsible for the facilitation and coordination of the

development and implementation of member development, recruitment and retention related

activities that foster increased participation by members in the broad range of current and future

activities offered under the SLST banner.

The Surf Sports Executive Committee is responsible for reviewing existing surf sports, operational

practices and procedures; improve, develop and implement the highest standards of lifesaving

competition for Tasmania, using the most constructive policies and procedures from either or both

organisations.

1.3 Club Services and Activities

Lifesaving

The primary role of SLST's clubs is to provide a lifesaving service to the public who visit Tasmania’s

beaches. Some clubs also respond to incidents ‘out of hours’ when called out by the Police or other

emergency services. SLST provides a professional lifeguard service on behalf of Local Councils and

clubs often assist by providing equipment and facilities for lifeguard use. Clubs also provide water

safety at aquatic sporting events and organise community displays with aquatic safety as the primary

theme.

Education and training

SLST is able to provide a wide range of aquatic based qualifications and programs to clubs, schools and

the wider community. Clubs provide lifesaving, resuscitation, first aid, and training to members.

Through the Academy, training is provided to the community in many of these areas including PWC

training on behalf of Marine and Safety Tasmania. Education programs that are provided include;

Beach to Bush, Surf Ed/Survival and the high school surf league enable the local community to

experience surf lifesaving and provide them with a pathway to join a club. This encourages

membership growth within a club and further enhances the clubs position within the community.

Surf Sports

Surf Sports plays a vital role in maintaining and developing a lifesaver’s proficiency in rescue

techniques and the physical capability to perform their patrol duties in the dynamic surf environment.
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Participation in state and national patrol competitions combines the skills and knowledge of a lifesaver

with the highly competitive environment of surf sports competition.

““Surf sports” competitions are conducted at every level of the association and its parent bodies from club

championships to regional and state carnivals, highlighted by the annual Australian Surf Life Saving

Championships.  The “Aussies” is the second largest amateur event in the world in terms of participants.  Only the

Olympic Games host more competitors.” (SLSA Club Operational Manual 1995)

SLST conducts competitions in various surf lifesaving skills for nippers, seniors, masters and school

groups.

1.4 Club Management
In order for a surf life saving club to grow and be successful it needs to function effectively.  Often the

most successful clubs are those that are well managed.

The people in a surf life saving club management team are typically from diverse backgrounds and

have varying motivations for their involvement. For the club to maintain stability and consistency it is

necessary to have formalised procedures in place that give direction to the decision makers. Clubs

with established systems and processes are more likely to be successful as their volunteers know what

to do and how to do it.

Committee positions within a club

Core positions:
 club president
 lifesaving services manager/club

captain
 secretary
 treasurer
 membership officer/registrar
 member services manager

 chief instructor/training manager
 junior coordinator
 surf sports manager
 OH&S officer
 rescue equipment officer
 gear steward

Additional positions:
 vice-president
 IRB officer
 first aid officer
 radio officer

 fundraising officer
 sponsorship / grant coordinator
 patrol coordinator
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1.5 Club management structure
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1.6 Club governance

It has been suggested that the role of management committees is difficult to define as it is more than

just advisory but not really management. It is essentially a role of general oversight and control,

usually termed governance.

Governance can be defined as:

‘The overall guidance, direction and supervision of the club’

Therefore the committee is the key agent of strategic management and is responsible for steering the

club through changing circumstances. This is the case regardless of whether there is paid staff or not.

Committees play a critical role in the structure, organisation and management of community

organisations and clubs.  A well functioning committee is the cornerstone of an efficient and effective

organisation.  Committees exist to manage decisions and take responsibility for the organisation and

as a result, the processes surrounding the committee’s operations are vital in securing the long term

future of the organisation.

Principles of best practice

Governance concerns three key issues:

1. How a club develops strategic goals and future direction

2. How the committee of a club monitors the performance of the club to ensure it achieves

these strategic goals; and

3. Ensuring that the committee acts in the best interests of the members

Effective club governance requires leadership, integrity and good judgment.

Additionally, effective governance will ensure more effective decision making, with the club

demonstrating transparency, accountability and responsibility in the activities undertaken and

resources expended.

It is commonly accepted that governance structures have a significant impact on the performance of a

club. Poor governance has a variety of causes including office bearer inexperience, conflicts of

interest, failure to manage risk, inadequate or inappropriate financial controls, and generally poor

internal business systems and reporting. Ineffective governance practices not only impact on the club

where they are present, but also undermine confidence in the wider surf lifesaving movement as a

whole.
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Additionally, surf lifesaving bodies are subject to increasing levels of performance scrutiny. Two of the

most common areas where clubs will be scrutinized are: ensuring that funding outcomes from parent

and external bodies have been achieved, and that current changes within the organisation are

followed. The governance principles outlined below help build a strong club structure, assisting with

the management and response to these changes. Governance principles ensure sound and effective

governance, ultimately resulting in effective leadership and decision making.

In keeping with best practice in governance, a club’s committee members should operate and enact

their role focusing on five major principles:

1. Clear delineation of governance roles

2. Effective governance processes

3. Effective governance controls

4. Governance improvement

5. Member responsiveness

Key committee responsibilities

The committee has a responsibility to manage the club on behalf of the members.  The committee

should:

 Conduct long-term planning of activities so that the aims and objectives of the club are fulfilled

(strategic and/or business planning)

 Develop policy and procedures: Developing a policy is like developing a set of rules to assist the

decision-making within the club. Policies assist members to respond to issues in a consistent and

fair manner rather than spur of the moment responses. Procedures document the process or

actions that can be taken in a particular set of circumstances e.g. an emergency fire drill

procedure and a procedure for disciplining members.

 Manage external relations and advocacy issues

 Obtain resources and ensure that all financial and legal matters are properly managed

 Carry out the recommendations of members

 Regularly communicate with, and provide information to members about the running of the

organisation (newsletters, annual reports)

 Evaluate the performance of trainers, coaches, officials, employees (if any), subcommittees and,

importantly, itself

 Provide detailed written records and job descriptions to a newly elected committee to facilitate

transition into their roles
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 Ensure that all members of the committee act as leadership role models

 Succession planning

In most surf life saving clubs the committee will make decisions about a wide range of issues that may

include policy, service provision, market research, planning, event organisation, staffing (including

volunteers), coaching, budgeting and sponsorship.

In recent years there have been increasing expectations that committees should be more proactive,

particularly with respect to growing awareness of the individual legal responsibilities of committee

members.

This applies equally to small and large clubs and your club's management system should reflect the

individual needs of your club.

Whatever the size of your club your members want to see a management group that:

 Communicates with the members

 Demonstrates leadership

 Are organised and efficient

 Controls policies and operations standards

 Are happy and positive

An effective, well-functioning management committee is the key to an effective club. The

management committee is responsible for the overall control and governance of the club. The

committee management process must therefore be approached strategically by the key committee

leaders in order to plan for the long-term future of the club. A balanced and representative committee

should facilitate smooth committee transitions, coordinate external relations and implement

appropriate accountability procedures.
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Constitution, by-laws & club policies

All committees need solid guidelines from which to work. This results in continuity, consistency and

makes decision making easier. The rules of the club can be laid down in a three-tiered system that

enables change without too many restraints:

1. The Constitution

2. By-laws

3. Club policy statements

1 The Constitution

The club constitution contains rules and procedures that normally can only be changed by a general

meeting. For this reason the constitution in organisations such as surf life saving clubs should be kept

relatively simple and should contain very little, other than the normal unchanging elements of the club

(refer to www.slst.asn.au – Document Library (For Clubs) section for ‘how to write your club

constitution’)

Affiliation with SLST means that the club is bound by the constitution and by-laws of its parent

association. The club’s constitution must be consistent with the SLST & SLSA constitution. The club

cannot have conflicting rules such as minimum ages, membership categories etc. Clubs should consult

the SLST constitution and by-laws before writing the club constitution.

2 By-laws

The remainder of the rules and procedures should be recorded as club by-laws. The by-laws should

complement the constitution and actually set down the day to day rules by which the club shall run.

They will always be specific to the particular club. A useful working tool is to have three sets of by-

laws.
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Volume 1 Administration

 Office bearers – names, duties, terms

 Standing orders at meetings

 Rules regarding standing committees

 Discipline

 Wind-up

 Quorum

 Membership categories

Volume 2 Beach Operations

 Patrol rules and regulations

 Board and ski rules and regulations

 Surfboat rules and regulations

 IRB rules and regulations

 Beach vehicle rules and regulations

 First aid room rules and regulations

Volume 3 Competition and Trophies

 Club competition rules including

eligibility

 Guidelines for club awards e.g. best

club member

By-laws should be structured to suit your club's individual needs. Procedures for changing the by-laws

are easier than the changing of the constitution as these are the everyday rules of the club. However,

clear procedures for changing either the constitution or the by-laws should be laid down in terms of

notice to be given, e.g. for a notice of motion to a general meeting, postal ballot, eligible voters,

quorum etc.

3 Policy statements

Club policies can be set up by the management committee to cover such matters as:

 Subsidising gear for competitors

 Touring team policy

 Fundraising policy

 Subsidising coaching fee

 Reimbursement of expenses

 Borrowing/removal of club

equipment

 Water usage
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1.7 Club overview checklist

What is the total membership of active patrolling members and associate members?

Active

Associate

What is the breakdown of active membership group by age in your club?

15-18 yrs %
19-25 yrs %
26-35 yrs %
36-55 yrs %
55+ yrs %

How many of the core management positions do you have filled in your club (tick box)?

 Club president
 Lifesaving services manager /club captain
 Secretary
 Treasurer
 Membership officer
 Member Services manager
 Chief instructor
 Junior coordinator
 Surf Sports manager
 OH&S officer / rescue equipment officer / gear steward

Do your Committee members operate and enact their role in the following way (circle
answer)?

Communicate with the members Yes/No

Demonstrate leadership Yes/No

Are organised and efficient Yes/No

Control policies and operations standards Yes/No

Does your club have a written constitution?

 Yes
 No

When was the last time the constitution was reviewed?

Do your by-laws cover the following areas?

Administration No Partly Yes

Beach operations No Partly Yes

Competition and trophies No No Partly Yes
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Club Overview feedback form
SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual. If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent

(please circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas  7001
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2 Planning
2.1 Strategic planning

Whether at national, state or local level, clubs need to plan their long-term viability in order to grow.

Planning helps to:

 Look at where the club has come from, where it is now, where it wants to go and

how it is going to get there

 Identify the main objectives of the club

 Encourage the members to get involved in the development of the club

 Adjust to changes in the current environment that have an impact on the club

 Ensure that resources (human, physical and financial) are used effectively

 Evaluate the club

 Bring order into the hectic business of running a surf life saving club

Who should be involved in the planning process?

Try to involve as many people in the planning process as possible. The more people who are consulted

in the development of the plan, the more it will reflect the true direction of your club. Your members

will also feel that the plan belongs to them and they will be more comfortable in assisting with its

implementation.

A group of people should be invited to a planning meeting to brainstorm the basics of the plan. This

group should be representative of:

 Board/committee members

 Volunteers

 Coaches

 Officials

 Sponsors

 Parents

 Other stake-holders in your club
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After your planning meeting, the draft plan should be circulated as widely as possible to your members to

make sure that it reflects their needs.

When should you plan?

It is important to set aside some time for your planning to ensure that it receives the attention that it

requires. It is probably most economical to schedule your planning meeting with one of your club’s regular

gatherings. This could be at:

 An annual general meeting

 A club conference

 A specially convened strategic planning workshop

Remember though, you will need to set aside a specific timeslot in your schedule (perhaps a day or half-

day) for your planning meeting (we recommend you allow five hours, not including breaks). The meeting

should be long enough to develop the basic framework of the plan so the duration will depend on the size

and complexity of your club.

Remember, the plan should be reviewed regularly (at least yearly or more often if circumstances

warrant) to monitor your progress and allow you to make any necessary modifications. The

planning meeting should be an annual feature of your club’s calendar.

Refer to www.slst.asn.au – Document Library (For Clubs) section for the following resources:

 Strategic Planning Pathway

 Strategic Action Plan

 Guidelines for Organising your Club’s Strategic Planning Workshop

 Strategic Plan Questionnaire

2.2 Business planning

The purpose of a business plan

A business plan is simply the strategy to achieve the objectives of the club.  A business plan prepared for

the club committee and members will need to include evidence of potential income generation. Clubs with

business plans generally do not over spend their financial capability but match the club strategic plan with

the financial plan.  The business plan should clearly identify all the importance facts about the club – its

history, the current financial position, the objectives and the ‘business’ activities to be undertaken.
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A club may undertake a business plan for a range of purposes:

 To raise funds towards capital investment, like a facility

 To ensure the club remains financially stable over a specified period of time, or

 To ensure the club can host a special event without falling into financial trouble.

How to get started on your business plan

1 Collect background information on the club, including financials, any documentation on the club’s
history, club records etc.

2 Bring members of the club together, including committee members and any other club members that
want to be involved in the business planning process.

3 Give some thought to, or gather information on, the current market in which your club operates,
including who your club appeals to, where your members come from, who your competitors are and
what things might influence the future of your club such as trends in work/life balances,
demographics in your area etc.

4 Set some dates for members / committee to come together to go through the business planning
process (if you have not already completed a business plan for the club in the past then additional
time needs to be allowed).

5 Develop an agenda for what items (business planning sections) you will cover on specific dates.

6 Set out anything that members should bring to the meetings (e.g. reports, documents, ideas etc.)

7 Consider assigning one person to facilitate the business planning process and keep it moving.
Sometimes planning processes get bogged down on specific issues. A facilitator’s role would be to
note the issues as they arise and discuss complex issues in more detail later in the process.
Alternatively the facilitator may suggest that the individual or group take some time between the
planning sessions to think about the issue/s and bring possible solutions and/or strategies to the next
session.

8 Consider using a whiteboard or butchers paper to note the ideas down. This can help to make things
more visual for the group members involved the planning and help bring about discussion.

9 Assign an individual to take more detailed notes on the discussion raised.

Refer to the Members Portal – Document Library (For Clubs) section for the following resources:
 Business Planning Steps
 How to Perform a SWOT Analysis
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2.3 Marketing plan

The purpose of a marketing plan

A marketing plan details how the club plans to market itself, the activities, events or facilities it has to offer

its ‘customers’.

How to get started on your marketing plan

The marketing plan should identify and detail the following:

1 Aim and objectives of the marketing plan i.e. what is the club trying to achieve through the plan?

2 Identification of members and their needs, e.g. seniors, women, nippers, etc.

3 Appeal and positioning in relation to other clubs or sports

4 Competitive marketing edge i.e. what does this club have to offer that others don’t?

5 How the club anticipates promoting the club, activities or events - regular local media coverage, paid

advertising, workshops with schools or other private/corporate sectors, word-of-mouth, brochures,

etc.

6 Cost and timelines for the implementation of the marketing plan

Refer to the marketing and fundraising section of this manual for further information
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2.4 Financial planning

The purpose of a financial plan

All surf life saving clubs rely on sound financial management to operate effectively. By managing the

financial aspects, clubs can plan and have a sound understanding of future activities within budgetary

constraints.

Clubs that cannot account for finances often experience issues with long term cash flow that can inhibit

growth. It is critical that clubs and, in particular their presidents and treasurers, have a basic

understanding of the key financial requirements and develop smart work practices to ensure the workload

is minimized.

Getting started on your financial plan

Budgeting is a vital tool in effective club management. It is essential that it is drawn up to meet the club’s

needs over the upcoming period, usually the next 12 months. Longer term budgets may be required if

substantial equipment upgrade are being planned for.

Annual budgets
Governments, large national and multi-national corporations all operate with budgets. Their reasons for

doing so may also be applied to the smallest of organisations i.e. our clubs. A budget offers a club a better

means of planning, it provides for greater control over its activities and hence its future, it makes the club

more accountable to its members, and may even be viewed as a motivational tool, encouraging continued

financial growth through results.

Ideally, the treasurer will develop a financial plan (or budget) for the club. All members, especially those

directly involved in fundraising for the club, or in spending club funds, should have input into the budget.

The more people involved in the budget preparation the less likely that an important figure will be

overlooked. This process of consultation also means that there is more likely to be full agreement on how

the club is financially managed. Members responsible for club expenditure may be more inclined to follow

the spending restrictions within a budget if they helped to devise them. The treasurer should consult the

club's strategic and/or business plan to identify any additional sources of income and determine major

areas of expenditure associated with the coming year. From that, the treasurer draws up a budget

outlining when money can be spent and when it should be held in reserve to cover future payments. The

club's financial performance can be judged against the budget by using the monthly accounts.
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Drawing up a budget

The following five points can be used as steps in the preparation of a budget:

1 Identify all possible sources of income and expenditure

2 Obtain estimates from all budgeted areas, e.g. administration and programs. Then make a careful

guess as to the amounts likely to be spent and received. You may be able to use the previous year's

figures to determine amounts. In effect, the budget for the coming year is an educated guess at what

income and expenditure will be. There are of course, ways of making the guess more accurate. Many

of the items covered in the budget cover year to year income and expenditure.  These items can be

updated.

3 Adjustments for inflation and likely increased costs need to be made.

4 For some items it will be possible to calculate the amount that has to be paid or charged. This is

necessary when there are large items of capital expenditure, e.g. replacing plumbing, or purchasing a

new piece of equipment such as an IRB, motor etc.

5 Once the income and expenditure have been estimated, draw up a draft. Income should prove

slightly higher than expenditure.

When a budget is being devised, it is important to make notes for the future. Predicted and actual

expenditure might vary markedly in the first year, but fine-tuning over a number of years will bring the

two much closer together. Notes will help eliminate any fuzzy thinking in past budgets.

It would be unusual if the experimental budget turned out close to balancing. The first draft may require

several adjustments to make it fit reality. Alternately the club may have to look at its planned projects and

see whether they can be done within budget. The biggest problem occurs if expected expenditure exceeds

expected income. The club must find ways of reducing expenditure or increasing income. The first place to

look is at large expenditure items and trim them back.

The options for saving money are far greater in heavy areas of expenditure as there are more dollars to

play with. Go back over the options, consider all alternatives, and get more quotes if it is a capital works

program.
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All clubs need to ensure that all legal and statutory financial requirements are met and it is a good idea to

include “due by dates” in a club calendar and ensure the relevant procedures are well documented.

Refer to the Members Portal Document Library (Member & Club Development/Clubs/TAS) section for

the following resources

 Budget sample
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2.5Succession planning

The purpose of a succession plan

 Why it is always the same people who put up their hands to help out around the club?

 Why is it that the same faces always appear at meetings?

 When there is a meeting or workshop to be attended externally, why is it that the same person

always attends?

 What would happen if that person left your club tomorrow?

 What would happen if other committee members left the club tomorrow?

Succession planning is the process that ensures your club does not cease to operate effectively due to one

or several people relinquishing their commitment, and that the result of their work continues well beyond

their involvement.

Most volunteer turnover occurs at the end of the season or at the time of the Annual General Meeting

(AGM). A succession plan is necessary to provide opportunities for potential leaders within the club to be

identified and developed to move up into leadership positions. Clubs that plan for smooth transitions of

leadership positions are less likely to experience disruptions to their operations and can better position

themselves to replace volunteers who vacate their current positions.

How to get started on your succession plan

A strategic/business plan: this does not have to be lengthy. It is a working document outlining the club’s

priorities, and should be consulted regularly throughout the year.

Position descriptions: makes it easier to recruit new people to the position, and ensures that you know

what jobs the vacating volunteer was responsible for, expected time and commitment, skills required etc.

(refer to appendix for a full list of job descriptions)
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Policies and procedures manual: outlines the day-to-day tasks of your club and who is responsible for

carrying them out. It will also contain policies about selection processes, health and safety issues and

volunteer management.

Reporting procedures: these show the reporting lines back to the committee, either directly or through

sub-committee or supervisors.

Education and development opportunities: these increase job satisfaction and also broaden the range of

skills of each volunteer. If someone leaves suddenly, you are more likely to have someone else ready to

step into the vacant position.

Mentoring of youth members: by encouraging youth members to assist officer bearers in their positions.

This break-up of positions has many advantages. From a succession point of view, more people in the club

know the job and there is less chance of there being a major upheaval if one of the committee leaves.

Furthermore it is easier to cover the position when a person is absent. Such an initiative helps them to be

better able to assist the club.

Barriers to succession planning

The gatekeeper (empire builder); one person holding all the knowledge within a system only they

understand

Believing they are irreplaceable; considering that some members and volunteers are irreplaceable

Poor records; a lack of formalised reporting procedures

Poor management; a lack of volunteer management (e.g. recruitment, screening, orientation, training,

recognition, replacement)

Seniors take all; senior members taking all the administrative responsibility, restricting the development

of juniors with an interest in the area

Time to go; committee members who have served the club well for many years, but now may be reaching

their ‘best before date’

Fear of change; a fear-of-change culture within your club
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It is important for outgoing committee members to pass on as much knowledge as possible to the person

replacing them. Through this process, new members can learn from past experiences, gain an

understanding of how past successes were achieved and how to avoid potential problems. Such an

approach emphasise the importance of keeping accurate and current records of all information relevant to

particular roles. In more general terms, new members can also use previous minutes in order to become

informed about past decisions of the committee. The change process can be better managed by including

the training and recruitment of potential committee members within the overall strategic plan. Including

these issues in the planning cycle also sends a message about their importance to the club.

How will you know when you have a successful succession plan in place?

The ideal succession plan should allow the existing administrators, management, coaching staff and

volunteers to walk away from the club without being missed!
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2.6 Guide to meetings

Nearly all surf life saving clubs are governed by voluntary members and operate through committees and

meetings. Any meeting of more than two people needs a structure, otherwise it can become a shouting

match, or a series of sub-committees, all taking place simultaneously!

Meetings can be effective tools for planning, communicating and evaluating. A well-run meeting can be of

immense value, far better than a telephone conversation or the written word, because it adds a touch of

human warmth and helps to solve problems and explain new policies and ideas.

Why should you have a meeting?

There is no better way to generate a team atmosphere than by consulting everybody at a meeting. They

will feel involved with and committed to the decisions taken, particularly in the case of a constitutional

requirement. This applies particularly to voluntary bodies like sports clubs and associations. Remember,

however, that constitutions can be changed and, if yours is out of date or causes unnecessary extra

administration, you could present an amendment to the next AGM to change it.

A good meeting will:

 Motivate

 Remove suspicions and mistrust

 Help forge a good relationship between colleagues and members.

An unnecessary or non-productive meeting will be:

 A waste of time and money

 De-motivating

 Likely to sour relationships and breed mistrust and discontent.

Is your meeting necessary?

If people feel a meeting is pointless they will not contribute, or simply won’t attend, so always ask

yourself, ‘is this meeting really necessary?’ before calling it. Unnecessary meetings make people feel

negatively towards the ideas being discussed. However, if everybody feels a meeting is essential they will

be more alert and interested. They will feel their ideas and comments are not only welcome, but vital to

the success of the project.
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Do not allow a meeting to last an hour when there is only five minutes’ business to transact, and do not

have a meeting at all if there is no business to discuss or no decisions to be made. Often a meeting lasts

much longer than is necessary simply because some members have travelled a long way and want to feel

the journey was worthwhile; fewer meetings with longer agendas may be the answer.

If a topic does not require detailed discussion, hand out a printed report rather than giving a verbal one.

Better still, attach the report to the agenda and circulate it in advance of the meeting. The impact of the

written word is stronger than the spoken word, carries more authority and everybody goes away from the

meeting with the same message.

Do not have a meeting:

 To explain something to one person

 To avoid writing a memorandum or report that could have been sent to those concerned

 That will cost hundreds of dollars, to solve problems costing only a few cents. Give someone the

responsibility to make the decision. Even if they make the wrong decision it will be cheaper than

calling a meeting to make the right one

 When you need a quick decision. A meeting will almost certainly cloud the issue and cause delays

 To solve a problem for an individual. The person concerned must grasp the nettle and make a

decision. The people consulted will probably know less about it than the person whose problem it is,

and they are more likely to misdirect than to reach the right decision

 When a memo could be sent inviting people’s approval or comments. Stipulate a ‘reply by’ date after

which you can proceed even if some of the members fail to reply, but do give them a reasonable length

of time after receipt of the memo.
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Effective club meetings

Successful meetings are the secret of a successful committee.  The ability to engage the committee

members and ensure that their valuable time is well utilised is a skill only achieved by considerable

planning. If you are inexperienced in chairing formal meetings, such as the club AGM or the monthly club

meetings, this section provides some helpful hints. Even if you are experienced it doesn’t hurt to be

reminded of meeting protocol!

The Chairperson

The chairperson’s role is to control the meetings, accept motions and amendments, rule on points of order

and see that the wishes of the meeting are carried out correctly and expediently.

Meetings do not have to be run formally all the time and it is up to the chairperson to decide how formally

the meeting will be run. However there are times when you, as leader, must know the essential rules in

order to:

 Give everyone a fair go

 Cut out ‘waffle’

 Reach a decision

Agenda

The agenda provides the meeting framework.  It highlights issues to be addressed and notes ongoing

administrative reports to be presented to the committee. The agenda should be prepared and

disseminated early to ensure that committee members have adequate preparation time.

Starting on time is essential!
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The quorum

The constitution may specify a quorum which is a specified minimum number of eligible members who

must be present at a meeting to make the proceedings valid at the specified starting time.

If necessary, the chairperson may use his or her power to delay the appointed starting time to give every

opportunity for the necessary number to be present.

The minutes

Minutes provide the historical record of committee actions and discussions.  Their accurate noting is

essential in providing the rationale for future decision-making.  Minutes are normally taken by the club

secretary and later distributed to members.

Remember to distribute minutes as soon as possible after a meeting, while memories are still

fresh

It is the chairperson’s duty to ask for any corrections to the minutes of the previous meeting (amend if

necessary) and then call for a motion to accept these minutes (as corrected, if they were amended) as a

true and accurate record.

The sole purpose of confirming or adopting minutes is to ensure their accuracy. Reading lengthy minutes

in detail is unnecessary, boring and destructive to a meeting.

Minutes should record:

 Attendance and apologies

 Matters arising from previous minutes

 Correspondence

 Reports (it may be time effective to request written reports prior to the meeting so they can be

circulated with the agenda and questions, if any, can then be addressed at the meeting).  The financial

reports must be tabled and a motion made to receive them.

 Motions if any

 General business

 Date and time of next meeting

 Closing time
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Motions

A motion is a positive statement of action put forward by a committee member.  A motion is needed

whenever the committee is:

 Deciding to spend significant money in a particular way

 Adopting a policy about the way it will deal with a topic or issue

 Making a decision of a lasting nature

The motion must be proposed and seconded and then discussed by the committee.  A vote is carried out

to decide if the motion is accepted or defeated.  Voting may take the form of:

 By voices

 By show of hands

 By members standing

 By secret ballot

 By a division.

Unless specified otherwise in the constitution a simple majority vote by voices is often enough to cause

the chairperson to declare the result.

The constitution should provide for voting power of the chairperson who may have:

 A deliberate vote only

 A casting vote only

 A deliberate and casting vote

 No vote
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General business

The chairperson can decide whether a point should be discussed, although only relatively minor points

can be brought up; Notice of motion for the next meeting may be brought up with a written copy of

the motion, signed and dated, being handed to the secretary.

The chairperson should restrict discussion to the interest of the meeting.

Next meeting

Discuss the time, date and venue for the next meeting to ensure everyone knows the details.

Annual General Meeting (AGM)

The AGM is a meeting for all club members (depending on the club constitution) and is normally held

every 12 months. The aim of the meeting is to report on the activities of the club during that period

and to elect office bearers for the forthcoming 12 months. Club AGM’s are held prior to the SLST AGM

in September each year.

Elections

The term of committee members is defined in the constitution.  The election process is usually tied

into the AGM process where committee members stand down from their positions and nominations

are called for.  Many constitutions will define where the membership is to be drawn from and

committees may choose to ‘head hunt’ new committee members where specialist skills are required.

Special meetings

The purpose of a special meeting other than the AGM is to address a pressing issue, which requires

committee action prior to the next scheduled meeting.

The chair

A person in the chair leads but does not direct. Although he or she controls procedure and conduct,

the meeting is conducted for the benefit of the members.

Planning is essential. Before the meeting discuss the agenda with the secretary to determine what

should be accomplished.
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Know the constitution and standing orders for the conduct of meetings. Departure from any special

rules of procedure could make the business of the meeting invalid.

Act as host by meeting and greeting your members. You are responsible for making them feel

welcome and wanted.

10 tips that make effective meeting groups

1 There is plenty of discussion but it’s mainly on the point. If discussion strays, someone brings it

back quickly, not necessarily the chair or leader.

2 The members understand their task clearly. They may have had to spend some time working this

out but then they are committed to it.

3 The members actively listen to each other. They do not just keep silent.  They give each idea a

fair hearing and don’t jump onto unrelated ideas.

4 The group does not evade disagreement. When there is a disagreement, or problem, the group

uses its energy to focus on the problem, not the person.

5 Members are encouraged to reveal their opposition and not ‘bottle it up’ until after the meeting,

which is a common fault in a weak group.

6 There is no personal attack either openly or by veiled suggestion. Members are inclined to give

positive respect and recognition. They focus on overcoming obstacles.

7 The leader does not dominate. ‘Leadership’ shifts from time to time.  The group uses different

leaders for their specific abilities.

8 There is little evidence of power struggles and no posturing or point scoring. Control is not an

issue; it’s the job and the sense of teamwork which is important.

9 The members are conscious about their effectiveness as a team. They are very aware of their

clients and are not self-serving as a group.

10 The group is capable of analysing a weakness in its performance and ‘fixing it fast’.
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2.7Planning checklist

Does your club have a business plan?

 Yes
 No

How often do you review your business plan?

Quarterly 6 monthly yearly

Does your club have a marketing plan?

 Yes
 No

Does your club have a financial (or budget) plan?

 Yes
 No

Legal and statutory financial requirements must be met on time.  Who is responsible for
ensuring these dates are adhered to?

Does your club have a succession plan in place? Briefly describe it in the space below.

How many of the following barriers to succession planning apply to your club (tick box)?

 One or more of your committee members hold all the knowledge within a system only they
understand

 One or more of your committee members believe that they are irreplaceable
 Your seniors take control of all the administrative responsibilities, restricting the development of

juniors with an interest in that area
 Your committee members, who have served the club well for many years, are reaching their ‘best

before date’
 There is a fear of change culture within your club

Does your club hold regular and productive meetings?

 Yes
 No

What techniques or tools could improve the productivity of your club meetings?

When is the date of your next Annual General Meeting (AGM)?
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Planning feedback form

SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual. If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent

(please circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas  7001
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3 Human resources
3.1 The volunteer

The volunteer is:

"A representative from the community who freely chooses to give their time, skills and experience to

support an organisation’s activities.”

Lifesaving volunteers fulfil a multitude of roles including:

 Patrolling

 Trainer/Assessor

 Coach/Official

 IRB driver

 Fundraising

 Junior water safety officer

 Age group leaders

 Carnival workforce

 Administration

 Community programs

Many surf lifesaving clubs throughout Tasmania are experiencing difficulty keeping volunteers due to

an increased workload and reliance on too few individuals to contribute. Those clubs that are able to

provide a rewarding atmosphere for its volunteers have the best chance of keeping volunteers

involved.

This section outlines how surf life saving clubs can improve their recruitment, induction and retention

procedures to keep volunteers involved in their club and ensure they are happy in their role.

Before getting into the serious business of recruiting members (volunteers) one of the first tasks the

club must do is plan. Firstly think about the volunteers themselves. By knowing who they are and by

having an idea of what motivates them to volunteer, a program can be designed to best suit their

needs.

Before exploring some tips on recruitment let’s discuss some known facts about:

 What people think about life saving?

 How many members does the club need and in which demographic?

 Are there any barriers to joining?

 Why did our members actually join a surf life saving club? and

 Why do they leave life saving?
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What do people think about life saving?

The beach

Swimming and water activities generally are seen to satisfy a number of needs such as health,

competition, fun, physical sensation, sociability and even aesthetics. Water activities at the beach can

tap into a number of differing needs and the emphasis varies by person. Many boys may focus on

competition (if they feel competitive enough) or the fun of water activities, while many girls may want

to be a part of it for general fitness reasons or, for instance, the physical sensation of freedom and

relaxation. In terms of activities offered by surf lifesaving these different dimensions should be

catered for to some degree.

In practical terms the extent to which people frequent the beach varies depending on the perceived

time available, transport and the presence of motivational factors like health, sport or family. The

beach competes with other organised events and sporting activities as well as family obligations that

limit the time available. Whilst most teenagers go to the beach with either friends or family they are

not yet interested in "hanging out" on their own.

Awareness of a lifesaver's role

Teenagers are generally aware of lifesavers through their presence on the beach and many know it as

a club through hearing about it at school. There is a view that membership within the 13-14 year age

group is not widespread although nippers have a higher membership profile. In the nipper age group

there is a view that parents have a strong influence in encouraging children to join so membership of

nippers is often seen to be as much a result of parents' as the child's interest.

 Membership is perceived by both boys and girls to skew largely towards boys.

 Activities are seen to focus on competition, lifesaving and patrolling beaches.

 As the name suggests, teenagers believe that the role of the lifesaver is to "save lives".

This entails deep and serious associations of responsibility and integrity, and while the aim is seen as

admirable, it may also inspire negative feelings about taking on such a burden.

Interestingly while girls do not themselves relate well to the image of the lifesaver, they are more

likely to see the activity of surf lifesaving as something to aspire to than are boys, who may see it as

boring.
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The lifesaver’s image

The cap with the red and yellow colours is clearly a recognisable icon and something that immediately

taps into the values of surf lifesaving.

Barriers to joining

It is believed that while the imagery is highly relevant for older people with more old fashioned values,

for young people today the lifesaver image is somewhat boring and lacking in excitement. This is

because surf lifesaving is not seen to be a sport but rather a community objective and other activities

are therefore secondary.

SLST sporting activities have a fairly high profile and are thought to focus on boat races, rowing,

rescue, marathons and interclub competitions.

The barriers are:

Commitment:

 Its serious' lifesaving' image and corresponding connotations of responsibility and commitment.

Activities:

 Lack of knowledge about activities and assumption that they can be boring.

 Assumptions of solo participation and aversions to this sort of competitiveness. Girls are also

more likely to doubt their abilities in swimming.

 Perception of a lack of control over which activities are participated in. Teenagers feel signing up

means to be bound to the activities the club decides to run.

Experience:

 A perception, particularly amongst girls, that non-membership of nippers means that they are

behind others in experience and training. In their minds this makes them "too old" to join.

Popularity:

 Lack of popularity which weakens the appeal of SLSA's image as well as teenager’s willingness to

join because their friends are not there.
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Standing out:

 Solo participation and the perception that it is a "show sport" leads girls in particular to be self

conscious about their body.

Why do people join?

Children

When asked what children liked most about surf life saving they stated "making friends, catching

waves and swimming" as their preferred responses. It can be concluded that children join surf life

saving because they:

 Live close by

 Have friends involved

 Have family involved

 Like making friends

 Like catching waves and swimming

 Like learning new things

 Have been enrolled by their parents

Patrolling lifesavers

Patrolling lifesavers provide the core service activity for SLST’s clubs. The persons who undertake this

form of activity are predominately life saving bronze (bronze medallion) qualified, aged 15-25 and are

physically fit. They join:

 To have fun and meet people

 For physical fitness

 To provide a community service

 To gain knowledge of the surf

Competitive lifesaver

Competitive lifesavers are athletes, officials, coaches and even competition minded administrators

(management committee members). Their ages range from 5 years to 60+ years and join:

 For the camaraderie

 They live close by

 To help a good cause

 For the challenge of competition and

associated fitness benefits
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Why people leave surf life saving?

There have been very few investigations into why people leave surf life saving. While membership

levels have steadily increased over the last ten years exact figures for all categories are not known.

An exception to this is found in the junior’s area where it was found that up to 40% of junior

membership drops out each year. They drop out because there is too much/not enough competition,

not empowered to take responsibility in the club, they don't like the activities and games and they are

bored with doing the same thing each week.

Recent investigations amongst coaches, officials and instructors have suggested that they are happy

with their roles. They would like to be able to commit more time to the role but other lifestyle and

work pressures prevent this.

Club management people on the other hand have suggested that they are struggling with surf

lifesaving. This is due to the many processes which make demands on an individual’s time and hamper

their enthusiasm in getting things done. They may not leave the club but these people are certainly

disenchanted with the organisation.
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3.2 People and positions

The ability of clubs to get the most out of their members and volunteers ultimately is a measure of

how successful the club will be. Often clubs are short on resources and therefore are unable to spend

adequate time managing people. Those clubs that have established systems and processes to ensure

their members and volunteers know what to do and how to do it are likely to be more successful.

How members and volunteers contribute to the objectives of surf life saving clubs

The success of surf life saving clubs is dependent on the people (members and volunteers) that

contribute to it. In defining how members and volunteers contribute to the objectives of the club, it is

important to identify and understand exactly what those objectives are.

The primary objectives for most surf life saving clubs should be as follows:

To bring new members through the door; improve the recruiting processes of the club to ensure new

members join the club.

To retain existing members; ensure the existing members are happy and are getting value out of their

membership with the club.

To expose the club to new people; to raise awareness for the club through various means (marketing,

advertising, publicity, word-of-mouth). Increased exposure could result in new members joining the

club, sponsorship opportunities, and a potential increase in funding from government or other

sources.

To develop the skills and abilities of the members; to assist the members to develop their skills

through instruction, training, practice and competition.

To remain financially viable; to ensure the club continues to make revenue so that it can remain

afloat.

Other objectives may include:

 To achieve significant results; to win patrol competitions, lifesaving titles etc.

 To gain sponsorship; to increase revenue through gaining sponsorship.
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The primary responsibilities of members and volunteers

The primary responsibilities of members and volunteers are wide and diverse. However, it is important

that clubs identify the key areas that contribute to the success of the club.

Within surf life saving clubs the key areas may include:

Marketing; recruiting, promoting and raising awareness for the club. This could include visiting

schools, meeting with media representatives and writing promotional pieces to raise publicity for the

club.

Administration; handling the administrative tasks associated with running a club. This could be

collecting and chasing up membership payments, writing club newsletters, and creating administrative

forms.

Instruction / training; developing the lifesaving and surf sport skills of the participants. This includes

organisation and conducting of training sessions and providing advice and guidance to participants on

competition days. Instructors may include the club instructor, senior instructor, skills instructor and/or

assistant instructors. At an elite level the roles of the various instructors tend to become more specific

and will include such things as fitness instructors, mental or psychological instructors and skills

instructors.

President and committee; provide advice and guidance on the future direction of the club. These

positions involve a commitment to providing strategic advice and then implementation of that advice

to ensure the growth, sustainability and ongoing success of the club. All club committee members,

including the president are generally required to commit substantial time to assisting the club.

Event organisation; organising and running of events and competitions. Event organisation requires

strong planning, organisation and communication skills. As there are many unpredictable factors that

influence the success of an event / competition, the event organiser needs to have things well planned

with contingencies in place.
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Tips for getting the most out of your members and volunteers

The following tips highlight how surf life saving clubs can organise themselves to assist their members

and volunteers to operate most effectively.

Create systems

Clubs that rely too heavily on the skills and expertise of its members and volunteers may find difficulty

in having ongoing success due to lack of succession planning. Clubs need to generate and document

systematised ways of completing member / volunteer functions / tasks. By having documented

systems in place, clubs will be able to make a far better transition in the case that a key club member

leaves.

Develop clear expectations

When a new member or volunteer joins a club or an existing member takes on a new role, a position

or job description should be in place to clearly outline the expectations of the club for that particular

position. Job descriptions help to provide clarity for the individual to ensure they understand their role

within the club (refer to appendix for a full list of job descriptions or www.slst.asn.au – Document

Library (For Clubs) section for a job description template)

Monitor the success of the member / volunteer based on known expectations

Communicate prior to the person taking the job what is expected of him/her and how and why they

will be monitored. Consistency is vital!

Provide instruction / training

In some cases the inability of the member or volunteer to perform a role successfully will be due to

lack of knowledge, skill and/or expertise. In these cases it is vital that the individual receives

appropriate training and/or instruction as to how to perform the role effectively.

Develop a support system

Clubs need to have a system in place to ensure their members and volunteers are given adequate

support to assist them in performing their role effectively. A support system could be implemented in

a variety of ways, including:

 Establishing a mentoring system, whereby less experienced members and/or volunteers are

mentored by a more experienced club member.
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 Regular monitoring of performance and satisfaction levels of members and/or volunteers in their

positions. This could be done by written questionnaire, face-to-face and/or telephone interview.

Finally, managing any organisation can be a difficult and onerous task. Volunteering your services and

skills to manage a surf life saving club that provides such wide and varied services to its members and

local community presents a diverse and demanding challenge.

3.3 Member protection

SLST is committed to the health, safety and well-being of all its members and volunteers. The member

protection guidelines are to assist clubs and members and are to be implemented in conjunction with

relevant SLSA and SLST policies in the area of membership protection.

Please refer to the SLSA Members Portal – Policy section for a full list of the membership protection

guidelines.

3.4 Recruitment

Recruiting volunteers has become an increasingly difficult task for surf life saving clubs. Clubs need to

develop strategies to entice new volunteer members to their club and to ensure that once they are

there, a rewarding experience is provided.

Benefits of volunteer recruitment

Developing effective volunteer recruitment systems and procedures will increase the likelihood of

success for surf life saving clubs in their recruitment efforts. By developing effective recruitment

systems and processes surf life saving clubs not only benefit themselves but also benefit the new and

the existing volunteers. The following outlines the benefits of attracting volunteer members:

 Increases the likelihood of success in recruiting new volunteers to the club

 Minimises the workload on existing volunteers as there are more volunteers to complete the

required workload

 Improves the atmosphere / morale in the club as new volunteers create added energy and

enthusiasm

 Clubs are able to assign better structured roles for the volunteers as there is less of a dependency

to have volunteers doing “a bit of everything”

 Volunteers can provide more specialised services to the club as the role that they are being asked

to perform better aligns with their skill set and expertise
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 The club has greater flexibility to respond to new ideas and initiatives raised by volunteers as they

have the resources to be able to respond to requests

 The club will be able to deliver a better experience for its members and therefore are likely to

increase membership numbers

Once clubs understand the benefits of developing effective recruitment systems and processes they

need to go about setting up those recruiting systems and procedures to ensure those benefits are

achieved.

Volunteer recruitment principles

Know what you want in a volunteer; clubs must first outline what they are looking for. This includes

identifying the skills, attributes and the outputs and results that are sought.

Look for potential volunteers from a variety of sources; clubs should seek out potential volunteers

from a variety of sources, including contacts from existing members.

Let people know that you are interested; clubs should promote their interest in recruiting volunteers

continually and through a variety of sources.

Let potential volunteers know what you expect of them; clubs should be up front with potential

volunteers letting them know what a volunteer’s role will be and the expectations of that role. This

includes the time commitment required as well as the support that they will get in this role.

Establish a structure; people are more likely to have an interest in volunteering if they know that the

club will not be totally reliant on them. People want to feel as though they will not be ’handcuffed’ to

the role with an obligation to stay there. Many clubs have volunteers that continue to fill their position

simply because there is no one to take their place.

Present a professional image; volunteers are far more likely to be involved with a club that they see

as being professional. Clubs can show professionalism through:

 Having information at hand

 Providing information kits

 Following through phone calls and meetings

 Having position descriptions established

Highlight the benefits; clubs need to remember that they are still trying to ‘sell’ the position and

therefore a strong emphasis should be placed on outlining the benefits for the potential volunteer.

Recruit the right people; there is no point in recruiting a person to fill a position in your club, if they

are not suitable. Generally, this results in greater problems for the club and for the person. Clubs are

far better off targeting the potential candidates who can add value to the club.

Tips for recruiting the right people

Outline the requirements of the volunteer position (position description)
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Identify what you want in a volunteer (the skills and attributes)

Conduct an interview with the potential candidate prior to them taking the position. Ask them:

 What they want to get from their role with the club?

 What was it about your club that attracted them?

 What skills and attributes could they bring to the position?

 What experience they have that would assist them in working in the position?

 What they would require from the club to perform their role and satisfy them?

 Whether they could foresee how long they would be involved with the club?

Establish some type of criteria or list of things that you are looking for in a volunteer.

Identify whether the potential candidate meets your needs, specifically in the areas of attitude, skill,

motivation, experience and suitability.

Resourcing the recruitment process

Make up information/induction kits for volunteers. These should contain a brief summary of the

organisation's objectives, history and long-term plans. Also include material on club membership; how

many there are, what they do, why they enjoy volunteering and, most importantly, specific job

descriptions for positions to be filled. This gives the volunteer an idea of where they fit into the club

and of its needs.

Consider introducing a mentoring system. Perhaps for members who receive the most support from

the organisation; top performers, sports teams, etc. Develop an agreement where members who have

been assisted are required, in turn, to assist.

Organise a meeting and invite people to attend. Ask trained surf lifesavers to talk about why they

enjoy surf life saving and the satisfaction they get from it.

The best publicity comes from the members. If your members are happy with the club, encourage

them to spread the word among friends and work colleagues.

Consider different ways the newspaper can be used to get a story across. What about letters to the

editor, media releases, feature stories or advertising in the classifieds? Ask around the club as there

may be someone who has a contact with the local newspaper. Do not just rely on daily newspapers;

also consider local suburban newspapers, student and school magazines

Produce posters, pamphlets, flyers or anything that can be left in prominent places around the

community. Consider banks, supermarkets, take away shops, doctors/dentists rooms, notice-boards

Make a cd or video that promotes the club and has volunteers talking about their experiences. This

provides an extremely useful resource for potential volunteers.
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Contact high schools and colleges and other education institutions and offer to take sessions on surf

lifesaving as part of their recreation classes or the Advance program (see section 11.6 for more

information on the Advance program).

Remember, the member is giving up precious time for the club so something must be offered in

return. Always stress the positive aspects of volunteering for surf life saving:

 New skills to be learned

 New friends

 Exciting opportunities

Have an overall strategy worked out for the recruitment method chosen. Who will speak to those

who respond to the club's plea? Who will arrange the information sessions? Make sure all those

concerned know exactly how the step is to be achieved.

3.5 Induction

The next phase in the volunteer recruitment cycle is to go through an induction process to introduce

and welcome your new volunteer to your club. A volunteer induction program should build upon the

recruitment process that your club has undertaken and focus on making the volunteer comfortable

with their position in the club. This section outlines the key things for clubs to consider when inducting

volunteers and provides some tips to assist clubs setting up and implementing an effective volunteer

induction program.

Key considerations for clubs in inducting volunteers

When introducing new volunteers to clubs you need to consider the following:

Who is responsible for inducting new volunteers? Some clubs do not allocate anyone to undertake

the role of inducting new members and therefore the task is either not done or is unprofessional in its

approach.

Does the person inducting new volunteers to the club have access to the required information?

Clubs need to set up systems and procedures for inducting new volunteers to the club. This includes

developing volunteer resources, such as information kits, background material on the club and a job

description.

Does the club have a job description? A key component of the induction process should be educating

the volunteer about their role as a volunteer and how it will contribute to the club’s objectives.
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Clarify any queries or concerns: Make sure the volunteer has understood what you have covered in

the induction process and answer any questions or queries that they may have. It is also important to

make sure that you follow up your induction process as the volunteer may have some concerns that

they didn’t consider initially.

These provide the basic considerations that the club needs to have in place when inducting a new

member. The following provides a more detailed list of tips for inducting new members.

Tips for inducting a new volunteer

Introduce people around the club; introduce the new volunteer to key people around the club

including a selection of members to make them feel comfortable in the surroundings.

Tour the facilities; take the volunteer on a tour of the facilities at the club. Highlight the location of

key things that the volunteer will need in their role (e.g. equipment, manuals).

Explain the role; talk the volunteer through their role (preferably with a job description). Highlight the

key aspects of the position and how it contributes to the objectives of the club.

Explain the expectations; let the volunteer know what will be expected of them in their role, including

duties and time commitment required.

Provide necessary information; provide the volunteer with information that will help them to

undertake their role successfully. This will include contact details of club representatives, event

schedules, training times, equipment list and locations, hours of operation etc.

Explain emergency procedures; explain the club’s emergency procedures including what their role

would be in the case of an emergency; familiarise them with the club’s OH&S policy.

Explain the club’s day to day operations; familiarise the volunteer with what would occur in a typical

week at the club.

The key to implementing a successful induction program is to develop a systemised process for

delivering these key requirements. Once the system has been established it can be replicated by

other members of the club, which is vital in the case that your club’s induction representative leaves

the club. By establishing the volunteer induction system “up front” clubs will be better prepared and

will be far more likely to leave a good impression of the club with the volunteer.

By the end of the induction session, the new surf lifesaving member should have:

 A clear understanding of the club and its structure; what it does and who it caters to.

 An understanding of all administrative procedures, particularly those that the volunteer will be

directly involved with.
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 Knowledge of both their own job and those of other volunteers, and of any rules, rights and

responsibilities applying to volunteers.

 Met with other volunteers and any personnel with whom they'll be working.

Training

Don't expect new volunteers to have all the skills and expertise necessary to carry out their position. It

could be that the particular job requires specific skills or that the volunteer initially feels a little

unsure.

All positions require some form of training, whether it is merely an initial introduction to the job or

considerable skill-building in specific areas. It is up to the club to find out what sort of training

volunteers need and to provide appropriate opportunities. One of the reasons people volunteer is to

gain new skills or to develop existing ones.

3.6 Retention

Well done! Some people have been successfully encouraged to join your surf life saving club and have

had jobs assigned to them... So now what?

The club now has to work hard at making the volunteer feel an integral part of the membership.

Make sure the volunteers are properly inducted, trained and rewarded. Offer them lots of support and

encouragement.

Retaining existing members is vital to the growth and sustainability of surf life saving clubs and is far

cheaper and less time consuming than recruiting new ones. Clubs that are able to successfully retain

a large portion of their membership from year to year have less reliance on recruiting new members

as their source of income. In addition, clubs that keep their existing members happy are likely to not

only retain them but increase the likelihood that these members will recruit friends and family. This

section outlines some of the key components of membership retention and provides tips and

strategies to assist clubs to improve their success at retaining existing members.
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Tips for retaining existing members

Identify what your members want from their time in the sport/activity and/or with your club and

identify what changes need to be made to your club to meet those needs. You need to ask them, as

you may think you know, but often they have a different idea!

Consult with every member about;

 How they are going

 Their needs

 Changes they would like to see at the club

Note: this may involve allocating a committee member to the role of membership officer with the

duty of member satisfaction. It should be scheduled, but can be an informal chat. However some

basic notes of feedback are critical to identify trends that appear within your club. Otherwise, you

can utilise a questionnaire.

 Regularly reinforce the benefits of being involved with your club (e.g. fitness, friendships,

competition, and fun). Re-state the value you bring to the club members.

 Periodically take the time to assess whether individual members are meeting their goals and/or

performance targets.

 Periodically host a social day/night at the club to reinforce the fun of being involved with the club.

Run it on a cost recovery basis not a fundraiser. If funds allow, make it free to members.

 Recognise and act on the key signs of when a member is dissatisfied. This should be easier if

people are regularly checking where a member is at (again use the questionnaire).

3.7 Member development & training

In the competitive market for volunteers, the ability to deliver memorable experiences and high

quality services is a key factor in keeping people involved in the club. One key way that surf life saving

clubs can begin to do that is to continue to develop the people within their club (including patrolling

members, instructors, competitors and committee members) to ensure their skills are of the highest

quality. This section highlights the strategies that surf life saving clubs can adopt to develop their

people to deliver higher quality services and experiences for their members.

Benefits for clubs in developing their people

Ability to deliver better services and more memorable experiences for members. Clubs that have
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better skilled and qualified instructors / coaches, volunteers and administrators are able to deliver

services and experiences to a level beyond their competitors (other clubs, sports, activities, and

interests).

Increased ability to attract new and retain existing members. Clubs that have better skilled and

qualified instructors / coaches, volunteers and administrators are likely to receive greater acclaims

from their existing membership and therefore are likely to have a greater success at attracting new

members through word of mouth promotion. Also, those members that join are likely to enjoy their

experience more and therefore want to remain involved with the club.

Increased parental support for the club. Particularly for parents of younger children as they know

their child is being looked after and developed by quality instructors.

Increased ability to charge more for services. If the service is of higher quality and the experience

more memorable then the members or parents of the members are likely to see more value in their

membership and therefore may be prepared to pay higher fees to receive this level of service.

Increased exposure and awareness of the club. Clubs that have better skilled and qualified

instructors / coaches, volunteers and administrators are likely to be better recognised throughout the

industry and the local area due to media exposure and word of mouth promotion. This is particularly

the case if the club does things that are above the level that is being done by other clubs e.g. the club

has a high profile coach, innovative training program, major event etc.

Potential for new people to enter the club. This may occur in instances where an individual or parent

of the individual hears about the quality of the club / people at the club and sees that it would be a

good club to be involved in.

Increased ability to retain volunteers, instructors / coaches and administrators involved in the club.

This will occur if the people involved feel a sense of accomplishment in that they have developed their

skills and knowledge base as a result of being involved with the club.
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Tips for clubs to develop their people

Training. Provide training to improve areas where the individual may need further skill development.

Mentoring. This is particularly important for younger people who are looking to move into a new

position within the club. Clubs can utilise their more experienced instructors / coaches / volunteers to

mentor younger, less experienced instructors / coaches / volunteers to provide guidance and support.

Utilise past and existing resources. Many times clubs continue to “reinvent the wheel”, developing

new systems, procedures and manuals without fully utilising past resources. Clubs should seek to

utilise existing / past resources, where possible, to maximize efficiency and build upon existing

knowledge. Clubs should also encourage their existing instructors / coaches / volunteers to continue

to build upon existing resources, adding their knowledge and expertise which would then be captured

and utilised in the future.

Feedback. Often simple feedback is the most effective way of developing people, as it can be

provided quite quickly and can address a specific issue whilst the individual has a particular incident /

behaviour clear in their mind.

Two-way feedback. An extension of providing feedback is to provide two-way feedback in which the

individual being given the feedback has the opportunity to provide their thoughts and opinions on the

matter. This is often an excellent way of identifying the thought process of the individual in question

and therefore the root of the problem can be addressed.

Skill assessments. These are best undertaken with some type of criteria by which the individual can

be assessed. Criteria may also help to measure the progress of the individual in that particular skill

area over time, tracking their progress.

Peer reviews. These can be a great way of helping individuals to improve without having the feedback

and/or criticism coming from the same source. Peer reviews also have additional benefits in that they

are often more readily accepted by the individual and save on resources.

Information sharing. A simple way that clubs can develop their people is share information that is

available. This could include information that the club already possesses, industry data, statistics and

report, information from SLST or information from other clubs. If propositioned correctly, many clubs

would gladly share information that provided mutual benefit.

Performance targets. Many individuals perform better when they have a specified target to strive for.

By setting realistic and achievable performance targets (these can be set by or in conjunction with the

individual) the individual clearly understands what is expected of him/her and understands how they

will be evaluated in their role.

Recognition programs. In many cases recognition of the individual’s performance or contribution to

the club will have a dramatic impact on their future performance. Clubs should seek to establish

recognition programs whereby they systematically assess and recognise the contributions of all people

involved in their club.
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3.8 Recognition

Finally, but most importantly, recognise the efforts of the volunteers. Don't leave this to the end of the

season or when the volunteers finally retire from the club. Do it now, be consistent about it and keep

it ongoing.

By understanding the needs and interests of the volunteers, appropriate rewards for each person can

be devised. Personalised recognition means so much more than being treated the same as everyone

else. Be creative about the way it is done and personalise it so that each volunteer is recognised in a

way that is special to him or her.

Remember, volunteers work without pay and their motivation for continuing to work depends on

their feeling of value and accomplishment. Recognition is extremely important.

Here are some ideas:

 Formal certificates of appreciation.

 Recognition of outstanding effort on notice boards, in newsletters or in committee meetings.

 Special awards for volunteers, presented at annual or monthly functions.

 Provision of clothing appropriate to the award gained by the volunteer.

 Get well cards to volunteers when they're ill.

 Birthday cards for ‘special numbers’.

 Mention their efforts at an AGM and note this down in the minutes.

 Hold an annual volunteer day where their efforts can be formally recognised and hold a formal

event such as a dinner or lunch.

 Allow time to listen to their ideas.

 Respect individuality and uniqueness.

 Keep track of the length of time worked so as to recognise accurately.

 Nominate your volunteers for local and state awards.

 Naming an event after a volunteer.

 Use the SLSA Member Recognition Framework (see www.slsa.com.au - Admin & Resources

Forms).

Involvement

The volunteer has now become a valuable club member so be sure to involve them in all aspects of

the club.
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 Tips on making your club members feel valued

Involve volunteers in any decisions made concerning their own jobs, or to do with the volunteer

program in general.

Communications must be a top priority. Be sure to let volunteers know what's going on in the club.

 Keep in touch by:

o Holding meetings

o Sending out a monthly newsletter

 Don't let the new volunteers do all the unpleasant tasks - share these out among everyone. This

encourages a sense of fairness and team work among all members of the club.

 Recognise the volunteer's own priorities - exams, holidays, children, etc., and be flexible enough

to suit their needs.

Supervision/support - mentoring

It is a good idea to assign each new volunteer with a supervisor or mentor until such time as the

volunteer feels confident in their role. The member plays a number of roles. They give support and

ideas, advice, comment on progress and maintain regular contact with the volunteer. Essentially they

act as the link between the volunteer and the club. Obviously, it's important that this person is

friendly, sympathetic and easily approached as the volunteer will initially rely heavily on this person

for encouragement.

Remember to provide recognition and praise when it's due and if the volunteer is doing a good job

then reward them for it. Likewise, if the volunteer is not coping well, find out what's wrong and help

put it right.

3.9 Volunteers and paid staff

As time constraints make it difficult for volunteer club members to deal with the day to day

administration, of clubs, more and more clubs are looking to employ paid staff to ease the load.

Relationships between volunteers and paid employees

As it becomes more common for clubs to appoint a part-time paid officer to run their administration it

is essential to have clear lines of responsibility between paid staff and volunteer members to ensure

there is no friction.
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Volunteers may feel resentful when they realise someone is being paid to do something they once did

for free. Paid staff should recognise this and do all they can to make volunteers feel valuable. At the

same time, volunteers should hand over appropriate responsibilities. While staff are being paid to do a

job, they are not there to be overworked.

Poor definition of roles, lax supervision and poor communication are the most common cause of

problems between the two parties. To prevent these, both staff and volunteers should have clear and

precise job descriptions. Many volunteer concerns can be eased by involving them in planning and

development. Paid staff should be advised on how to relate to volunteer workers and a streamlined

communication system between the two groups established.

Hiring the right person

If a club is considering taking on a paid staff member, the club management should first have a clear

idea of what the job is and whether they really need to pay someone to do it. Even in the planning

stages, a job description is vital (see www.slst.asn.au – Document Library (For Clubs) section for a job

description template).

Begin by writing down a list of aims. Write down a list of the programs and tasks to be worked on over

the next three years in order to achieve those aims. This will show how much work has to be done.

Work out who is responsible for each program or task and how many of them can be carried out by

volunteers and designate which tasks could be performed by a paid employee and who they will
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report to. This should clarify for club management whether they need a development officer, a

coaching director, an administration manager or a clerk. Problems come, not so much from bitterness,

but from improper expectations and poorly written job descriptions.

Ask these questions:

 Is this a realistic collection of tasks?

 Does the list contain all the boring,

uninviting tasks that no-one else is

prepared to do?

 Think about what you expect to pay

them; is it worth it?

 Is the pay linked to the skills?

 What skills are needed to perform

these tasks?

A full-time employee is going to cost more than just their salary as overhead costs are bound to

expand e.g. sick leave, holiday pay, work compensation etc. Make sure you budget for at least 20% in

on-costs.

The job description

This should include:

 Job title

 Purpose

 Responsibilities

 Duties

 Who they report to

 Hours

 Salary or package

Club management should also be clear about the work experience, qualifications, skills and personal

characteristics they are looking for in their new employee. Remember, a CV will tell you most things

you need to know but you may have to conduct an interview to assess various personalities.

Interviews

Work out who to interview on the basis of CV's and references they have given. An interview panel

should include three or four of the people the employee will be working closely with. One person

should direct a basic sequence of questioning in relation to the key selection criteria and the duties,

another should take notes. Often officers and/or club members apply therefore the panel conducting
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interviews should be carefully selected and be very small.

Ensure that all applicants are thanked and notified of the final decision. Ensure confidentiality of all

personal material made available.

An interview assessment form is a good idea, particularly if there are a large number of applicants.

This can be drawn up to cover specific areas (e.g. skills, experience, presentation, potential) and used

to rate each applicant.

Provide each applicant with clear details of: what the position involves, the employment contract, how

performance would be judged, the salary package and conditions of termination for either party.

If there are two or three suitable applicants, draw up a shortlist for a second interview. When the

decision has been made, advise the successful candidate and confirm their acceptance. If he or she

withdraws, approach the second candidate. Advise the unsuccessful candidates personally and ask

their permission to keep their applications on file.

Written comments may be sought by applicants under the Freedom of Information act.

(www.justic.tas.gov.au)

The salary and entitlements package should be decided in line with your budget. Be reasonable and

remember professional people demand professional payment. Check that your package is similar to

that provided by similar groups or associations.
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Efficient use of a professional employee

 Employing a full-time worker involves substantial investment, which could be wasted unless the

work environment is geared to extracting the best out of him or her.

 The employee must be allocated freedom to express and implement new ideas.

 These ideas may not always coincide with those of the establishment. Good communication

between the employee and employer is vital to the success of the arrangement.

 A clear list of priorities should be established within a firm framework. Often there are so many

jobs that need doing, that some must be put on the back burner.

 To prevent conflict, employer and worker should both know which jobs have priority. Remind all

concerned that the employee has only a certain number of hours in the day.

Remember - An employee will take time to settle in. They will often have to work within long-

established and inefficient systems so don't expect an immediate dramatic impact.
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3.10 Human Resources checklist

What is your drop out percentage each year of junior member, qualified members and
associate members?

Junior
Qualified
Associate

What are the reasons for juniors staying in your club and what reasons do they give for
leaving?

Reasons for staying Reasons for leaving

What key areas contribute to the success of your club?

Marketing

How

Administration

How

Instruction / training

How

President and committee

How

Events organization

How

Which of the following do you have in place to ensure that your members and volunteers
operate effectively (tick box)?

 Develop clear expectations (job description)
 Monitor the success of the member / volunteer based on known expectations
 Provide instruction / training
 Assign roles and responsibilities
 Dedicate a support system
 Other (please specify)

When recruiting new volunteers who is responsible for their induction?

What information about the club do you provide to a new volunteer during their induction
for example information kits, event schedules, contact details of club representatives,
hours of operation etc.?
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Does your club provide new volunteers with a position description (tick box)?

 Never
 Sometimes
 Mostly
 Always

Once you have taken a new volunteer on board how often do you consult with them on
how they are enjoying their role (tick box)?

 Once a month
 Once a quarter
 Every 6 months
 Once a year
 Never

What methods do you use to ensure that your members are recognised for their
contribution to your club (tick box)?

 Formal certificates of appreciation.
 Recognition of outstanding effort in newspaper, on notice boards, in newsletters or in

committee meetings.
 Special awards for volunteer, presented at annual or monthly functions.
 Provision of clothing appropriate to award gained by volunteer.
 Get well cards to volunteers when they're ill.
 Mention their efforts at an AGM and note this down in the minutes.
 Hold an annual volunteer day where their efforts can be formally recognised and hold a

formal event - a dinner or lunch.
 Allow time to listen to their ideas.
 Respect individuality and uniqueness.
 Keep track of the length of time worked so as to recognise accurately.
 Nominate your volunteers for local and state awards.
 Naming an event after a volunteer
 Other (please specify)

Does your club have a regular newsletter?

 Monthly
 Quarterly
 6 Monthly
 Yearly
 Never

Does your club have paid staff?

 Yes
 No

If yes, what position do they hold in your clubs?

Do they have a clear job description of their role and responsibilities?

 Yes
 No
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Human Resources feedback form
SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual. If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent

(please circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas  7001
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4 Legal and risk management
4.1 Negligence

Negligence is the omission to do something which a reasonable man, guided by those ordinary

considerations which ordinarily regulate human affairs, would do, or the doing of something which a

reasonable and prudent man would not do.

Negligence is also the failure to use such care as a reasonably prudent and careful person would use

under similar circumstances. It is also the doing of some act which a person of ordinary prudence

would not have done under similar circumstances or failure to do what a person of ordinary prudence

would have done under similar circumstances (see Black's Law Dictionary; Sixth Edition).

Staff and volunteers of surf lifesaving clubs need to appreciate that they are not covered by automatic

legal protection and that they can be held legally responsible for injuries and losses that occur in the

conduct of activities they/you may be participating in/should be participating in.

While the above common law definition of negligence applies in Tasmania, the common law as it

applies has been modified to some extent by recent reforms which have found their way into the

Tasmanian Wrongs Act 1954.

In short, clubs and club members have a duty to warn swimmers and persons either on or within the

confines of clubs/beaches of all dangers that aren't obvious within the bounds of their training.
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4.2 Risk management

Because there are risks associated with operating a surf life saving club, both in relation to clubrooms

and immediate surrounds, and most importantly, the beach and the waterways patrolled by the club,

it is important for all clubs to have both a proactive and reactive Risk Management Plan.

Detailed Risk Management policies, guidelines and resources are available in SLSA’s Club Health &

Safety Manual and website.

Effective Risk Management practices include:

Identification of Risks

Clubs should undertake a thorough survey of all activities to assess risk and to come up with a

proactive risk management plan to address such.

In relation to situations when swimmers get into trouble or there is an accident or some other event,

clubs should have a reactive Risk Management Plan which outlines how they will deal with such

incidents.

Assessment of Risks

Clubs should rank potential risks in order of priority, and attempt to address such depending on the

severity and potential liability to third parties.

Clubs should aim to:

Avoid high risk activities and where these are pursued, have proactive Risk Management Plans and

reactive Risk Management Plans in place. Also,

 wherever possible clubs should minimise risk.

 as part of your Risk Management Plan, all avenues of communications with other emergency

agencies including the police, ambulance and paramedics should be documented.
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4.3 Insurance

Insurance premiums are probably one of the most onerous financial liabilities that clubs currently face

with costs having escalated over recent years, particularly with regard to public liability insurance. In

some cases, insurance costs cause real financial hardship to the smaller membership based clubs.

The current status of club insurance costs is outlined below, but is subject to change. Please contact

SLST’s administrative staff with any questions regarding insurance coverage and costs.

Public liability insurance

Public liability insurance is currently negotiated on a national level by SLSA for its affiliated clubs and is

charged out on a State basis. Presently, SLST’s premium contribution is heavily subsidised by the State

Government and the balance divided amongst clubs based on membership numbers (as reported in

their annual summary return and/or Surfguard member registrations).

Copies of the current “Certificate of Currency” can be obtained from SLST on request and copies are

normally required when a club is applying for a grant or seeking permits to hold a special event.

Marine hull and marine transit insurance

Marine Hull Insurance covers boat motors, inflatable rescue craft and powercraft and is negotiated on

a club by club basis. This insurance is also offered through the nationally-negotiated insurance broker.

Building and contents insurance

Building and contents insurance are the sole responsibility of the club. Whilst the national insurance

broker can provide a quote on these insurances, clubs are under no obligation to use them and are

free to seek their own insurance provider. Building insurance requirements may vary from club to club

e.g. where the clubhouses are owned by a third party, such as the local council/authority. In these

instances, clubs should seek a copy of their insurance coverage from the relevant authority.

Motor vehicle insurance

Motor vehicle insurance is also the club’s responsibility and may be obtained from their insurer of

choice.
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Personal accident insurance

Volunteers who are registered/financial members of a club are covered under the SLST Scheme.

Members are covered whilst undertaking club duties, training, competition and patrolling activities.

Contact SLST for procedures for claiming for any injury/loss.

Tips for complying with legal requirements

Consult with an insurance broker to get advice on the appropriate types and levels of insurance that

your club should take out.

Develop a list of potential risks to consider when participating, working, volunteering and/or

spectating at your club. Categorise those risks into degree of danger and frequency of occurrence.

Regularly engage staff, volunteers and members to inspect for potential risks and report to the club.

Develop a system for reporting potential risks such as accident or injury forms.

Keep both hard (paper) and soft (computerised) copies of accident and injury records.

Develop a risk management plan that details potential risks at your club, strategies for managing risks

and systems for ensuring consistency in management and avoidance of losses (personal injuries and

property damage).

Regularly review the effectiveness of your risk management plan by measuring accident and injury

statistics, including the number, frequency and severity of injuries.

Communicate the intention and the execution of the risk management plan to members, spectators

and staff to ensure all those involved in the club are aware of what the club is doing to provide a safe

environment and how they can play their part in assisting the club in its endeavours.

Seek out assistance in developing and implementing your risk management plan. Utilise available

resources such as council, businesses and other clubs (most clubs will face similar issues in relation to

managing risks and complying with legality. Offer to share information and work together to develop a

more effective risk management plan.

Ensure you are well organised and prepared to complete necessary forms and legal requirements.

Conduct a ‘mock’ test (e.g. drill) of your risk management processes during an appropriate time to

ensure your club will respond appropriately when required.

Split up the responsibility of managing and reporting on your risk management plan so that several

people make contributions.

Keep members informed of new risks as well as how you have responded to risks as they arise to

show members that you actively taking responsibility for ensuring a safe environment.

If you are unsure of your legal requirements seek further clarification from a professional (e.g. risk

management consultant / appraiser).

Conduct a check of facilities, equipment and beach prior to competitions and training to ensure a

safe environment.
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4.4 Legal and Risk Management checklist

Does your club have a risk management plan in place?

 Yes
 No

If yes, how do you communicate the intention and execution of the risk management plan
to members, spectators and staff?

Who is responsible for ensuring your risk management plan is kept up to date and adhered
to?

Have you conducted a mock test of your risk management plan?

How do you document your accidents and injuries?
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Legal and Risk Management feedback form

SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual. If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent

(please circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas 7001
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5 Finance
5.1 Financial operations

The treasurer/financial manager (see appendix for full job description) is responsible for the day-to-

day management of the club’s financial resources.  In this role, the treasurer/financial manager,

perhaps with the help of paid staff or other volunteers, puts into place the procedures necessary to

collect and record details of all financial transactions affecting the financial position and

performance of the club.  Financial transactions are documented and these records are kept by the

treasurer/financial manager.  The output of these procedures is regular financial reports, which are

presented at the management or board meetings.

Club records and reports summary

The treasurer/finance manager must maintain the following records:

 Members’ subscription details

 Cash receipts

 Cash payments

 Assets register

 Bank accounts

 Liabilities

 Contracts - including Leases

Member’s subscription records

This is a database (Surfguard) of all members which should include name, contact details and their

subscription payment details generally managed by the club registrar.

Cash receipts record

A summary listing of the money received according to the receipt book or MYOB/Quickbooks.  To keep
an accurate record, receipts should be issued for every amount of money received.

Cash payments record

A summary of the cheque book and all cash payments made or entries into MYOB/Quickbooks.
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Assets register

This should include both current and fixed assets. Current assets include cash, materials, accounts

receivable (e.g. money that is owed to the club) and prepaid expenses.  Fixed assets include land,

buildings, IRBs, motors etc. These are logged through the organisational management section of

Surfguard.

Bank accounts

A cheque account is necessary for the well-run club unless paying using MYOB/Quickbooks and direct

payments. A cheque account provides a convenient record of payment through the cheque butt. It is

therefore essential to complete cheque butts at the time of drawing each cheque to update the cash

book and complete a bank reconciliation at least monthly. Cheques also provide a secure method of

payment. This means that club members need not carry cash.

It is a good idea to have at least three members with the authority to sign cheques, with individual

cheques requiring any two authorised signatures. Never sign blank cheques. Never sign a cheque

without an accompanying bill or docket from the supplier. For control purposes pay on invoice only.

Payment on photocopied invoices may lead to some invoices being paid twice.

A term deposit or call account operating in tandem with a cheque account accumulates interest at

higher rates when there are no bills to pay.

It is wise to pay all club bills out of the cheque account, as all expenditure becomes recorded on the

account statement. You can ask your bank to forward statements weekly, fortnightly, monthly, or

quarterly. It is up to you and will depend on the average number of transactions your club has.

Liabilities record

This indicates the total monies owed by a club and includes both current and non-current liabilities.

Current liabilities include bank overdrafts, short-term loans and accounts payable while non-current

liabilities include long-term loans.

Contracts (including Leases)

Contracts including leases are legal agreements that commit the club to fulfilling certain requirements

or obligations, often financial.
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It is advisable to maintain a record of contracts, including such details as commencement date, term,

and frequency of payments, amount to be paid and any other special conditions that need to be

fulfilled.

Cash book

The cash book records all the club's receipts and payments on a daily basis for end of month

reconciliations. At the end of each month, the figures recorded in the cash book or MYOB/Quickbooks

are checked against your bank statements. It is also a good practice to summarise what the club owes

people (the club's creditors) and what money other people owe the club (the club's debtors).

To determine the cash balance, simply total the receipts and deduct payments. Other items that will

alter the cash balance are bank interest and charges, unpresented cheques, dishonoured (bounced)

cheques, and direct credits or debits from other accounts.

The cash book opening balance for each month becomes the closing balance from the previous

month. If you want to save money and use just one cash book, you can record receipts in the front of

the cash book and payments in the back.

Receipts

Details of receipts are recorded in cash book columns or MYOB/Quickbooks. Columns can be drawn up

with the types of income expected. These are often the same as those identified in the income side of

the club's budget.

Receipts are entered in three places, depending on the amount of detail you want and the type of

cash book you buy. Receipts are entered in the amount column, under its income type, and in the

banked column when banked. Often the banked figure will be an accumulation of all money received

since the banking was last carried out. Listing individual amounts by banking date gives the

opportunity for cross-checking to be carried out.

All incoming cash and cheques must be banked promptly. It is unwise to use money without it first

being banked as it may become impossible for the treasurer to keep track of what is going on. It is also

essential that all cash and cheques received be banked without any deductions being made. Tally all

receipts at the end of each month. Monthly totals are accumulated to give a record of receipts for the

year to date.
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In some cases, quarterly reports may be required. When this happens, it is more efficient to calculate

cumulative figures month by month for each quarter rather than doing it for the entire year.

Be sure to enter the total amount of cash and cheques received daily. When receipting cash or

cheques, make sure you enter the correct date and amount, and issue them promptly.

Payments

As with receipts, each column may be drawn up to reflect items of club payments as identified in the

expenditure side of the club budget.

Every time a cheque is issued the details should be entered in the amount column. The amount

column will operate as an indicator of total club expenditure. Then write the amount in the

appropriate expenditure column.

At the end of each month the columns should be tallied for presentation to the club committee. At

this stage, comparisons can be made against the budget to see whether expenditure is proceeding as

planned.

All accounts received are required to be paid strictly according to their terms, usually between seven

and 30 days of receiving an invoice or claim from a supplier. It is usually the club treasurer's

responsibility to prepare cheques for approval and signing at club meetings.

Although the treasurer has the power to make payments between meetings, it is a good practice to

have any such payments ratified at the next meeting. List all receipt numbers issued and cheque

sequences used for the month and any cancelled cheques for ratification at the management meeting.

In general, all payments will be for budgeted items and can therefore be paid subject to ratification.

The management committee minutes should record the authorisation for major expenditure.

Prompt payment will generally ensure the goodwill of trade’s people. Prompt payment of out of

pocket expenses of volunteers also generates goodwill within the club.

Whenever you make a cash or cheque payment, write the details in the payments section of the cash

book, usually found at the back.
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When writing cheques remember the basics:

 Write in the payee’s name in full

 Be sure to cross out ‘or bearer’ if you want the cheque to be paid only to the payee

 Write in the correct date. Post-dating cheques is illegal

 Write in the total amount in both written and numerical forms

 Make sure you cross the cheque ‘not negotiable’

 Put the club's postal address on the back and the invoice or account number

 Fill in the butt. This is a cross check for your monthly bank statements

 Sign the cheque

Some clubs find that authorisation can be easily verified by using a cheque requisition form. This form

contains all details of payment, similar to those on the cheque butt, including the signatures of those

club members authorised to make payments on the club's behalf. Alternatively, you may find having

the signatories initial the cheque’s butt just as effective.

Remember, complete the cheque butt, and make sure there are two authorised signatures on

the cheque.

Cheque requisitions, if used, are best kept in monthly files, by cheque number. Once they have been

presented as confirmation of cheques issued they are required by law to be kept for future reference.

They are required to be presented for audit. Be sure to attach paid creditors invoices to the cheque

requisition. A labelled archive box, expandable file, lever arch or manila folder is best for this.

Income and expense summary

An itemised summary of income received and all expenses on a monthly basis.

Balance sheet

Provides an overview of the overall wealth of the club by comparing its assets (what it owns) with its

liabilities (what it owes).  This will indicate the net wealth of your club.
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Bank reconciliation statements

Ask your financial institution to send monthly account statements. Try to time these just prior to the

monthly club meeting. Check the statement against your cash book to ensure they are the same.

Remember that there are items that may slightly alter the bank balance interest and charges,

unpresented cheques, dishonoured (bounced) cheques, and direct credits or debits from other

accounts.

A copy of the monthly statement is usually made available for the benefit of the club's auditor.

The bank statement shows all movements of funds in and out of an account. To obtain a clearer

picture of the club's financial position the cash book balance is reconciled against the bank statement

once a month.

The budget related report

This type of report provides far more detailed information than the basic monthly report. It enables

the club management committee to track income and expenditure and make decisions based on the

budgeted targets for the year.

This report is closely related to the cash book and annual budget. Presenting this type of report will

take little time once the cash book and budget are established. The budgeted figures for each item of

income and expenditure will remain unchanged throughout the year. The figures that change will be

those tallied at the end of each month and added to the year to date column.

Petty cash

Petty cash is for small amounts paid by cash. A cash cheque is drawn on the club account for a small

amount and all expenditure from this is recorded and receipts retained. Records of petty cash

expenditure should be recorded in a petty cash book, not the club cash book. Combined petty cash

vouchers and register type books can be purchased from your local news agency or stationer. Items

bought out of petty cash are for small amounts (e.g. less than $20.00). Items purchased on petty cash

may include milk, pens, fuel, band-aids, etc.
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Clubs normally carry a petty cash float to handle these payments. It is best to calculate how much cash

should be kept on hand and kept in a safe place. It is advisable to try to minimise the size of the float

and to include it in your club's contents insurance policy.

Petty cash can be issued in exchange for a receipt as a means of reimbursing club members who have

used their own money to purchase small items. Cheques drawn to reimburse petty cash should be

entered in the cash book. Petty cash should be reconciled monthly and included in the club

expenditure for the month and ratified by the management committee.

Annual returns

At the end of the club's financial year, the treasurer will need to prepare a set of accounts to be

presented to the members at an annual general meeting. These accounts will need to be audited

based on the figures recorded in the club's cash book and budget.

If an organisation is incorporated, it is required to lodge an annual return (copy of the annual

accounts) within six months after the annual general meeting with Consumer Affairs and Fair Trading

Tasmania.  The accounts are to be accompanied by a certificate stating that they have been approved

by the members at the AGM on a particular date.  An officer of the organisation must also sign these

documents.

If your club uses a cash basis of accounting, simple annual accounts can be produced from your cash

records. There will be two types of accounts necessary:

 A statement of income and expenditure, together with the annual totals from the previous year, if

available.

 A statement of assets and liabilities. This account also includes the previous year's figures.

Auditing

The term ‘audited accounts’ means that the financial records of the club have been independently

checked by a person with recognised accounting qualifications, as being a true and correct record of

the financial operations and position of the club at that time.

The treasurer/finance manager must be familiar with the rules/constitution of their club, particularly if

the club is incorporated.  If the club is an incorporated association, it is usually a legal requirement to

have the accounts audited prior to the AGM.
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The auditor will need to be provided with:

 The books of account, consisting of the cashbooks, written up and balanced for the year, and

journals and ledgers if these records are maintained

 Bank statements for the whole year

 Copies of deposit slips and cheque butts

 Receipts books containing the duplicates of receipts issued as well as cancelled original receipts.

The auditor also needs to sight books of unused receipts

 Vouchers for payments made, which should be placed in numerical sequence of cheques drawn

 Access to ‘paid’ cheques from the club’s bankers, unless receipts have been obtained for all

payments made

 A copy of the minute’s book to enable the auditor to review approvals for major items of income

and expenditure

 A copy of the last audited statements of account

 The financial statements for the year now being subjected to audit, together with all supporting

working papers

 Any other records or evidence the auditor may request

Accounting for Goods & Service Tax (GST)

The GST is a broad based tax of 10% applied to suppliers of most services consumed in Australia.  Not-

for-profit clubs with an annual turnover above $100,000 must be registered for GST.  If an organisation

is registered for the GST, they must obtain an Australian Business Number (ABN) (www.abr.gov.au),

which will simplify dealings with the Australian Tax Office (ATO) (www.ato.gov.au). A club can apply

for an ABN by contacting the ATO.

The GST is payable by clubs on most goods and services sold or supplied in the course of their

business.  These supplies are called taxable supplies. There are other types of supplies where the GST

does not have to be included in the price.  These are called input-taxed supplies and GST-free supplies.

The GST is also included in the goods and services that a club acquires for its business. If a club is

registered for GST, it can claim a credit from the ATO for any GST included in the price paid for things

purchased for the club.  This is called an input tax credit. Clubs should obtain appropriate advice

about how best to deal with the GST from their accountancy advisor or visit the ATO web site.
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Depreciation

Clubs sometimes set an annual charge, included in membership, to cover depreciation so assets may

be replaced in future. As depreciation is a non-cash cost it must be recovered out of income. It is a

good idea to keep a register of the club's fixed assets.

Payroll

If your club has paid employees it is important to maintain correct financial records of their contract,

pay conditions and all other relevant information.

Clubs are encouraged to contact the ATO for expert advice on how to handle payroll transactions.

Insurance (see also 4.3 Insurance)

Insuring the club's assets is essential. Ensuring the club's assets are adequately secured is just as

important as purchasing insurance. Reviewing the club's security regularly is a good idea. The main

types of insurance required by a club are: marine hull, marine transit, building and contents.

Insurance is a specialist area so the best person to consult is an insurance expert. Before doing so,

have a good idea of the value of assets you wish to protect.

Whatever the insurance, make sure you are getting the right cover for what you want. Don't just go

for the cheapest premium. It may not buy the appropriate coverage.
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Cash based or accrual accounting?

The accounting system described in this section is cash based. Cash and accrual accounting are two

different accounting standards which use different criteria for recognising income and expenses.

Whilst the use of cash based accounting systems is adequate for a number of clubs, using an accrual

based system provides a more accurate record of a club’s financial position and financial performance,

but involves more work. Revenue and expenditure have to be matched for the period in which they

are incurred. Many clubs, particularly those that are entirely volunteer-staffed, do not have sufficient

resources to run accrual based accounting systems. They use the cash based system because it is

easier to learn and requires less work to keep it up to date. Because the cash based system does not

routinely track accruals (e.g. prepayments such as insurance, unpaid accounts, or unearned revenue

such as membership fees), the management committee may not always have complete financial

information. Some clubs use a modified cash-based system in that they record income when it is

received but record expenses whether or not they have been paid.

Financing and investing activities

From time to time the financial treasurer/manager may be called on to provide advice or make

recommendations to the management committee about financing the purchase of a major asset (e.g.

a new clubhouse facility) or how to invest surplus funds. Because financial institutions offer such a

wide range of loan and investment products and services, the management committee should seek

independent financial advice about such matters before making firm recommendations about how the

club should proceed. Decisions about financing major asset purchases or investing large amounts of

money do not occur very often but have significant long-term implications for the financial

performance of clubs.

Financing and investing activities are regulated to some extent in incorporated associations by the

Associations Incorporation Act.
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Some financial implications of incorporation

Incorporated clubs have a legal existence in and of themselves. In financial terms this means that it

can:

 Sue and be sued in its own right

 Own land and other property

 Make contracts and enter into tenancy agreements in its own right

 Receive a bequest or gift from a will

 Borrow money

 Perpetually exist, that is, remain in existence no matter who is a member until it is disbanded by

direct operation of the law.

Further, the office bearers and members are not personally liable for the debts of the club, or the

negligent acts or omissions of other office bearers and members, unless the rules specifically provide

otherwise. Liability of members to contribute toward the payment of debts and liabilities of the

organization or the costs and expenses of winding up the club is limited to a sum provided in the rules

(usually $1.00). However, incorporation does not protect the individual from liability for their own

negligence. Incorporated associations may not be formed for the purposes of trading or earning profit

for members. If the organisation earns a profit from commercial activity, this profit may not be

distributed among the members. It must be used for the objectives of the organisation as stated in its

constitution.

Clubs that frequently review their financial position can make investment decisions to ensure that

they carry minimal levels of surplus cash in their cheque accounts. When surplus funds are invested

the two key factors to consider are the level of risk and return. In general, investments with higher

returns tend also to have higher levels of risk.

Dealing with reputable financial institutions when making investment decisions minimises the risks

associated with investing funds.

Borrowing funds exposes clubs to a degree of risk. If a club defaults on its loan repayments, the

financier may move to appoint an administrator to conduct the affairs of the club (e.g. the

management committee loses control) or may have the club wound up and its assets sold to cover any

outstanding debt. There are several basic principles involved when borrowing funds to finance the

purchase of fixed assets:
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 Match the term of the loan to the useful life of the asset (e.g. motor vehicle four to five years,
new building 10 to 20 years).

 Funds provided by the club should equal or exceed the borrowed funds.

 The club should ensure it has the capacity to service the debt.

Lenders are concerned with the amount of collateral offered in relation to a loan, the ability of the

club to repay the loan out of its earnings, the current market value of its assets, and the ease with

which the lender could sell the assets. When approaching a financial institution with a proposal to

borrow funds, clubs will need to have the following information available:

 The purpose of the loan

 Last three years financial statements (e.g. statements of income and expenditure and balance

sheets)

 A cash flow budget for the period of the loan (monthly for first year)

 Details of debtors and creditors

Summary

The application of financial resources has a significant bearing on the success of surf life saving clubs.

Clubs need to be able to account for their financial resources, but also need to look at ways to

effectively use their financial resources. The financial manager/treasurer has a key role to play in the

effective management of financial resources, but it is the management committee or board which has

ultimate accountability for how funds are used by clubs. This section has endeavoured to clarify the

position and role of the financial manager/treasurer, to outline the skills and attributes that may help

treasurers be successful in their role, and to detail the responsibilities of the financial

manager/treasurer as a manager of financial resources in surf life saving clubs.
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5.2 Finance checklist

Who is responsible for the day to day management of the club’s financial resources?

Which of the following records does your club regularly maintain (tick box)?

 Members’ subscription details
 Cash receipts
 Cash payments
 Assets register
 Bank accounts
 Liabilities
 Other (please specify)

What templates do you have in place for key financial management procedures such as
invoicing, record keeping, budget preparation?

Describe the documented system in place for following up overdue payments?

How often does the Treasurer provide regular reports on the financial status of the club so
that you can effectively plan and budget?

 Monthly
 6 monthly
 Yearly
 Never
 Other (please specify)

Who is responsible for auditing your clubs accounts?

Do you have insurance cover for all your club’s assets?

When was the last time the insurance cover was reviewed?
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Finance feedback form

SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual. If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent

(please circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas  7001
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6 Communication
In today’s society, where people are being bombarded with an abundance of messages and information from

all angles, the need to provide clear and concise communication that is directly related to them is vital.

6.1 Forms of communication

There are four main forms of communication:

 Speaking

 Writing

 Listening

 Visual images

Communication
form Method Purpose Benefits

Speaking

Individual
Group
In person
Via telephone
Via video
conferencing

To provide instruction and
advice
To provide feedback
To instruct
To motivate

Quick in delivery
Its intention can be more easily
understood
Can be used in conjunction with
tone, body language

Writing

Email
Website
Direct mail

To provide information (e.g.
news and updates)
To ask for a response (e.g.
survey)
To promote a product, service
or event

Can be stored and referenced
Enables easier understanding of
complex or long messages
Can be printed, scanned, faxed,
emailed and distributed to others

Listening

Individual
Group
In person
Over the
telephone
Via video
conferencing

To understand
To show empathy
To gather information

Enables understanding of the
other persons position, needs or
feelings
Assists in getting message correct
Assists in getting acceptance from
the other person

Visual images

Signs
Logos
Pictures
Gestures

To warn
To inform
To motivate/inspire
To show emotion

Provides a short punchy statement
Can be easily recognised
Can evoke emotion and/or
response
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Where should the communication come from?

Communication is a vital tool for all surf life saving clubs and serves numerous purposes. The following

looks at the various applications that communication can have for surf life saving clubs, both internally

(within the club) and externally (to parties outside the club).

Internal communication

Communicator Recipient Purpose

Instructors

Athletes

Club Administrators

To give instruction or provide advice on performance or

technique

To let them know about the progress of the athletes

To provide ideas

To communicate about needs (e.g. equipment)

To relay information about new developments in the sport

To raise issues

Administrators

Instructors

Volunteers

Members

Informing about new developments in the club

Communicating things that directly relate to them

Setting up and informing club members about news systems

that they have developed to assist communication flow (e.g.

phone tree)

Members

Club Administrators

Instructors

Coaches

To inform about their needs and preferences

To indicate whether they will be participating in an event

To indicate their preparedness and availability to volunteer

for lifesaving duty

Parents

Club Administrators

Instructors

Coaches

Age Managers

To inform about whether their son or daughter will be

participating

To express any issues or needs their son or daughter may

have

To provide feedback on what they see working in the club

(e.g. instruction methods)
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External communication

Communicator Recipient Purpose

Club
Administrators

Local Government

SLST

Other clubs

Potential/existing
sponsors

The Public

The Media

Schools

Other sports (e.g.
swimming)

To provide information on news and events happening
within the club so that they can display/promote through
their publicity channels (website, local newsletter,
directories)
To inform them of events occurring so that sufficient
planning can be undertaken to manage potential issues
To apply for planning permits for use of the beach for events
To apply for grant funding

To request/locate information related to club development
To inform and promote club events
To exchange information about the status of the
industry/competitions
To provide exchange ideas and raise issues in relation to the
development of the industry and their club

To exchange ideas and information about developing their
clubs and/or improving instruction
To raise issues and provide advice in relation to the industry
and/or their club
To share resources and/or costs for marketing and
promoting their clubs/events/an event

To apply for sponsorship for the club/an event

To invite them to attend an event
To invite them to join your club as a member

To get exposure for your club/event in their magazine,
newspaper, television station

To invite them to attend an event
To invite them to join your club as a member

To get interest in a potential partnership
To get interest in a potential shared promotion
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Tips for communicating effectively

Be clear and concise with your message. Ensuring your message is delivered succinctly and accurately

will ensure your message is understood by the listener / recipient. Long and unclear messages can be

frustrating for the listener and result in poor understanding.

Follow up on your messages to test whether they have been understood. If the communication is

face to face you may simply ask them if they have understood the message or if the message is one

that is delivered via mail or email you may want to follow up with a number of individuals just to

clarify their understanding of the message.

Match the form of your communication to your purpose. When communicating, it is important to

firstly understand the intended purpose of your communication. For instance, if you are trying to

communicate news about the club to a large audience you may choose to use the internet or email as

this is the most efficient and cost effective method of doing so, whereas if you are seeking to know

whether a club member can volunteer for surf life saving duty on the weekend, in person or over the

telephone would be better.

Communicate regularly. Clubs that fail to regularly communicate with its existing and potential

members risk becoming forgotten.

Make it interesting. Communication can be made more interesting by using a number of effective

tools such as visual aids or pictures when communicating via presentations or documents and use of

body language, hand gestures and tone of voice when speaking.

Capture their interest from the beginning. The start of a document, letter, email or speech is the

most important part in the communication cycle. If the communication is dull or seems unimportant

to the reader or audience it is unlikely to be read or noticed. A powerful opening or catchy headline

can help to improve your chances of gaining interest in your message.

Continually refer to your previous messages. Continually referring to your previous messages will

assist in getting greater interest and also retention of information for your communication. For

example an instructor may say to his/her student - “remember the dolphin technique when kicking”. A

club administrator may say to club members - “remember your completed entry forms must be in on

Friday”.

Keep records. When possible keep records of the key notes of your communication to ensure that

your message is consistent with what you have previously communicated and that your next

communication can follow on from the previous. Keeping records will help you to be more efficient

with your communication and reduce time consuming tasks such as going over past ground.
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Develop relationships. Use your communication to develop relationships with members, staff,

volunteers, sponsors and government. The better your relationships are with these parties the more

likely they are going to want to deal with you.

Make use of technology. Where appropriate use technology (e.g. email, internet) to get your

message out to a wider audience more quickly.

Communicating with members

Communication between the club and members is essential to ensure harmony and satisfaction for

both parties. Clubs that are able to communicate effectively with their members are likely to reap the

benefits of improved success with the recruitment and retention of members. This section provides

some insight into the key things that clubs should consider in their communication with new and

existing members.

Tips for communicating with members

Keep it regular. Clubs should regularly communicate with members about news, events and/or

happenings in the club.

Communicate both formally and informally. Clubs should provide a mix of formal and informal

communication. Informal communication could include simple instructions and feedback on the day’s

operations and results, whilst formal communication might include meetings (refer to Section 2.6

Guide to Meetings for further information) and newsletters.

Make them a contributor. Clubs should seek to keep members involved in decisions not only

affecting their position but those that affect the club in general. This could include providing updates

on decisions made or seeking advice or opinions from the members on a course of action to be taken

Recognise performance and contribution. A major component of communication with members

should be in recognising a member’s performance or contribution to the club. Again, this should be

undertaken with a mix of formal and informal feedback.

Provide feedback on poor performance. Not all communication will involve praising the member. If a

member is not performing to the required level then clubs should seek to identify why this may be

occurring and then provide feedback to help the member perform better in future. Poor performance

can sometimes be as a result of several contributing factors that if addressed could be quickly restore

performance to its required level. These contributing factors will depend on the individual and the

circumstance at hand, however they may include: lack of support or resources, lack
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of training, unclear expectations, unrealistic workload, personal issues etc. However, it is critical to

focus on the behaviour, not the person.

Be consistent in your communication. People will often respond best to communication, particularly

feedback on performance, if it’s done consistently. Clubs that are inconsistent in their communication

may quickly lose the passion and drive of the member.
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6.2 Utilising technology

The effective use of technology has enormous potential for surf life saving clubs as a communication

tool, whilst helping to minimise the costly expenditure associated with the traditional means that

most surf life saving clubs have operated with.

As more and more national and state level administrative tasks are based on the web and internet

programs, it is essential that clubs have members who are able to effectively use and navigate these

forms of computer technology, certainly much easier now with the widespread usage of computers. It

would also be beneficial for clubs to provide relevant members access to the SLST supplied computers

or invest in its own computer equipment to lessen the obligation on using member’s own personal

equipment.

Surfguard is surf life savings purpose built membership and club administration program.  It is

continually evolving and at the time of putting this document together is able to; manage

memberships, communication to members via SMS and email, asset recording, patrol logs and rosters,

incident logging, assessment/proficiency request. Members can renew memberships on line and pay

annual memberships, fees etc through the payment gateway.

There are a number of companies that offer computer equipment to not-for-profit organisations at a

reasonable cost, whilst small equipment grants from both local and state government may be

available for the purchase of computer and radio equipment.

How existing technology can benefit your club

The internet and email have created great opportunities to communicate and disseminate

information. Clubs can gain large benefits from using these and other technology to inform members,

undertake marketing, develop and promote their club’s image to a wider audience.

As technology is continuing to develop, clubs can expand the way in which they utilise technology.

Clubs that make best use of both ’old’ and ’new’ technology will make the greatest advances.

The technology that is available to surf life saving clubs includes:

 Telephone

 Email

 Internet

 SMS
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Strategies for clubs utilising technology

The use of technology has enormous application for surf life saving clubs in all areas of their

operations. However, each application is dependent upon the skills and enthusiasm of the individuals

within the club to utilise the technology and the affordability of the technology to meet the club’s

budget. The following are some potential applications clubs can utilise technology for.

Communication:

 Contact entire membership through email or SMS ‘bomb’ (text message sent simultaneously via

the mobile phone or Surfguard to a large group of people).

 Provide news updates and happenings on the club through a club website.

 Develop a club newsletter and publish it on your club website.

 Post results on your club website.

Log information:

 Patrol statistics.

 Record results and information from the beach during competitions, training and events.

 Log accident / incident reports on a pda / laptop computer whilst out on the beach.

Access information:

 Quickly access information on events, rules, schedules, membership information during

competitions via a pda or laptop computer.

 Provide informative articles (related to lifesaving) on your club’s website (write or provide links to

SLST’s website - www.slst.asn.au).

 Develop and store templates and key forms on your club website to enable easy access when

members are away from the club.

Exchange information:

 Share information and resources with other surf life saving clubs via email, blogs, Facebook,

Twitter etc.
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Training resource:

 Have athletes watch previously recorded or downloaded (from the internet) footage of an

athletes technique whilst on the beach.

 Access past results and previous competition information prior / during an event and utilise to

formulate a race / competition strategy.

Fun / social:

 Conduct competitions and/or lifesaving quizzes through your club website, encouraging members

to access the site and to brush up on their knowledge and skills.

Promotion and publicity:

 Promote your club and its services through your and/or affiliate websites (affiliate websites may

be websites that offer services and products that are complimentary to yours).

 Promote upcoming events on your club website.

Advantages of utilising technology

Speed; once the individual is comfortable with utilising technology, the time required to source

information and/or communicate with members is severely reduced.

Cost efficiency; whilst the initial acquisition or buying of technological equipment is relatively

expensive, the ongoing cost of sending email or communicating via a club website is significantly

cheaper than mail, fax or telephone.

Storage capacity; most of the more modern computers have the ability to store enormous amounts of

information. In comparison to the storage of paper or hard documents, computers require far less

storage space.

Quicker two-way communication; email and messaging services enable information to be transmitted

to and from a source very quickly.

Reach a larger audience; email and internet enables clubs to reach a larger audience of people and

therefore assists with recruitment of staff, volunteers and members.

Improved service for members; the advantages of technology, such as time and cost efficiency,

enables clubs to deliver better service to its members.
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Disadvantages of technology

Initial acquisition costs; the initial costs for clubs to purchase new technological equipment / products

can be daunting for clubs, particularly smaller, less affluent clubs.

Inability to use the technology initially; new technology presents new challenges for those

attempting to use it and as such technology is not embraced when individuals don’t know how to use

the equipment.

Change is difficult; utilising new technology can require a person to change their traditional and more

comfortable habits to something that is foreign to them. This shift can be discouraging and fearful for

the individual.

Set up time; changing to a new method, particularly if it requires the use of new technology is often

time consuming in getting the system set up. As such, clubs may question the worth of the new

technology.

Things to understand about technology

People need to be supported; clubs that embrace technology need to understand that some

individuals may find it quite difficult to utilise technology. Clubs need to provide support and/or

training to ensure users are comfortable in utilising the equipment.

Once people embrace technology, it will speed everything up; whilst the introduction of new

technology may be time consuming in the beginning, once it is understood and then embraced

throughout the club, club processes will speed up.

People want to be informed; people generally want to have access to information and want to feel

informed about things that are occurring around them. Clubs that are able to provide a steady stream

of information that is easily accessible for their members are likely to exceed in retention of members

and staff.

The ongoing efficiency of technology will generally outweigh traditional “known” forms of technology

- once clubs become familiar and get systems in place for the way they utilise technology they will

begin to see great benefits, particularly in terms of cost reduction and efficiency compared to

traditional means

Remember, technology can be intimidating for people unaccustomed to it - clubs need to understand

that change of any kind can be intimidating and is often met with rejection. Therefore clubs need to

be understanding and if possible provide alternatives, particularly in the initial phases
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Tips for utilising technology

Backups; with computer systems, backups of the data need to be performed regularly to ensure data

is not lost (due to a system crash or virus).

Take a course; clubs should encourage their people (staff and volunteers) to take a course to improve

their skills and competency with computers and/or other technology.

Keep it simple; even when using complex technology, try to keep the processes as simple as possible

so that other people can understand and make use of anything you have prepared.

Develop a strategy for using technology; identify the key reasons your club has decided to utilise a

particular piece of technology and then develop strategy to achieve these aims.

Develop a database of contact details; develop a detailed list (database) of the personal contact

details of your members, including email, telephone and mailing address. This will make it easy to

contact your entire membership quickly and by multiple means (e.g. phone, fax, email, mail).

Log the needs and preferences of your members; regularly consult with your members about their

needs and preferences in relation to the sport and your club and log the data into a database.

Continue to build upon this database over time. Utilise this information to deliver services, products

and marketing messages that appeal to the needs and preferences of your core membership.

Analyse the success of your technology; periodically conduct a review of your use of technology to

identify whether it meets the needs of your club and whether it could be improved (e.g. through more

effective use and/or updating the technology).

Communication is the key to successful adoption; clubs need to communicate to their staff,

volunteers and members about why they are choosing to introduce new technology and how it can

benefit the club and them by utilising it.
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6.3 Communication checklist

How often do you communicate with you club members?

 Weekly
 Monthly
 Quarterly
 6 monthly
 Yearly
 Never

Which of the following methods of communication do you use?

 Letter
 Telephone
 Email
 Memo
 SMS
 Newsletter
 Poster/flyer
 Club website
 Other (please specify)

Do you have a club website?

 Yes
 No
 In development

If yes, how could you develop your website further to communicate with your members?

Who is responsible for maintaining and updating your club website?
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How could you improve your overall communication with your club members?

Consider;

Methods of communication

Frequency of communication

Use of technology

What different types of technology do you use in your club?

What technology would you like to implement in your club in the future?
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Communication feedback form

SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual. If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent

(please circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas  7001
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7 Marketing and fundraising
7.1 The Marketing process

Marketing is the process of matching up a product or service with the people who want to purchase or

participate in it. Marketing is also a planned approach to "sell" your product or service. All clubs have a

product or service to ‘sell’, whether it is a sport they want people to participate in, an experience of

being part of a surf life saving club or an event they want people to attend.

Marketing encompasses a whole range of factors and is the basis behind increasing and retaining

members, recruiting volunteers and attracting sponsors, all of whom can be categorised as customers.

Remember, marketing is about establishing who your customers are, what their needs are and

determining how you can satisfy their needs.

There are a number of marketing rules. You will find these rules throughout this section of the manual.

Rule No.1 You must be able to identify the market needs. If there is no need there is
no interest.

It is through the club's overall plan that it tries to attract sponsors, attract and retain members,

develop strategies for member development, educate volunteers, educate the general public,

convince local government of its worth and indicate to the members where the club is going in the

future.

Through a marketing plan the elements of membership, fundraising, sponsorship, public image and

volunteer recruitment are addressed. It is the needs of these markets you are looking to satisfy. In

return you achieve your objectives in these areas.

Rule No.2 Be clear about what you want to achieve. Make sure that the end result is

realistic and achievable given the available resources.

The combination of community service, sport and recreation is an extremely marketable product. If

marketed correctly a club has a valuable asset that would be the envy of many professional marketing

departments.

However, with so many recreational options now available, it is unwise to sit back and wait until

people stumble across your club or activity. You have to make them want to participate in your activity

or sign up as a club member. This process or persuasion is known as ‘marketing satisfying consumer

needs’.
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Marketing is not "hard sell". It is relatively hard work that, if well planned, can be very rewarding.

A marketing plan should include:

 Analysing the needs of the affected people

 Product/program development

 Setting performance criteria

 Development of product/program delivery

 Estimating the price required and the price people are willing to pay

 Decide on best forms of promotion

 Estimating the strength of any competition

Remember, the product you are marketing is your own club or organisation or an activity of the

club. It stands to reason that you must present whatever you are offering in a positive light.

What should the club do?

Each area of marketing must be broken down and considered separately as part of the club's aims.

Asking the following questions may help:

 What are the market needs that we can satisfy?

 What is our product and do the public understand it?

 Who is our target market? Who would be interested?

 What do we want to achieve? ( e.g. more members, more sponsorship) Are we in for the long

haul? Marketing is not a short term fix

 How could we best promote it to the public?

 Do we have the work force to implement our plans?

 Is our target audience likely to be interested in our location?

Who carries out the marketing?

Marketing can be a straight forward process if you treat it as a series of stages. There is no reason why

your club could not implement its own marketing plan. It is important to be sure that everyone who is

involved is clear of the steps and the particular order in which they must be done. A team approach is

recommended. This reduces stress levels and means that there is good support throughout the

process.

One person should be responsible for the implementation of the marketing plan. This could be the
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club's chairperson, the development officer or a specially appointed individual. This person heads a

team or committee which constantly assesses the club's marketing strategy to ensure it continues to

have product/service with a related market.
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The eight marketing stages

1. Defining the product/service

Before you can undertake any marketing you need to identify and know the product or service you are

offering. The point is that if you can't identify and define what it is you are marketing, it is unlikely that

anyone else will be able to.

Define the product in relation to your club and its aims e.g. if a club wanting to attract new members

directs its marketing efforts too much towards the game, more people may take up surf lifesaving, but

they may join another club. Think about the particular benefits and attractions of participating in your

club.

Be as specific as possible about what you have to offer. This is your "selling tool" and the basis of your

marketing strategy. While your club is your main product, other products or services may be offered in

association with club memberships, such as professional coaching, free uniforms, preferential booking

of club facilities, safety protection, and child care, etc.

Sometimes, products can be in the form of special events. Competitions, fun days and social events

can be promoted through marketing campaigns.

Events can also be products. Competitions, "Come 'n' Try" days and social events can be promoted.

Examples:

The products/services are:

 Special events

 Competitions

 Patrol services

 Lifesaving equipment

 Competition equipment

 Beach reports

 Education services

 Facilities
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2. Defining the target market

A marketing strategy will only be successful if it is aimed at the appropriate group of people. You can

take the shotgun approach, load the rifle, fire it, and hope that whoever it hits will be interested

enough to check out your activity. But unless you are extraordinarily lucky, you will probably end up

wasting both time and money.

It is much easier to target the audience or groups you want to reach and focus your program directly

at them. Often, all it takes is a bit of common sense. For example, a netball club wanting to start a

daytime competition would not target working men and women, rather those people who are free

during the day.

A general rule is to ask: Who are they? Where are they? What is their interest? How can we reach

them? And, most importantly, why should they be interested in what we have to offer? Look at the

current members of your club. Ask who are they? Why are they here?

When trying to identify the target market, consider the following list:

 Gender

 Age groups

 Single people or couples

 Family groups

 Occupation

 Ethnic groups

 Religious background

 Educational background

 Location - town or suburb

 Other leisure interests

 Time available for leisure

 Availability of money for leisure

activities

When looking at a club membership, consider the common factors they share. Are they all men or

family groups? Do they come from similar backgrounds? Do they share other leisure interests etc?

Examples:

Target market is:

 Kayak paddlers

 Swimmers

 Triathletes

 Sponsors interested in safety service

 Local businesses with an interest in

the area
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3. Defining the target market's needs

Having established your target markets you now need to determine what their needs will be. Once

established you will need to determine whether the products and services you intend to offer will

satisfy those needs.

The questions to be asked in this case are, for example:

 What does a 13 year old require of a program?

 What do his or her parents require from that program?

 If I was to sponsor this event what would I require?

 If I was a newspaper editor what would I want in terms of editorial content?

 For what reasons do I donate to the cause?

 For what reasons would I not donate to the cause?

You can answer these questions yourself or amongst other club members but the best method is to

ask a sample of your prospective target audience. Not only will this give you a more accurate response

but it can be the beginning of establishing a rapport with the audience.

Once the target audience's needs are clear, the club needs to have another look at its

products/services to see if they satisfy those needs in their current form. It may be that they need to

be altered somewhat to ensure their attractiveness to that audience.

Rule No.3: Ensure the product you are offering is structured to satisfy the needs of your

audience.

4. Establishing required return on investment

As already mentioned your club will be required to put considerable effort into the marketing

program. The effort the club contributes to this area will mean less time to do other things around the

club. The club may have to decide which of the two efforts is the most valuable if it cannot sustain all

programs. When making this assessment, everyone must be realistic about the possible end result.

Another cost may be the alteration to a program or service to suit an external audience. Is the return

going to make the alteration worth instigating?
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If the decision is made to proceed with the marketing effort the next decision is to determine the

required return to the club. If the club is to make the effort, what can it realistically expect in return?

Is this return satisfactory?

Be realistic about the price you charge. Make sure the price you charge is acceptable to the audience.

Examples:

Return on investment:

 Number of new members.

 Funds to buy new equipment.

 Higher profile in the local community.

5. Setting objectives

Following on from point four, you must have a clear idea of what you are trying to achieve through

marketing. At this stage the marketing team must establish the club's objectives.

These objectives are based upon the previously established required rate of return. They should

become a clear and concise statement of the desired end results.

These should be promulgated to all club members to ensure their support and confidence.

Through greater awareness of the objectives others not involved with the marketing team may be

motivated to help in some way.

Care must always be taken to ensure these objectives are compatible with the actual reasons the club

exists e.g. ensure the marketing strategy is supporting the club's primary charter or reason for being.

Examples:

Objectives:

 Increase cadet membership by 15% within 12 months.

 Have reserves of $25,000 within three years.

 Have three competitors make Australian finals at Australian titles.

 Provide free sunscreen and hats to all patrolling members.
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6. Developing the marketing strategies

When your objectives are clear, it is time to develop marketing strategies. These are a series of steps

or actions which the club is required to take to achieve its objectives.

Don't forget to consider the price of your "product" or service as it should be in line with what your

target group can afford to spend. What are the issues that will influence your group's participation?

Remember, you need to be able to reach your target audience so be aware of where they live,

where they shop, what they read, what they listen to and if and where they work. The key is to

work out what is important to each group and tailor your plan of action accordingly.

Your step by step strategy might take the following sequence:

 Gain the attention of the audience.

 Ensure they are interested by referring to their needs.

 Demonstrate to them how you can satisfy their needs.

 Encourage them to take action to satisfy their needs.

Examples:

Strategies:

 Deliver information through city councils, local sport centres or shops.

 Meet with promotions manager to explain product benefits.

 Run a rescue demonstration at the local swimming carnival.

 Write regular columns for the local newspaper.

7. Compiling the marketing plan

Once you have worked out your marketing strategy, you should prepare a marketing plan that outlines

the steps you intend taking to implement the strategy. The marketing plan is simply a written

document outlining what you intend to do. This plan will present a summary of your marketing

objectives, a description of your target market and of the product/service you are selling to this

market and finally the method by which you intend targeting this market. The club's administrators

can refer to it regularly to ensure the club is meeting its objectives.
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Example:

Product/service:

After hours call out rescue service.

Target market:

Non-working persons, local residents, healthy adults etc.

Objective:

To provide an out of hours rescue service to the local coastal community within two years.

Strategies:

 Create awareness through local newspaper articles.

 Seek local emergency services support.

 Find out how other clubs have set up such a service.

For larger clubs or large scale projects you will probably need to compile a more detailed document.

The following marketing plan outline has been designed to cover all situations and questions. You

may like to use it as a guideline:

a An executive summary. This is the overview of the marketing plan which serves as a summary for

club executives and members. It serves as an introduction to your marketing strategy but is

always written last. It should be short, concise and focus on the highlights of the plan. As a

general rule, the summary should fit on one page (two at the very most), if it is any longer, it is

not a summary.

b Situational analysis. This determines your club's position within the current environment. It

should include a three-way analysis (SWOT analysis) Refer to www.slst.asn.au – Document

Library (For Clubs) section for how to write a SWOT analysis.

i. The market situation (the size/prominence of your club in relation to others, the

number of clubs in competition, the potential for enlarging the club, the stability or

changing nature of the recreation market in your area).
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ii. Internal analysis (assessment of your club's strengths and weaknesses)

iii. External analysis (potential opportunities and threats to your club, why your club

has the competitive advantage or how it can develop one).

c Objectives. Are they compatible with your clubs mission? Objectives should match your funds,

resources and abilities. Work out how your success can be measured. Establish a deadline for

meeting these objectives.

d Target markets. The group/s you are aiming to reach. Assess whether your product or service

meets the needs of your target market. Consider whether the target market has changed in

recent times and in what way. Is there potential for expansion? Consider the best methods of

reaching this group.

e Strategy and the marketing mix. This is simply an outline of your strategy for implementing the

plan.

Consider how this marketing plan differs from the most recent plan your club has

used. Why are these changes necessary?

f Action program. Consider each component of your marketing mix in detail. Look at the history of

each, the current situation and likely future trends. Assess your competition and think about any

changes/modifications you may have to make in the future. Work out a test marketing process for

your product.

 Product/service

 Pricing

 Distribution

 Promotion

g Budgets, controls and accountability. Developing and implementing a marketing and promotion

strategy will require financial outlay. You should ensure that this plan is incorporated into the

club's annual budget.

Once completed the marketing plan will become an invaluable resource for the club. It can be used in

the form of a prospectus that is given to potential sponsors, government departments when seeking

grants and to potential new members.
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8. Delivering the goods

It requires less effort to keep customers than it does to try and find new ones. Always deliver what you

promised, when you said it would be available and as you described it.

It is a valuable rule of thumb to originally understate what the club can do and then over deliver. Your

aim is to keep your audience happy, satisfied and keen to be involved again.

This is best achieved by performing at or above their expectations. These expectations are usually

developed as a result of what they are promised in your first meeting.

Remember, not only can these satisfied customers come back for more, they can also encourage

others to do the same.

It is also useful to write a report on the success or otherwise of the stages of the program to assist

with the future evaluation and fine tuning. If suitable these reports should be made available to

appropriate supporters.

Rule No.4: Always deliver (as a minimum) what has been promised, when, where, and

how it was promised.

Specialist assistance

Check to see if any club members, their families and/or friends are employed in the marketing area

and if they might be willing to assist.

Other free sources of help may be administrators or officials of clubs similar to your own. They will

have faced, and dealt with, similar problems in the past and may be quite willing to pass on what they

have learned.

Public relations companies, marketing and advertising agencies, design specialists and market

researchers may also be able to help. However, there is often a hefty price tag attached to these

services. The Tasmanian Skills Institute may also offer courses in this area. Check with your nearest

institute (www.polytechnic.tas.edu.au).
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7.2 Fundraising

Many clubs would cease to exist without additional financial assistance gained through fundraising.

Reasons for fundraising are many and range from the need for additional equipment for the nippers,

to the building of a major facility. The future of the club may also be dependant on its ability to find

extra money from sources outside the club.

Fundraising today must be carefully planned.

A club must plan a fundraising strategy, a strategy aimed at convincing funding sources - the public,

private companies (sponsorship) and the agencies that handle grant monies that you are an efficient

and worthy organisation which will use funds wisely. The club must be sold as if it is a product.

Part of that planning process is in establishing the linkages between the various components of the

club plan and the fundraising strategies.

The committee responsible for fundraising and sponsorship should be aware of, and involved in, the

development of the whole club marketing plan, so it can relate its own needs to their committee.

Establishing the funding needs

Before the first step toward raising funds is taken, the club must be sure what the money is going to

be used for. Have a specific goal or activity in mind.

Make sure everyone knows what the money is being raised for. The club must be able to convince

people that the cause is a worthy one.

Outlining precisely what the funds are needed for also helps a club establish what is important to

them and to structure a fundraising plan around it.

Once a club can establish a fundraising budget, the scale of organisation required will flow logically. If

you intend challenging for the America’s Cup, you will need millions of dollars and you will be looking

at major corporate sponsors and, therefore, should be prepared to draw up a detailed proposal.

Alternatively, if the club simply wants to buy new competition equipment for the next season it would
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be best approaching a local business or develop a fundraising idea, which will not drain all the

resources of the club, to raise the money specifically for the equipment.

Follow these guidelines:

 Set goals. Establishing aims will help you recruit a work force and make it easier to approach

members of the public.

 Make long range plans. How are you going to achieve your goal? How can you help your club

over a long period?

 Budget. How much money will you need?

 Assess the resources you have already - people, property, money, commitment.

 Develop a strategy. How will you raise the required funds?

Work out a series of steps over an appropriate period.

Ingredients of successful fundraising

There are a few simple points which can help a fundraising campaign run smoothly and successfully.

Coordinate the campaign. Have a plan which allocates specific tasks.

Spread the work load. Don't try to do it all yourself, and avoid placing the entire burden on the usual

few.

Ensure the people involved in the campaign understand the project and are committed to it.

Ensure the campaign is publicised "effectively". (Refer to the section in this manual on media for

some tips.)

Select fundraising methods that relate to what you want to achieve. Don't waste time, money and

effort on projects that are too grandiose, beyond the resources of the club, too risky for the likely

returns, or too small to achieve the purpose.

Learn from other people's mistakes. No matter what mistake you make, someone will have made it

before you! Find out about other projects and assess "what work” against "what didn't". Ask other

clubs in the local area.

Budget for income, expenses and profit. Ensure that all the costs of the project are included in the

budget and then add about 10% for leeway.

Make fundraising fun, it should be a challenge, not a chore.

Combine with other clubs or groups to maximise your respective resources such as manpower,

facilities and know-how.
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Make the fundraising drive something which binds club members together, rather than focusing only

on making money.

Be prepared for disasters as they can and do happen.

Work to a time-table.

Here are some other suggestions:

 Develop a list of people you think may be able to contribute. Decide on how they will be

approached and who will approach them.

 Use a variety of approach methods to cover as many potential contributors as possible. Work out

the cheapest way of direct mail approaches and personal follow ups.

 Start with as few names as possible to raise the required amount. Go to the well-off first. Major

donors are the key to success. Make a list of these with another list covering secondary donors.

Typically one third of all donations come from the top few donors. Plan your work force

accordingly.

 Start person-to-person asking.

 Put a time limit on fundraising and work intensively during that period. This is more effective than

a low-key campaign which drags on.

Remember, it is very important to reward and thank donors.

 Keep a record of people who donated and who did not donate. This information may be useful in

coming years.

 Evaluate how well the campaign went. Were there areas that could be improved on? Discuss the

campaign with all concerned. Make a note of conclusions and store them for future reference.

Remember, hard work has its rewards.

The only limit to the number of ways a club can raise money is in the imagination of their officials. Be

ready to try different and unique ways of raising funds. A club which is successful will have a range of

fundraising options and tailor them to their specific needs.
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What to look out for:

 Poor planning.

 Choosing the wrong people to take

key roles.

 Targeting the wrong donors.

 Getting so tied up in promotion you

forget to ensure the needs of the

donors are fulfilled.

 Starting a mass anonymous appeal

where everyone is approached

without paying attention to whether

they have any interest in the project.

 Letting a campaign drag on.

There are literally hundreds of ways to raise funds for your club. Through careful planning and

selection of the right fundraising venture, your club will benefit.

Ideas for fundraising activities

Holding a ball, a dance, a disco, sausage sizzle, fancy dress, meet-a-celebrity party, hire a movie

theatre for an evening and sell tickets, car rally, gala, fair, garage sale, scrub-clearing, painting, section-

clearing, washing cars, raffles, sponsored walks, bottle drives, snail racing, gumboot throwing, wine

bottling, selling chocolates, Christmas paper, Easter eggs, a mass participation public event.

These were ideas for fundraising within your club, but have your thought about some little known

methods such as encouraging members and friends to make tax deductible donations or applying to a

philanthropic trust?
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7.3 Fundraising: The public register and exemptions

The public register

How to ascertain whether an organisation is entitled to fundraise

Applications for Permission

You must apply for permission to solicit for charitable donations if:

 you are an organisation which is incorporated in a State or Territory other than Tasmania;

 you are a corporation whose principal office is located in a State or Territory other than

Tasmania;

 you are a non incorporated group or association;

 you are an individual wishing to collect for a charitable purpose yourself, not on behalf of a

charitable organisation.

 you do not need to apply for permission to solicit for charitable donations if:

 you are an organisation which is only incorporated in Tasmania; or

 you are a corporation whose principal office is located in Tasmania.

The law does not apply to the following activities (see section 4 of the Act):

 a request for renewal of membership;

 an appeal by an organisation, including a religious organisation, to its members;

 an appeal within premises that are used by a club or by a religious organisation;

 an appeal to a Commonwealth, State or local authority;

 the sale of goods or services (e.g. chocolate sales);

 a raffle; or

 an activity to which the Gaming Control Act 1993 applies.

Collections on public streets

In addition to the requirements of the Collections for Charities Act, you must seek permission from

Tasmania Police if you wish to collect for donations on a public street. This type of collecting is

regulated to avoid overlap between fundraising days and areas, one year in advance. Applications for

allocation of a fundraising day may be made at any time but are usually made in October or

November. For more information, phone Tasmania Police Traffic Liaison Services on (03) 6230 2111.

Consult Consumer Affairs Tasmania or your solicitor if you are unsure whether or not you are required

to apply for registration as a fundraiser or if you are uncertain about a fundraiser you are considering
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donating to.

7.4 Sponsorship

Sponsorship plays a small but unique role in the marketing and promotions field. It is distinct from

advertising in as much as it does not communicate messages directly, although a sponsored event has

proven to provide opportunities for direct contact with a target market. Sponsorship is also distinct

from donations or fundraising in the sense that a monetary or other tangible payback is expected.

Benefits of sponsorship

Sponsorship of sports, and surf life saving, are attractive because of its mass appeal, its representation

of entertainment and excellence reflects positive feelings. Sponsoring, donating, to charities appears

to be increasingly well regarded.

Sponsoring or donating to a cause such as surf lifesaving can give a brand the edge through providing

consumers an opportunity to contribute at no cost to them.

The potential benefits of sponsorship are many:

 By linking the brand into values offered by surf lifesaving, a relationship is created which will

ultimately strengthen the brand's image.

 Credibility is strengthened when aligned with strong and popular events or causes.

 Widespread coverage to promote awareness

 A more personal presence e.g. talking to people at events, spokespeople etc.

 Opportunity for distributing free products at the beach.

 An alternative to advertising as consumers are less threatened by sponsorships and therefore

have less barriers to accepting it.

Sponsorship planning

Be aware of the process of sponsorship from the potential sponsor’s point of view. They generally

follow a broad strategy in terms of the amount and type of sponsorship they must budget for.

The decisions on sponsorship are made by different people depending on the size and nature of the

business. Some have a specialised employee who deals with sponsorship proposals while in smaller

companies the senior management may make the decision. Large companies can receive up to 10 or

more proposals per week.
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Some businesses will actively target companies, events or causes that represent the values they aim

for. Consequently these businesses have developed plans for their sponsorship activities.

Evaluation of sponsorship opportunities

The value of a sponsorship proposal will be investigated in terms of its perceived ability to deliver the

set criteria, meet the dollar outlay and the life of the sponsorship.

Criteria and objectives

A potential sponsor, particularly larger businesses, will use sponsorship to help address their overall

communications strategy. Here are a number of criteria used to assess the value of a sponsorship’s

ability to come up with the goods:

Objective

 Increase brand awareness

 Strengthen image

 Credibility

 Build consumer relationships

 Build corporate goodwill

Criteria

 Broad coverage of event amongst

target group and newsworthiness

 Event embodies desired values

 Event has strong credibility and

appeal within target group

 Opportunity for product sampling /

demonstration

 Opportunity for personal interaction

at a local level

 Display integrity

These criteria should be addressed in any sponsorship proposal and they apply to each individual

sponsor or potential sponsor.

Sponsorship life

Sponsors aim for long term involvement (generally three years) because the effects of the sponsorship

take some time to build and the payback is long term. Choose an aspect of your club’s activities that

has not had a long term sponsor previously as this will maximize the effects of the sponsorship and

connection between your club and the sponsor.
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Staying with a sponsorship on the long term is beneficial for the brand name, for the relationship

between the club and the sponsor and reduces costs to the sponsor and the club in maintaining the

effect of the sponsorship (and not having to find new sponsors continually!).

Surf Life Saving as a sponsorship opportunity

The community’s perception of the values embodied by surf life saving is:

 Australian

 Integrity, volunteer status

 Reliable, trustworthy, dependable

 “Having a go”

 Health and fitness

 Wholesome

 Attractive bodies

 Down to earth

 Strong

 Rescue, caring about and saving lives

(AGB McMain: SLSA exploratory research 1994)

The overall profile of surf life saving is not high so clubs must be aware of their strengths and centre

their sponsorship campaigns on those strengths.  If it is an event you want sponsored then plan the

event for maximum target audience appeal.  Be prepared to be flexible with the sponsor in terms of

the desired benefits for the sponsor.

SURF LIFESAVING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (SLSA Policy 6.1)

(a) SLSA has developed considerable goodwill and value in the Intellectual Property. The Intellectual
Property includes all SLSA trademarks and logos.

(b) SLSA acknowledges (but also wishes to demonstrate) the importance of the Intellectual Property.
The red and yellow surf lifesaving imagery is a readily identifiable feature of the surf lifesaving
movement and the valuable community service it provides around Australia. The imagery is
an integral component of the surf lifesaving movement and presents a positive picture to the
community and the nation at large.

(c) The surf lifesaving imagery includes the red and yellow surf life saving caps and the red and yellow
flags marking patrolled areas on the beach. The distinctive red and yellow surf lifesaving
patrol uniforms and rescue equipment also form part of the valuable surf lifesaving imagery.

(d) SLSA has taken many steps towards protecting the Intellectual Property, including trade mark
registration, copyright and enforcement action against third parties using the Intellectual
Property without SLSA's consent.

(e) Ongoing protection of the Intellectual Property will ensure that community, public and corporate
perception of surf lifesaving remains positive whilst providing a basis for SLSA to secure much
needed revenue to support lifesaving initiatives at all levels.

(f) It is in the interests of all surf lifesaving organisations seeking to use the Intellectual Property to
abide by the following SLSA protocols. Surf Clubs, Branches and State Centres must apply and
adhere to the following conditions when dealing with the Intellectual Property and should
also consider applying similar principles to the development, protection and exploitation of
their own respective intellectual property.
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For more information refer to http://www.slsa.com.au/site/_content/resource/00000326-docsource.pdf
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Writing a sponsorship proposal

A sponsorship proposal generated by your club needs to consist of six essential elements. These

elements in preferential order are:

1 Executive summary

2 Information about surf lifesaving and your club

3 The sponsorship deal

4 Specific sponsor benefits

5 Details of the sponsorship deal

6 Contact details

A good way to start is to target businesses that are assimilated to surf lifesaving or the activities of

your club. Target local business rather than multi-nationals to gain community support. You will

provide more benefits to a local business.

The success of your proposal also depends on presentation so make sure it is not too long, free of

spelling and grammatical errors and is easy to read.

1 The executive summary

The opening page of your proposal is the executive summary and should state the purpose for the

sponsorship proposal, briefly mention the benefits of entering into the sponsorship agreement and

some outcomes of the deal if it is a sponsorship renewal. This section should also briefly mention the

activity that is seeking the sponsorship. The executive summary should be no more than one page

long.

2 Information about surf lifesaving and your club

In a couple of pages you should be able to give the potential sponsor a brief history of surf lifesaving

itself which would include the structure of SLST and therefore where your club fits into the ‘big

picture’. This is the section where you can express the club’s worth to a potential sponsor using

examples of media coverage or famous members of the club as angles.

This section should include several paragraphs describing the history, then the current status of your

club.  Details here would include membership, current programs and activities the club is involved in

or running. Also it is beneficial to throw in some useful statistics. These may be general rescue figures
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or more specific statistics relating to the event or concept being put forward for support, e.g. entries

to the special event or numbers of competitors in the club’s beach section.

3 The sponsorship deal

This is the major component of your proposal. There are two main types of form that sponsorship

proposals take during this section. The first, the holistic model, includes all the sections of the club for

a sponsor to see. This ensures all sponsors see which section and perhaps which layer of sponsorship

they are being offered and / or accepting. The second format is the specific model, including only the

section of the club that the sponsorship submission relates to, for example the boat section.

Depending on which format you choose, the sponsorship deal section should contain specific details of

the event, activity or concept that the club is seeking sponsorship for. It could relate to lifesaving

services, junior lifesaving, competition or special events, touring teams or some other relevant

activity. Ultimately the purpose of this section is to talk dollars with the potential sponsor. The activity

is clearly defined and detailed with costings, its worthiness is described and the monetary implications

are coupled with that.

This section need not take up more than a page depending on the number of activities or concepts

being put forward. Remember though, the proposal needs to be clearly defined and too many ideas

may clutter a potential sponsor’s judgment.

One concept that is being more widely used in sponsorship proposals is giving a choice of deals with

different financial and benefit parameters, e.g. gold, silver and bronze levels of sponsorship.

4 Benefits to sponsors

Surf life saving clubs can provide numerous benefits to sponsors because of the diversity of activities

in a surf life saving club.

This section of the proposal is dedicated to listing the immediate and potential benefits to the sponsor

in point form with brief explanations. One page should suffice unless you include evidence of exposure

that a sponsor can gain of the tangible outcomes resulting from the sponsor’s support.

5 Details of the sponsorship deal

This section will contain all the relevant details of the deal being offered in detail.
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6 Contact details

In concluding the proposal, one club official should be named as the contact point and his/her contact

details included. The contact details should make it easy for the sponsor to respond.

7.5 Grants

Guidelines for surf life saving clubs on how to write grant and funding applications

What is a grant?

Grants are generally one-off payments, usually for a particular item or items at a stated price. They

require minimum accountability to sign off the payment.  The granting body usually only requires a

receipt and signed document as proof that the goods have been purchased and received.

What is a funding agreement?

Funding agreements are generally an on-going and more complex process.  The level of accountability

is much higher and is usually monitored closely with the use of performance indicators and/or targets.

It should be remembered that prior to entering into a funding agreement, serious consideration

should be given to the club’s ability to deliver the expected outcomes and although it is a formal

agreement between two parties, the terms and outcome can and may be negotiated.

Application

 Ensure you target the funding rounds that are relevant to your club

 Write the application clearly addressing the criteria

 Understand the funding requirements in the spirit they are intended (e.g. volunteer small

equipment grants are generally targeted at organisations with an annual income of >$50,000

where a grant of $5,000 represents 10% of their annual income – it makes a big difference)

Filling in the application forms

 Follow all the basics and fill in all the spaces

 Make it legible

 Respond to questions accurately and concisely

 Make sure you apply on time

 Spell out or leave out

 When responding to questions make no assumptions
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 Double check the application before submitting (get someone else to proof read it for you)

 Use the current buzz words in your application, read the guidelines to ascertain the sector/market

they are targeting, e.g. OH&S, welfare reform, communities working together.  In the present

political climate, the majority of government funding is targeting organisations and projects that

contribute to benefiting the family and wider community

 Seek assistance with writing your application, contact your local council for advice on grant

writing or contact the funding program helpdesk for assistance

 If you do not have a computer in your club use the local library’s internet connection for on-line

applications

 Keep a copy on hand of all relevant documents to assist speedy lodging of your application

including club constitution, ABN number and evidence of certificate of incorporation (most grant

applications ask for a copy of these to be attached)

 Always retain a copy of the application for your records

Follow up your application

Advise your local councillors and politicians that you have applied for funding; they may be able to

influence decisions in your favour and remember to thank them for their assistance

After the success or not of your application then self evaluate.  If unsuccessful find out why e.g. was it

the way your application was written (irrelevant or poorly presented), lack of funding for the number

of applications received.  Contact the funding body for feedback and use it next time.

Where to find grants

Tasmanian Community Fund makes both general grants to community organisations as well as for

particular initiatives which improve the well-being or assist in the social, environmental and economic

development of a particular community.

The Tasmanian Government Office Commonwealth Funding Alert Service. The Tasmanian Government
Office in Canberra has built up a database of information on approximately 400 federal funding
programs.

Charitable Organisations Community Support Program uses funds provided from the Community

Support Levy taken from gaming profits in the state to assist projects by organisations registered as

charities.

Sport and Recreation grants

Youth Affairs grants

Women Tasmania Small Grants Program

More information on applying for Community Grants and club eligibility can be found at the Local
Government of Tasmania website
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7.6 Marketing and Fundraising checklist

Identify the needs of the community in relation to your club using the following headings

Member's needs

Sponsors needs

Volunteer’s needs

General public needs

Local government needs

What do you want to achieve from your marketing e.g. more members, more sponsorship?

Who is responsible for delivering your marketing plan?

Using the 8 marketing stages summarise the product or service that your club offers

Describe your target market

What are the needs of your target market and how do they fit in with the product and
services you offer?

What do you need to get in return for your marketing activity? e.g. Increased membership,
new sponsors?
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In a short statement clearly define the objectives and end results of the marketing activity
you currently undertake or propose in the future

Write a 5 step plan of how your are going to carry out your marketing strategy

Does your club have a fundraising strategy?

 Yes
 No

What is the money raised going to be used for?

How much money do you hope to raise?

Who are your donors and how do you plan to thank them for their efforts?

What fundraising events have your club run in the past e.g. holding a ball, a dance, a disco,
sausage sizzle, fancy dress etc.
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Marketing and Fundraising feedback form

SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual. If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent

(please circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas  7001
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8 Media
8.1 Promotion

You have the marketing strategy in place. A major component of the marketing strategy is promotion.

It is the process by which the product or service is brought to the attention of the "market". The aim is

to present your club and its activities in the best possible light.

The ability to positively promote a surf life saving club and raise publicity is essential in the current

competitive marketplace. Surf lifesaving is fortunate (in relation to some other sports / activities) for

the exposure that it gets in the mainstream media.

Despite this mainstream exposure, many of the clubs throughout Tasmania have indicated that their

efforts to market their club have been occasionally unsuccessful with a lot of effort expended for

minimal return.

This section seeks to provide some resources to assist life saving clubs to improve the effectiveness of

its marketing to achieve greater returns for their efforts.

Why promotion is important

The purpose of surf life saving clubs undertaking promotional activities is to create exposure for surf

lifesaving, their club and the activities that they undertake (e.g. events). The exposure that is created

by the promotional methods can assist surf life saving clubs to:

Increase participation, membership and attendance

Through effective promotion surf life saving clubs can increase membership numbers and the

participation and attendance at their club events and competitions.

Increase support and funding

Through effective promotion, surf life saving clubs can increase support and funding from

government, community organisations and the community itself. In the current environment, where

clubs are experiencing increased difficulty in fundraising, the ability to positively promote itself and its

contributions to the community is vital.
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Who is responsible?

The person you choose for the tasks of promotion may not have a set title or duties. However, make

sure that this person has the time, the skills, and the back up support to cope. Ideally, this person

should be someone who understands the principles of marketing. Knowledge of the workings of the

media is an added bonus. Make sure this person is provided with clear objectives and enthusiastic

personnel to help them.

Your surf life saving club's public relations / media / promotions officer should be identified according

to the following attributes; writing ability, speaking ability, personal presentation, credibility and

commonsense.

Whatever official title they go under, this person has one of the most important jobs in the club, and

can have an enormous influence on the public profile of the club. If your club is regularly in the news

(in a positive way) it will attract new members and possibly sponsors and allow for increased support

from local government and foreshore agencies. If your club has a low profile - or is poorly presented in

the media - it can suffer. Membership may fall, and public interest may dry up, making it very difficult

to run a viable operation. Therefore, choose your promotions officer carefully!

Potential avenues for promoting your club

Schools. Primary and secondary schools are an excellent source for new members. Many surf

lifesaving clubs already run programs within schools with varying success (e.g. Advance program).

Other surf lifesaving clubs. Whilst poaching members from other surf life saving clubs is not

recommended, other surf lifesaving clubs in the area provide an excellent opportunity to expand your

networks and combine your promotional efforts.

Friends and family of your existing members. Many surf life saving clubs rely heavily on word-of-

mouth promotion from their existing members to their friends and family. As word of mouth is such a

successful way of promotion, clubs need to develop strategies to ensure their existing members are

continually creating exposure for their club.

Other sports. Many sporting clubs see other sporting clubs as competitors to theirs; however,

opportunities exist for surf life saving clubs to share resources and increase memberships through the

networks of other sports.

Community organisations. Local community organisations may help your club to raise exposure and

contribute to resources for your club’s promotional initiatives e.g. Rotary, Lions etc.
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Local businesses. Many local businesses contribute by way of sponsorship or exchange of services to

local sporting clubs. Many local businesses like the opportunity to contribute to the community in

exchange for exposure for their business.

Local residents. Local residents are the lifeblood of many surf lifesaving clubs, representing a large

portion of their membership. It is important that surf life saving clubs continue to inform local

residents of their existence.

Visitors to the area. Even if surf lifesaving clubs do not draw visitors to their club they have the

opportunity to promote the sport and potentially encourage those visitors to join their local surf life

saving club.

Aquatic centres in the area. Due to the nature of surf lifesaving, aquatic centres present an excellent

source for potential promotion and shared resources. Surf life saving clubs should approach aquatic

centre managers to investigate potential opportunities for sharing resources and cross promotion.

Local shopping centres. Due to the high volume of traffic and exposure at local shopping centres, surf

life saving clubs could promote upcoming events or membership packages through this avenue.

Local government. Local government sport and recreation officers may assist surf life saving clubs in

promoting themselves or upcoming events through their newsletters, website or community

directory.

Remember, SLST’s team are willing to assist clubs with their promotional and media activities. Clubs

can contact State Centre directly or via the SLST website for assistance or guidance.
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Tips for promoting your club

Identify the purpose of your promotional activities. In undertaking any form of promotion clubs

should first set out their objectives and purpose. By first establishing the purpose of your promotion

you can begin to outline the appropriate strategy to achieve that purpose.

Develop a compelling message. When developing a promotional piece (e.g. letter, brochure or

newsletter) it is important to ensure the message is compelling to the reader.

Develop a consistent theme. When sending out promotional materials having consistency in the

design and content ensures the reader quickly recognises who the piece is from and connects to the

message.

Brand your promotional efforts. Put your club’s logo or title on all outgoing documents or

promotional pieces as this helps to develop the image of the club.

Promote regularly and often. Clubs should seek to communicate to their members on a regular and

frequent basis. By undertaking regular promotions your club will establish itself in the minds of the

readers (e.g. potential members). However, it is vital that the members do not feel like they are

constantly receiving “junk mail” from the club.

Know your audience. Think about who you are attempting to attract to your club. Match your

promotion to your intended target. A good promotion targeting the wrong audience will result in little

benefit for your club.

Call for action. Make sure your promotional initiatives have a call to action. With any promotion that

is undertaken by your club, make sure your intended purpose is followed through. For example, if you

are seeking to gain new members to your club, then invite them to attend an information session or

ring someone at the club.

Give people the opportunity to become involved. Promotional initiatives have a far greater chance of

success if they are fun and encourage people to get involved. The key aim of your promotion should

be to raise interest; one way of doing so is to make it memorable for the participant / reader.

Measure and analyse your success. Before you embark on your promotional campaign, identify a

number of measures you can use to measure whether the campaign has been successful. Once you

have these measures in place, track the success of your campaign against them to identify whether

your campaign has been successful. Things to measure in your promotional campaign may include; the

number of enquiries both telephone or face-to-face, the number of new members, the percentage of

existing members that rejoin and/or the number of attendees to your free training or information

session.
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Remember: don’t throw the baby out with the bath water.  If your promotional campaign is not

achieving the results that you would like then it is not always beneficial to abandon the campaign.

Rather, there may be a certain aspect of your campaign that has not connected with your audience

(e.g. your message, your offer, the timing etc.). Therefore, it is important to analyse what aspects of

your campaign are not working. One way of doing this is to ask a sample of your audience who did

not follow through and then maybe some that did follow through to identify what they liked or did

not like. You may find that your promotion has been successful in other ways that you may not have

thought about.
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8.2 Publicity

Publicity is one form of promotion. The important difference between publicity and other forms of

promotion is that it is not paid for. It appears in story or editorial form in the print media and in the

non-commercial portion of radio and television programs.

Through the establishment of a publicity officer's position and a publicity committee your club can

raise its public profile. The main avenue to raise your club’s profile or the attention it is given is by

working with and through media, particularly your local press. Regular mention and positive publicity

via the media helps to create and maintain an awareness of your activity. Remember negative

publicity can be more damaging than the same amount of positive publicity can be good.

All sections of the media are well set up for covering sport, recreation and leisure events and, if

approached with an idea relevant to their medium, may be happy to investigate it. Radio, television

and the print media all have very different needs. Don't try to determine these by guesswork!

Approach editors or journalists in each medium to find out their individual requirements. You will

need to create an "angle" to interest the media e.g. all seven members of the Smith family will

compete in the event.

Be realistic. Just because a lot of people are involved in your particular activity, don't expect everyone

else to feel the same way. For the media to take interest, whatever you are doing has to make a good

story. The media are in the business of news and entertaining readers, listeners or viewers - not

humoring individual clubs.

Photo opportunities should be a surf life saving club's strength. Most editors like the aesthetics of a

competitor on a wave or the colour of the beach environment. IRBs, surfboats, skis, boards and

lifesaving patrols can all be used to produce a dramatic photo (see ‘accreditation for the media’ in the

section, ‘working with the media’).

Other means of obtaining publicity

Publications

Club newsletters, brochures and annual reports can all provide effective means of publicity.

Professional services may be required but if the club decides on an in-house job, accuracy is

paramount.
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Flyers or letter drops are a useful means of mass promotion. Magazines and journals are often

interested in articles relating to their particular field.

Public speaking

A competent public speaker can do much for an organisation's profile. Opportunities can be created

for the member to speak to various groups on any aspect of club activity. All too often, a person goes

to a meeting, not expecting to do anything more than listen, only to be told on arrival that he or she is

expected to "say a few words". For those who are not experienced or confident speakers, this can be

terrifying. Even accomplished speakers will feel the familiar rumble of nerves when they speak to a

group.

It is a skill well worth practicing.

Tips for successful public speaking

 Be well prepared

 Think about who your audience is and think, talk, read about your subject matter. Start well in

advance. Last minute planning only heightens nerves

 Content is vital

 State what you are talking about and why. Make several points to support your case. Finally,

summarise the case and state it again

 Relax

 Think of your audience as friendly individuals, not a ravenous monster waiting to pounce.

 Pick out several interested faces and talk to those people

 Concentrate

 Do not be distracted. It will distract your audience

 Smile and be enthusiastic - it is the very best way to interest your audience and they will not be

able to resist

 Keep it short

 When you have made your point finish your presentation and sit down. Nerves are forgivable,

boring people is not

Remember, enthusiastic members can be a club's best advertisement. Encourage them to spread

the word amongst their fellow ‘business’ colleagues and in their working lives.
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Displays and demonstrations

Strategically placed displays and demonstrations can have a powerful impact. If possible, they should

include a hands-on experience for spectators, e.g. a resuscitation demonstration followed by a ‘Come

‘n' Try’ day gives people the opportunity to try your activity.

Shopping centres, lobbies of buildings, schools, fairs and recreation centres’ are all good display sites,

depending on the target audience.

Mementos

Trophies, pennants, medals, etc., will provide a lasting memory of your event. In larger clubs, there is a

market for items such as tee-shirts, caps, clothing, towels, etc., to be sold to competitors and

spectators.

Photographs

Remember the old saying, "a picture is worth a thousand words". Whilst journalists may dispute it,

always consider the potential of your event for photographs. The club should encourage the filing of

all photographs that may be suitable for use in displays / presentations etc.
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Tips to create positive publicity for your club

 Invite a representative from the local newspaper down to your club

 Undertake a new program or initiative and promote it to potential members

 Host a social day/night with your existing members as well as their friends and families

 Run an activities day where members of the public can come and try out the equipment and

participate in some events

 Run a demonstration session where existing members show their skills in a sample of disciplines

 Conduct a free instruction session for school students. Have your existing club instructors and

members teach school students how to perform life saving disciplines

 Host a challenge day against other clubs in the local area. Invite their members to come and

challenge your club at surf lifesaving events. Then challenge them at their sport/activity

 Host an information session at your club

 Approach aquatic centre managers within the area and ask whether they are interested in

developing a partnership

 Write an article on a current surf lifesaving theme that is relevant to the community and get it

published in a local newspaper or magazine

 Set up a stand at the local shopping centre with information kits

 Approach local sporting clubs to ask whether they would be interested in undertaking some

lifesaving activities as part of their training (particularly in the off season)

 Approach your local council and ask whether you can get some space on their next newsletter or

on their website to promote your next event

 Send out a letter to all local residents inviting them to attend your upcoming event, social day,

information session and/or demonstration day
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8.3 Working with the media

There are a number of ways your club can promote itself to potential sponsors and most importantly

within the community. One of the most effective ways of doing this is through the media. It is

important that all clubs know how to use and deal with the media, so that you can establish a profile

within the local community and obtain effective media coverage for your club’s activities.

Important points to remember when working with the media are:

 Know your subject and be prepared to answer questions

 Believe in its appeal and be prepared to "sell" it to the news or sports editors or chiefs of staffs.

There are many activities competing for the same newspaper space or radio time slot

 Find out what the media want and supply it (in positive circumstances)

 Seek to develop a rapport with journalists and media personnel

 Have some suitable photo/TV picture opportunities prepared

 Prepare a list of statistics about your surf life saving club e.g. number of rescues, cost of

equipment or numbers of competitors going to the championships. Get to know them well.

If they are getting what they want, it is more likely you will get what you want.

This information is designed to assist your club in using the media to your advantage.

1 Step by step guide

1 Brainstorm what is interesting about your club, event or members

2 Write a media release; one page if possible (any more and pages will get lost)

3 Follow up your media releases to ensure the media outlets have received and know about your

event. Get a contact name of who will be covering the story

4 On the day of the event call the media outlet to confirm attendance

5 Write a media report

6 Contact the media outlets that didn’t attend and issue the media report with good quality photos

7 Collate all media exposure obtained and inform club, sponsors etc.
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2 Media releases

Media releases are designed to inform the media of your events. They should be precise and provide

important information about your event/activity, whilst enticing the media to include a story about

your event/activity in press, TV or radio.

The following information should be included in a media release:

 Event name

 Location

 Date

 Who is involved? Why? Maybe

famous?

 What is involved?

 Your key message(s)

 A quote from a key organiser; e.g.

president, club captain, etc.

 How to get more information

When producing a media release follow these guide lines:

 Ensure that the release is typed

 The information must be topical

 Present the news in short, snappy headlines with the main points of interest first

 Use simple and easily understood language

 Check the media deadlines

 Use the correct format, particularly in relation to names

 Put the name of the club at the top of the release. The wording "media release" needs to also be

prominently displayed

 Supply name, address and telephone number of a club person to contact for further information

 E-mail or fax the release or post bulk items directly to the relevant reporter

 If you do not want the release published immediately type "this media release is embargoed until

(time) on the (date)" across the top of the page. Use bold letters and underline the sentence (see

below for further information on an embargoed release)

 Use the opening statement as the bait to hook the reader into the rest of the story

Remember, facts should be ranked according to importance. The crucial facts are at the top. The

reason for this is twofold. Firstly, a punchy introduction catches the attention of readers. Secondly,

a sub-editor will cut a story from the bottom if there is insufficient space or air time.
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Embargoed press releases

An embargoed press release is a way of sending out information prior to a club’s launch. It is an

expectation that the information contained within an embargoed press release would not be used

prior to the requested date or time.

Why use an embargoed press release? The club may have a launch by a prominent person which has

requested a particular date and time information can be release e.g. the state government may want

to launch road toll developments after the morning radio time slots for their own political purposes.

Dangers of using an embargoed press release: embargoed press releases depend on the sensitivity of

the information enclosed and may be leaked by media organisations. The chief of staff will determine

this. For instance if the content is of particular public interest and the embargo time is 8am – the print

media may decide that is when the majority of its readership is reading the paper. This may cause an

issue if the embargo is broken if the print media run the story, as the television media may decide the

story will be over by the time they go to air and therefore not attend and television coverage is lost.

See www.slst.asn.au – Document Library (For Clubs) section for a sample media release

3 Quality control

All media releases issued in relation to State conducted events or activities must be sent to SLST for

approval prior to being released to the media outlets.

4 Following up media releases

It is important to always follow up your media release after you have sent it to the media outlet(s).

This is for three reasons:

1 To make sure the media outlet has received it

2 To find out if they require any more information

3 To find out if they are going to attend, print or cover the story/event

To follow up on the media, contact them by phone and ask to speak to the news room, a day after you

send your release and/or on the day of your event/activity.
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5 Media reports

A media report is used after an event to inform the media of the details and/or results of the event. If

the media didn’t attend the event, that doesn’t necessarily mean that they don’t want to run a story

on it. So it is important to provide them with interesting, yet comprehensive details of your event. This

can form the basis of an article in the paper.

6 Photographic & television style guide

Active SLST members should conduct themselves at all times in a responsible way.  Lifesavers /

lifeguards should not be filmed or photographed in uniform consuming alcohol or smoking cigarettes

as this is against SLST policy.

Lifesavers

Should always be wearing full uniform as per SLSA uniform policy, this includes:

 Skull cap – on head and tied up

 Broad brimmed hat

 Red shorts – DHL

 Long sleeve patrol tops –

DHL/Westpac/Telstra

 Sunglasses

Patrol beach set up

As per current training manual:

 Active members on the water edge

facing the water

 Active members at look out

 IRB remembering to signal at all times

 Patrol shelter- erected correctly

 Red and yellow flags and stands

 Blue board rider signs

 Rescue tubes

 Rescue boards

 Shark flag

 Radios worn correctly
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Beaches

When photographing beaches they should represent as busy and/or crowded where possible.

Member conduct

At all times there should be:

 No smoking  No alcohol consumption

7 Print media

Newspapers are interested in news. Don't bombard them with tales about how good the weather was

last weekend. Local papers and larger papers who regularly publish feature material in your area of

activity (sport, etc.) may be interested in human interest stories. Study your local papers and note

what they most regularly publish. Research shows that most people tend to read their community

newspaper, so use it.

Remember newspapers are in the business of supplying news. For clubs the focus of news is the

human interest story - "Local mother of five wins Gold at the World Masters Surf Lifesaving

Championships in Western Australia". It is much more advisable to target local papers. Larger papers

are only interested in big events.

Newspapers can provide mediums for advertising, results, weekly draws, previews and reviews,

reports, supplements, features and photographs.

8 Radio

Radio's big plus is its immediacy. News can be on the air waves within minutes - sometimes even

seconds - of breaking. The disadvantages are that reports are often very brief and heavily cut before

going to air. If writing a news release specifically for radio, three paragraphs would probably be

enough. Do not use elongated sentences.
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If you are being interviewed, use the present tense to make it sound as though things have just

happened. Be enthusiastic and as natural as possible.

Commercial radio stations often have community service announcements - where possible, use these

to advertise your event.

Radio can provide mediums for advertising, scoreboard programs, commentaries, previews and

reviews, cancellation service, community service, reports, documentaries and talkback.

9 Television

Television is the most glamorous, most expensive and most demanding medium. It is also by far the

hardest to pin down.

Producers are worth approaching if a club has been involved in a major incident; wants to warn the

public of a specific danger or has a big event coming up - sports champions or personalities may be a

draw card. TV crews require suitable backdrops for filming so make sure your activity is taking place at

an acceptable location.

10 Advertising

Advertising has clear advantages and disadvantages. On one hand, it guarantees space and allows the

organisation to say exactly what they want to say. Conversely, it is expensive especially in

metropolitan newspapers, magazines and on television.

Before taking out an advertisement, think carefully. It is possible to achieve adequate publicity at very

little cost through news releases and feeding the media a healthy supply of information.

If advertising is considered necessary, do some homework into costs and placements. Make sure your

advert will reach your target audience. Check to see if there is a special rate for a series of

advertisements.

11 The interview

Radio and television

 Put forward the club's most appropriate members. For television interviews, grooming is

important
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 Concentrate on the interviewer rather than the microphone

 Know your subject matter.  Do not set yourself up for embarrassment by not being able to answer

basic questions.  Only speak about matters/issues that you are authorised to do so.

 Interviewers will often give you a rundown on what to expect but do not be surprised by

deviations to the question list

 Give the interviewer a brief on the topic and perhaps some sample questions they may be able to

ask you

 Be natural, enthusiastic and keep to the point. Long answers will require too much editing. Aim

for no more than 20 or 30 seconds for each answer

 Find out when the item is going to be used and maximise publicity by spreading the word

12 Major events

If a club is organising a major event, media coverage will be important. The media will be more

interested the closer the event comes, but a series of press releases in the months leading up to the

event can serve both as reminders and educational material.

This outline will cover what might be needed for an international or national event. A local event

would not need so much effort, a club event even less.

Be aware of what category your event fits into and do not overdo the media releases. Sending a press

release a day on a primary school’s sporting event is more likely to antagonise the media than

encourage it.

Appoint a media liaison officer to issue media releases, prepare media kits, ensure a media room with

good communication facilities is available and organise press conferences (when applicable).

Make sure media releases state what the event is, where it is, when it is, how important it is and why,

how it is organised (times, location, etc.) and who is entered. Put your name on the release so

journalists know who to get in touch with for further information (see publicity section). High profile

entries are always of interest to the media.
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13 Major incidents

Should your surf life saving club, or any of its members, be involved in a major incident be prepared

for the media onslaught. Rescues or accidents will always attract a lot of media attention.

Tips:

 Ensure that SLST and any relevant emergency services have been notified

 Designate one club executive member to act as spokesperson and refer all media enquiries to that

person and/or the appropriate SLST employee

 If the performance of the club, or its members, is subject to scrutiny never admit liability and refer

matters to the relevant spokesperson

 The spokesperson should only comment on the factual information relating to the surf life saving

club and its members involvement

 Remember that coverage of major incidents, particularly where there is loss of life, will not always

be 100% favourable

14 Accreditation for the media

It is important that all SLST clubs seek permission to use personal images, especially juniors under the

age of 18. In turn it is important that all media personnel are registered and accredited by the

organisers to get into an event.

Why?

 Member protection

 To avoid possible legal issues

 Courtesy

 Some individuals for various reasons

may not want their image in the

media

Such a system has advantages for both parties. The organisers can restrict media seating to specific

numbers by allowing in only journalists with a bona fide interest in the event, while working journalists

will not have their space invaded by freeloaders.

All media should be notified of this requirement prior to the event taking place.
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Accredited media wear a card or badge to identify them and give them access to restricted areas. The

card should have the persons name, organisation, their purpose - reporter, photographer - and the

areas they have access to.

See www.slst.asn.au – Document Library (For Clubs) section for a sample media consent form

14 The media kit

Even the most well-informed journalist cannot be expected to know everything about every surf

lifesaving event. They need to know how the event is organised (a program and running sheet should

suffice), pertinent background details on participants, special guests and specific club information can

form the basis of an article.

A well-equipped media kit means a well-informed journalist and a well-reported event.
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8.4 Media checklist

Who is responsible for your clubs public relations, media and promotions?

Which of the following avenues do you use to promote your club (tick box)?

 Schools
 Other surf life saving clubs
 Friends and family of existing members
 Community organisations
 Other sports
 Local residents
 Visitors to the area
 Aquatic centres in the area
 Local shopping centres
 Local government
 Other (please specify)

How often do you run promotions (tick box)?

 Weekly
 Monthly
 6 monthly
 Yearly

Who do your target your promotion at?

How strong are your connections with the local newspapers/radios/TV (tick box)?

 No contact
 Some contact
 Regular contact
 Always in contact

How often has your club appeared in the local media in the past year (tick box)?

 Never
 Once
 Twice
 Three times
 Four times
 More (please specify)

Do you publicise your club in other areas such as a club newsletter, brochure, annual
report, flyer etc.?

Please specify

When running a club event do you contact the media to give them the opportunity to
attend (tick box)?
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 Yes
 No
 Sometimes

Who is responsible for writing the media releases to inform the media about your club
events?
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Media feedback form

SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual. If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent

(please circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf  Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas  7001
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9 Education and training
9.1 Education programs for students, teachers and the community

SLST is forging new lifesaving and water safety initiatives including various programs for students,

teachers and the community.

The tailor made programs are delivered by qualified instructors who conduct a mix of theoretical and

practical activities to engage the students in learning about beach safety and awareness along with

different surf lifesaving skills:

Beach to Bush

Many families who chose the summer holidays as time to travel to the coast are unaware of the

potential dangers of recreating in an unfamiliar environment, such as the beach or open waterways.

This is why SLST sends their trained surf lifesavers from the beach to the bush, to ensure that primary

school students are taught key water safety messages, the potential dangers at the beach, the role of

a lifesaver and how to make their visits to the beach a safe but fun one.

High School Surf League

To further student’s interest in aquatic safety and lifesaving rescue the High School Surf League is

open to every secondary student. This program aims to provide an alternative leisure experience

where students can test their abilities against the environment and students from other schools.

Surf Survival/Education School Programs

SLSA/SLST has a number of curriculum and school specific surf lifesaving programs. To book into or

promote any SLST program contact the SLST with some prospective dates, school contacts and the

likely number of participants.
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9.2 Member training overview

The ongoing development of surf life saving clubs and the education and training of lifesavers is vital in

this age where quality assurance and quality service and management are priorities.

SLST offers qualifications from the SLSA awards framework. Information on the qualifications in the

SLSA awards framework can be found in the current edition of the SLSA Public Safety & Aquatic

Rescue manual. The manual includes learning outcomes and awards syllabus for each of the

qualifications outlined by SLSA.

In addition to offering the SLSA awards syllabus, SLST is working in conjunction with SLSA and

lifesaving bodies in other states to ensure that all lifesaving qualifications are aligned with nationally

recognised qualifications and units of competency. Examples of SLSA qualifications that are aligned to

nationally recognised awards include:

 SLSA Bronze Medallion aligned to Certificate II in Public Safety (Aquatic Rescue)

 Trainer and Assessor awards aligned to competencies contained in the Certificate IV in Training

and Assessment

 Advanced Resuscitation Certificate

 Defibrillation Certificate

 Senior First Aid Certificate aligned to competencies from the Certificate III in Public Safety

(Aquatic Search and Rescue)

9.3 Qualification Pathways

Suggested pathways for members to further develop their skills through the SLSA award framework

can be found outlined in the Surf Life Saving Award Pathways flowchart on the following page.
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9.4 Trainer and Assessor Qualifications

How to become a Trainer and/ Assessor

As the Lifesaver Education Pathway shows and as detailed above, there is a pathway for members who

wish to become Educators within Surf Life Saving. The pathway shows the steps to become a Trainer

and/ Assessor, and later a Chief Instructor within their club and later on Education Advisor for their

regional or the state. Also, those who follow the Lifesaver Education Pathway and as their experiences

develop may be presented with the opportunity to become involved with other areas of business

within SLST, such as becoming a Trainer of Commercial Awards such as Provide First Aid (HLTAID001)

or becoming eligible and experienced enough to apply for various paid positions, for example,

delivering Community Education externally to typical membership activities. These kinds of

opportunities create great benefit for the individual, their club and Surf Life Saving Tasmania as peak

body for Water Safety in the State.

The flowchart on the next page summarises the necessary steps to be taken to become a Trainer and/

Assessor for Surf Life Saving Tasmania. Clubs should ensure that this flowchart is displayed in their club

so that others can see and understand the process to becoming a Trainer and/ Assessor and read in

conjunction with SLSA Training Officer, Assessor & Facilitator Policy 1.9. Trainer and Assessor Courses

are facilitated by SLST and delivered when the need is presented to do so. However, a member should

not just wait for a course to be advertised to notify their club of their intention to become a Trainer &/

Assessor. They should notify their club and they will work with the necessary committees to ensure

that when the opportunity arises that they are able to participate in the next available course or be

introduced to an appropriate Mentor.

Recognition of Prior Learning in Training & Assessment

If you already hold the units of competencies to Train and Assess, to Train and/ Assess an SLSA

Education Award the individual is still required to provide the evidence of ‘authenticity’ in the form of

a certified copy of a certificate (with RTO number and logo), a copy of a lesson plan/ assessment

evidence that has been used in the last three years and evidence of ‘currency’ via the names of at least

two candidates of a course that has been trained or assessed by the individual. Clubs are asked to

provide these names on the Form 14 to be returned to SLST for processing. The individual will then be

notified when the necessary award has been updated in their awards list.
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How to become a Trainer and/ Assessor for Surf Life Saving Tasmania

Hold/ Gain the relevant SLSA Award e.g.  Bronze Medallion, IRB Driver, etc.

Become an experienced holder of the
award

Spend time patrolling, driving, practising
awards to become experienced and

proficient

Identify that you wish to become an SLSA
Trainer then gain relevant Training Officer

qualification, related to the award held
and to be trained

Notify your club and attend Training
Officer Course, or apply for Recognition of

Prior Learning

Train two squads as a Trainee Trainer,
initially under supervision of a qualified

trainer (Mentor), then taking
responsibility for squad and organising

assessment of squad (min 2) through your
club Chief Instructor

Chief Instructor to sign off Trainee Trainers
TOC Assessment Portfolio and submit to
SLST for processing with a Form 14. Once
completed, you are a Qualified Training

Officer

Gain relevant Assessor qualification,
related to the Training Officer awards

held

Notify your club and attend Assessor
Course, or apply for Recognition of Prior

Learning

Carry out two ‘on the job’ assessments of
candidates as a Probationary Assessor
under supervision of qualified assessor

(Mentor), taking more responsibility each
time

Chief Instructor to sign off Probationary
Assessors Assessment Portfolio  and

submit to SLST for processing with a Form
14. Once completed, you are a Qualified

Assessor

SLST to provide Trainee Trainer and Trainee Assessor with the necessary paperwork to be
completed by Chief Instructor as evidence of training or assessment two squads. Clubs are also

asked to provide all names of Trainee’s names on Form 14’s to be returned to SLST for processing.
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9.5 Training resources

SLST in conjunction with SLSA have developed extensive training resources for most of the awards in

the SLSA awards framework. These resources include;

 Training manuals

 Participant workbooks

 Assessment portfolios

 Lesson plans

 PowerPoint presentations

 Trainer and assessor guides

Electronic copies of most of these resources can be found on the SLSA Members Portal
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9.6 Education and training checklist

Which educational programs has your club introduced into your schools and local
community?

Which programs would you like/plan to introduce into your local schools and community?

Who is the training manager/chief instructor within your club?

How many club training officers does your club have?

How many club assessors does your club have?

Are all your club members fully aware of the lifesaving awards available to them?

Is the attainment of lifesaving awards encouraged in your club?

In what ways can your club encourage the attainment of lifesaving awards?

Identify how many members within your club hold the following awards (indicate number
next to award);

Training

 Facilitator

 Assessor

 Training Officer

First Aid

 Silver Medallion (AEC)

 Advanced Resuscitation Certificate

 Defibrillation Certificate

 Spinal Management

 Senior First Aid
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 Resuscitation CPR Certificate

Patrolling

 Gold Medallion

 Silver Medallion (Patrol Captain)

 Bronze Medallion/Certificate II in Public Safety (Aquatic Rescue)

 Surf Rescue Certificate

Powercraft

 RWC Operator

 Silver Medallion (IRB Driver)

 IRB Crew Certificate

Radio

 Silver Medallion (Radio Operator)

 Radio Operators Certificate
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Education and Training feedback form

SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual. If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent

(please circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas   7001
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10 Surf Sport
10.1 State Surf Sports Committee

a) The Board at its June General Meeting shall appoint a State Surf Sports Committee, the members of

which shall be current members of a Club.

b) The Committee shall be comprised of -

i) the State Surf Sports Officer (Chairman);

ii) A Deputy State Surf Sports Officer who shall be selected from the chairmen of the

Panels established under the authority of the State Surf Sports Committee;

iii) the Officers/Managers of Surf Sports from the Clubs (or their proxies);

iv) Other Advisors (non-voting) as determined by the Committee or State Surf Sports Officer;

v) General Manager or his nominee(s) (non-voting).

c) Continued membership of the Committee shall depend on the following points and shall be subject to the

Committee’s or State Surf Sports Officer’s endorsement

i) Satisfactory attendance at meetings and functions arranged by the Committee;

ii) Performance of the duties required by the Committee or the State Surf Sports Officer;

iii) Acceptance of appointment to sub-committees/panels or groups detailed for specific tasks on

behalf of the Committee.

d) Meetings shall be held on a regular basis on dates as determined by the Committee or the Chairman and

approved by the Board;

e) Powers and duties of the Board shall be

i) to develop, coordinate and implement policies, activities and programs, related to surf sports

and specifically the relevant priorities in the SLST strategic plan;

ii) to disseminate surf sports information and to unify and advance surf sports programs and

procedures throughout Tasmania as set out in the SLSA Competition Manual and relevant SLSA

and Tasmanian Bulletins issued from time to time;

iii) to conduct schools of instruction, conferences and seminars;

iv) to conduct Coaching and Officials Accreditation Courses and Competitors Clinics

as required or requested;

v) on a regular basis to critically analyse competition policies and procedures generally to

improve the management and conduct of competitions;

vi) to deal with matters referred to the Committee by the Clubs, Board or General Manager;

vii) to investigate and make decisions on all applications for special events and sporting

events outside the Competition Manual;

viii) to conduct assemblies of officials and competitors to present a more open face approach

to competition, competitors and qualifications;

ix) to determine a calendar of programs and events each year based on Club submissions, and

to better service the total membership and the public and to submit the calendar to the

Board for ratification;
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x) to provide for a balance of competition and ability as it effects members of different age,

gender and membership category;

xi) to review regularly the types of competition events for Juniors including "fun activities" as

an important part of Junior Activities;

xii) to establish Special Purpose Panels or committees under the control of appointed

Chairmen/Advisors to deal with specific topics or subjects;

xiii) to determine the venues, dates and events for State Championship Carnivals;

xiv) to appoint the Accredited Officials for all State controlled carnivals, competitions or

special events;

xv) to report to the Board via the General Manager.

10.2 Setting up a successful surf sports program

Surf sports development plan

Here is a checklist for you to follow in preparing a surf sports development plan for your club.

 Form an surf sports committee

 Evaluate past competitive results and understand why these results were achieved

 Analyse the effectiveness of each section in the club and discuss strengths and weaknesses

 Formulate some strategies to improve section weaknesses

 Prepare a surf sports development plan. Actively work at achieving the objectives in the plan

 Evaluate the effectiveness this season and adjust the plan, the strategies and objectives, for

future success

The formation of a surf sports committee forms the first step in establishing a surf sports development

plan. The committee should be comprised of past champions, coaches, competitors and other experts.

This groups evaluates the past, analyses the present and plans the future development of the club.

Once the objectives are set and endorsed the officers should actively work to achieve them.

Club surf sports committee

It is important to take into account the fact that clubs will vary in size and therefore may require a

more complex or more simplified structure based on member demand and availability of human

resources. The following structure outlines what a typical club aquatic sports committee may look like.
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The two key roles operating under the surf sports manager are vital in the smooth operation of any

surf sport activities as they are required to liaise directly with each section within the club ensuring all

areas are well informed and properly resourced. Sample job descriptions can be found in the Appendix

section of this manual.

10.3 Planning for success

An easy passage for kick starting your club's development plan is to examine the strengths and
weaknesses of your club. You can do this for individual sections of the club or for the club as a whole.

Below is a sample analysis sheet:

Example club

Strengths

 Good participation base

 Excellent swim coach

 Well performed management

 Ability to share vision

 Widely regarded as strong

 Plenty of children
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 Good athletic role models

 A developing club culture

 Excellent old boys/girls network

 Bay is an excellent training venue

 Club championships

 Regular club/interclub competition

Weaknesses

 No beach section coach

 No head coach

 No credible ski coach

 Average board coach

 Large clubs are political clubs

 Few funds for surf sports equipment

 Beach has no surf

 Gymnasium needs refurbishment

 Equipment

Once this process has been undertaken by your surf sports committee the next step is to formulate a

collective goal or vision and find some people to keep that vision alive. These people will be charged

with formulating strategies and then testing some short term objectives. Assess these objectives and

strategies and then re-organise the plan according to the committee's assessment. Constantly follow

the plan and review and adjust where necessary.
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10.4 Surf sports and coaching

The club coach

Coaching is described as educating, training or assisting the development of others involved in surf

lifesaving sporting activities. Therefore a coach is defined as someone who trains athletes for games,

competition etc.

Coaching development

Coaching development is the progressive growth of instruction, education and knowledge about

competitive development. This covers coaches and competitors and also officials who administer surf

sports.

Coaching development can provide:

 An opportunity for people to become involved

 A chance to be creative

 An avenue for a club to develop

 A means by which competitors can develop

 A resource for all members to benefit

The objectives of coaching development are to:

 Increase the quality of coaching delivered by club, state and national coaches

 To promote a high level of lifesaving skills of members from junior to masters, through education,

training, junior development activities, coaching and accreditation

 Increase the numbers of coaches, officials and competitors in SLST

Coaching development is all about improving human movement, rescue and performance skills. Coach

education is focused on contributing to a coach's personal development by sharing ideals and

methodology at coaching clinics, accreditation courses and through the production of coaching

resources like the ones previously mentioned.
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Competitor development

Competitor development focuses on motivating a surf lifesaver's physical development through

participation, increased awareness, experiences and specialisation. Persons can join at any stage of

development and benefit from many varied experiences. Competitors develop through enjoyment,

motivation and the enhancement of personal skills. A competitor’s physical, mental and social

development is aimed at individual excellence through teamwork and camaraderie.

Surf sports participation

SLST believes in the notion that all members must be given the chance to develop surf lifesaving skills

through surf sports activities suited to their physical capabilities, social ideals and mental readiness.

At club level members should be encouraged to experience the fun and enjoyment inherent in the

participation, challenge and achievement in reaching their athletic potential.

SLST recommends that surf life saving clubs should conduct surf sports competitions and develop and

or modify events to ensure that every individual and section of lifesaving may participate and benefit

from aquatic sports.

Managing team travel

On occasions your club may have the opportunity to travel away as a team to experience competitions

either at carnivals within the state, interstate or even internationally. Organised team travel is a

fantastic experience and a great way to retain members and create a sense of belonging within the

club. There is however a number of factors to consider before taking a team away, especially when

there are members under the age of 18 years involved. The following is an example of the type of

personnel required for team travel and a brief description of what duties they perform:

Team manager

The team manager is the most important role in coordinating team travel. It is essential as a club that

you have a clear position description set down so the person taking on the task is aware of their roles

and responsibilities. The key tasks usually required of a team manager are organising travel,

accommodation, entries, and managing the general conduct of the team.
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Head Coach

The head coach acts as a supporting role to the team manager and focuses mainly on the actual

performance of the team in relation to training and competition requirements.

Team Captain

The team captain ensures that you have a clear link between the athlete group and team

management. It also gives younger members something to aspire to, along with rewarding more

senior members for their commitment to the club.

Chaperone

The position of chaperone is essential when taking away under age members. SLST advises clubs to

appoint gender specific chaperones for their young members during team travel. The chaperones are

responsible for ensuring all the under age members are looked after and are conducting themselves in

an appropriate manner.

First Aid Officer and Member Protection Officer

As the positions of first aid officer and member protection officer are not necessarily that time

consuming, the responsibility usually falls to one of the previous positions. It is vital however that the

people responsible for these positions are clearly identified to the team at the start of the trip so that

if there are any accidents or grievances your members know who they can approach to assist them.

Remember, SLST advises that before all forms of team travel (with members under the age of 18)

your key personnel complete a Police History Check.

Police History Record Check Form (pdf 112 KB) can be downloaded or obtained from your local Police

Station or Service Tasmania shop.

Fees and charges may apply.

Volunteer rate for National Police History Record Checks

Volunteers seeking employment with organisations with prior authorisation from Tasmania Police may

be eligible to receive a National Police History Record Check at a reduced fee.

To receive the volunteer rate, organisations must complete the volunteer rate application form.

Requests for National Police History Record Checks for volunteers should not be forwarded to

Tasmania Police until the organisation is advised of the outcome of their volunteer rate application.

For further information

Email: criminalhistoryservices@police.tas.gov.au
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Team selection

If you are in the position where you have to select a team from within your own club, it is important to

remember that athletes, coaches and officials deserve a clear and transparent process with

documented selection criteria. This affords your members the opportunity to review that criteria and

adjust their goals accordingly and at the same time gives selectors a point of reference from which to

make important decisions. It is advised that when forming a panel, a minimum of three people are

utilised so there is always a balanced discussions and resolutions can be reached.

The selection criteria is dependant on a number of different factors, including but not limited to team

size, team configurations, age groups, type of events being conducted and venue. SLSA have a national

selection policy that is also used as a guide for selectors in Tasmania. For a copy of the SLSA selection

policy go to www.slsa.com.au and look under Resources.

Codes of conduct for representative teams

Establishing a code of conduct for your members when travelling ensures that all parties have agreed

to the manner in which you expect them to conduct themselves. If there is an incident while the team

is away it makes it easier for the appropriate senior members of the club to refer back to the

agreement and decide if any further action is required.
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10.5 Event / Surf sports management

There are a number of situations where as a club you may wish to conduct an event for the benefit of

your members. This may be club championships, regional championships, state wide carnival or even a

Tasmanian championship event. Before conducting an event there are number of factors that need to

be taken into consideration even for a small club carnival to ensure you are covering yourself and your

members. The following list gives a brief outline of some of these factors. These factors can be applied

to all types of surf sports activities.

Venue

 Ensure the venue is suitable to the skills levels of your competitors through a risk assessment

 Select a back up venue just in case your selected venue becomes unsuitable

 Adequate parking

 Access to amenities (i.e. Toilets, shelter, food)

 Access to first aid and emergency services

 Advise police, hospital, council etc.

Patrol requirements

During patrolling season you should provide a public & carnival patrol.

 The “public patrol” shall meet the normal patrol standard required (e.g. three bronze medallion

holders plus one other).

 The “carnival patrol” shall consist of a minimum of three lifesavers, Two holding a proficient IRB

driver’s award and the third having the first aid certificate and advance resuscitation certificate.

 The “public patrol” and “carnival patrol” shall be set up in positions as agreed to between the

carnival referee and the patrol captain.

 The “public patrol” and “carnival patrol” are to commence as per the standard patrol roster or 30

minutes prior to start of first event - whichever is the earliest. The “public patrol” and “carnival

patrol” shall conclude as per the standard patrol roster or at the completion of last event or as

otherwise agreed to by the carnival referee.

 It is the responsibility of the club to provide three IRBs, one for “public patrol” duties and the

other two for the “carnival patrol” that is only to be used in an emergency. One carnival radio will

be provided to the “carnival patrol”.

Officials catering requirements

 The club should provide morning/afternoon tea and a light luncheon for all carnival officials. This

includes the IRB crews and water safety officers in attendance.
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 The club should also ensure that appropriate drinks are provided during the course of the day

(e.g. cold water on hot days and coffee/tea on cold days).

Equipment

The extent of equipment provided is dependant on the type of carnival being conducted. Ensure you

have at least the minimum level of equipment as per the latest editions of the governing rules.

Other general equipment to consider:

 Tables & chairs

 Water safety equipment (e.g. IRBs, boards, tubes)

 Tents

 Recording equipment for results

 Signage and barriers

Personnel

 Depending on the size of the carnival there should be at least four – six persons ready to assist in

setting up the beach, laying of buoys and then the subsequent pack up.

 Set-up should commence approximately 60 - 90 minutes prior to the commencement of the

carnival.

 For larger carnivals runners must be available during the carnival to report to the sectional

referees for results to be calculated.

 A nominated club official or organiser should be on hand to make decisions and organise any

other requirements if needed.

Notification of authorities

This should be obtained through the following steps:

 Authority from the local municipal council, foreshore committee, etc. For the conduct of the

carnival may be to be obtained prior to the event.

 In addition to this the local and/or district police station as well as the local hospital and/or

medical centre should be advised prior to the event.

 For Special Events once permission has been obtained copies of all forms of authority and

relevant permits (e.g. parking) must be submitted to state centre as per the Special Event

requirements.

Publicity
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 Prior to all carnivals you should contact your local media by calling direct and by providing media

releases to make them aware of all relevant information relating to the event.

 Try and have a club media contact on hand during the carnival so the media have someone to

liaise with on arrival.

 Post event send out all results, stories and images for potential publication in various media

outlets.

Medical

It is essential that a medical officer be in attendance throughout the carnival to assist in any first aid

situations that may arise.  This should preferably be a doctor.

10.6 Training in sport opportunities

Coaching

Level 1 surf coach

The Level 1 Surf Coach accreditation course has a single aim:

To assist the amateur coach in surf lifesaving to obtain a basic knowledge in the physical and

motivational skills of coaching

The course is an introduction to coaching targeting the club level coach. Level 1 provides coaches with

the education for coaching junior members and the necessary skills to coach competitors in the

association's competitive events.

The course covers:

 The role of the coach

 Motivation and goal setting

 Communication and teaching skills

 Basic principles of training

 Planning a training program

 Coaching children

 Plus a sport or discipline specific practical component of 10 hours duration.
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Level 2 surf coach

The Level 2 course is more demanding and introduces the surf coach to sport science. It is aimed at the

more advanced level coach and provides information on the art and science of coaching, including:

 Acquisition of skills (coaching methods)

 Psychology of sport (mental preparation)

 Physiology of exercise (training methods)

 Biomechanics (efficient technique)

 Injury prevention and management

Level 3 surf coach

An advanced level course, the Level 3 Surf Coach accreditation course has two central purposes:

1 To dramatically raise the standard of athletic development in surf lifesaving

2 To progressively raise the development of coaching and particular coaches

The coursed is designed to produce coaches who can assist athletes at any level of the association e.g. club

or elite level competitor. The Level 3 course is aimed at producing coaches who are well educated,

versatile and progressive members. These coaches are also encouraged to communicate their skills and

knowledge through coaching seminars and clinics, sports journals and medical journals.

How do I become a coach?

To register in a Level 1 or Level 2 Surf Coach accreditation course you should contact SLST. SLSA calls for

applications for the Level 3 course amongst appropriately qualified Level 2 coaches. A copy of the Surf

Lifesaving Coaching manual is an essential resource for any surf coach or potential surf coach (your copy of

the manual can be obtained through SLST).
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Officiating

As competitors and coaches pursue more intensive training programs and success in surf lifesaving surf

sports and as surf lifesaving surf sports becomes increasingly under pressure to display more

professionalism, the need for quality officials will increase. The official’s education program is designed to

raise the standards of officialdom in Australia whilst promoting enjoyment and teamwork.

SLSA’s Official’s education program incorporates three levels of training and are compulsory for those who

wish to officiate at any SLSA carnival. The three core objectives of the official’s education program are:

1 Further educate the members of Surf Life Saving Australia to successfully administer

their duties.

2 Ensure that each member who is appointed as an official at any carnival

championship has the best possible understanding of the aquatic sports.

3 Ensure that sufficiently qualified officials are available to conduct aquatic sports

activities at all levels of the association.

The aquatic sports official’s education program involves educational experiences developed by senior

aquatic sports officials. They include:

 Accreditation courses at three core levels

 Certificate courses in specialist areas

 Officials update seminars

 A train a buddy system to assist officials to develop skills

 Performance assessment during training and surf sports

 Personal development opportunities
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Level 1 official

The Level 1 course is aimed at providing an introduction to surf lifesaving surf sports and an awareness of

officials and surf sports rules. A Level 1 Official has an established knowledge and skills about officiating

and is capable of applying these to a range of minor surf sports activities and can demonstrate the ability

to use a theoretical base to solve basic problems and procedural tasks involving officiating whilst under

general supervision.

The Level 1 course provides information and experiences under the following topic headings:

 National surf sports official’s education

program SLSA and structure

 The surf sports official

 Rules and regulations

 Dealing with people

 Legal issues

 Health and safety

 Carnival orientation

Level 2 official

The Level 2 course is designed to produce an official who can apply well developed theoretical and

practical knowledge to deliver standardised officiating procedures, interpretations and rulings whilst

under supervision or self directed.

The Level 2 Official is capable of comprehending and communicating complex surf sports rules and

procedures to athletes and other officials. A Level 2 Official also demonstrates the ability to officiate

effectively either directed or autonomously at minor and major carnivals within a particular section. They

also have proven ability to make decisions and cope with problems of a complex nature.

The Level 2 course offers information and experience under the following topic headings:

 Interpersonal skills

 Psychological factors

 Injury prevention and safety

 General fitness of the official

 Dispute procedures

 Timetabling

 Rules and regulations of the manual

 Practical development
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Level 3 official (referee)

Applications are called for attendance in the Level 3 course as nominated by the state centre. A Level 3

Official (Referee) must have an advanced work orientation, knowledge and skills.

They would necessarily display clear leadership qualities and a demonstrated capacity for self directed

activity. A referee is conversant with surf sports rules and procedures and is able to deliver consistent rule

compliance and direct others with the use of creative officiating procedures.

After completing a referee's course the participant would display the ability to supervise others at all

levels of surf sports with minimal objections to personal style, rulings and advice. They should be able to

make decisions and cope with problems of a high complexity to affect the smooth and efficient conduct of

the aquatic sports.

The Level 3 course involves the following subjects:

 Role of the referee

 Skills of the referee

 Duties of the referee

 Accreditation focus

 Rules and regulations

High performance squad

The national high performance squad was established with the financial assistance of the Australian Sports

Commission (ASC). This program was set up to ensure Australia’s ongoing domination of the sport at an

international level. In its initial phases the program only allowed for a national squad and some

developmental athletes, the results however were observed immediately with the success at Rescue 2000.

After further meetings with the ASC, a subsequent increase in funding has meant a further expansion of

the program. The new funding means that there is now the potential to assist states in developing feeder

squads for athletes, coaches and officials. Ultimately this will lead to a national multi-level, fully integrated

program. SLST runs the high performance program as a year round program with selection taking place in

June of each year.

The squad composition and format of the program changes from year to year. For up to date information

on the high performance squad contact SLST.
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National high performance squad

High performance program is all about facilitating support for SLSA's best athletes so that they may

prepare for and participate in major international competitions, and achieve for Australia winning

performances at those competitions.

Since the program’s inception in 2000, it has grown in strength both in its support for SLSA’s best senior

athletes and in its knowledge of elite sport. Its core activities are;

 Conducting discipline specific fitness testing

 Pool and surf skills training

 Sport education

 Support for the national team to compete in selected international pool and surf events including the

world championships.

Other program activities include;

 Sports science services funding support

 Personal coach education

 Access to latest sport science and high performance coach information

 Career and education networking

 Performance enhancement research projects

 Support for state high performance programs

Selection to the program is through SLSA’s selection policy which is published on the SLSA web site and

available through SLST. Squad membership is annual with selection occurring around July each year. The

squad comprises up to 30 selected athletes supported by four coaches and four national level officials.

Resources

 Sport Training Program plans
 Team Manager’s handbook
 IRB Surf Sports handbook
 Special Events manual
 Surf Sports manual
 SLSA Coaching DVD
 Surf Sports Magazine

 Surf Sports Newsletter
 SLSA Coaching Magazine (For

accredited coaches)
 Coaching manual
 ILS Surf Sports rules
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10.7 Surf Sports checklist

Does your club have a surf sports program?

 Yes
 No

Who is on your surf sports committee (remembering this should comprise of past champions, coaches,
competitors and other experts)?

Evaluate your clubs past competitive results and determined why these results occurred?

What are your plans for improving section weakness?

When selecting your surf sports team what selection criteria have you used?

Have your prepared an surf sports development plan?
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Surf Sports feedback form

SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual.

If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent (please

circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas  7001
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11 Development
11.1 State Development (formally Member Services) Committee

a) The Board at its June Meeting shall appoint a State Member Services Committee.

b) The Committee shall be comprised of:

i) the State Member Services Officer who shall be Chairman;

ii) Member Services Officers who are nominated by their respective Clubs, or their proxies, who

shall hold membership of a Surf Life Saving Club and have an interest in leadership, development

and member services activities;

iii) the State Volunteer Advisor (non-voting);

iv) the State Grievance Advisor (non-voting);

v) the State Junior Life Saving Advisor (non-voting);

vi) other (non-voting) Advisors or personnel with special expertise co-opted from time to time for

specific projects as required and recommended by the State Member Services Officer;

vii) General Manager or his nominee(s) (non-voting);

viii) a deputy for the Member Services Officer may be appointed by the Committee from amongst

the members of the Committee.

c) Continued Membership of the Committee shall depend on the following points and shall be subject to

the Committee Chairman’s recommendations, based upon:

i) satisfactory attendance at meetings or functions arranged by the Committee;

ii) performance of the duties required by the Committee or its Chairperson;

iii) acceptance of appointment to panels, sub-committees or groups detailed for specific tasks on

behalf of the Committee.

d) Meetings of the Committee shall be held on a regular basis on dates determined by the Committee or

the Chairman, and approved by the Board;

e) Powers and duties of the Committee shall be

i) to develop, coordinate and implement activities and programs related to member services and

specifically relevant priorities in the SLST strategic plan;

ii) to enhance membership recruitment and retention and transition through the various age

levels and functions within Surf Life Saving;

iii) to develop, conduct and co-ordinate personal developmental activities including leadership

training and associated programs, policies, resources etc. for all membership levels and

categories;

iv) to pursue issues and activities of benefit to youth within Surf Life Saving;
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v) to foster recognition of the important role youth plays within Surf Life Saving and the

community generally;

vi) on a regular basis, critically analyse membership levels and trends and leadership

development policies and programs;

vii) to deal with matters referred to the Committee by other Committees, the Board or General

Manager;

viii) to conduct regular assemblies of members involved in membership and youth development

programs to discuss matters relevant to the betterment of leadership development;

ix) to establish Special Purpose Panels or sub-committees, if required, to carry out special tasks or

projects from time to time;

x) report to the Board via the General Manager.

11.2 Tasmanian Nippers

In Tasmania, there are a large number of nippers (7-13 years old) on our beaches every weekend during

the summer months.  Nipper programs run for a variety of periods and styles throughout the summer.

The Development Committee encourages all clubs to run a nipper program over the summer that meets

the needs of their club.  Some clubs will run programs throughout the whole summer. Junior activities

programs that cater for the holiday market can also be conducted during an intense period over the

summer holiday vacation.

The lengthened program creates more significant activities providing higher involvement levels for both

the child and their parents that tend to create better relationships within the club.

Many clubs now have nipper committee’s which provide a high level of organisation and share the load of

running such programs.

Nipper programs need to be planned well in advance and the Development Committee advise the

following:

 Key contact people

 Enrolment dates

 Starting and finishing dates
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 The days of operation

 The program cost (either program charge or membership cost)

Nipper programs should be publicised through schools, local newspapers, posters and any other

appropriate means.  It is important to invite the local newspaper to organised special events.

It is important to ensure that your nipper programs are adequately staffed with the correct amount of

instructors, age managers and water safety officers. Request that other sections of your club assist you to

train the future lifesavers.

Provide variety in programs and give special consideration to use of equipment, duration of programs and

flexibility of programs.

Also ensure that you look after social activities, communicate with parents via newsletters and

announcements on the beach and, of course, get the parents involved.

Club junior activities delegates are often seeking assistance with new, meaningful, action packed programs

for their nipper programs so please don’t be afraid to share your valuable materials.

Preparing the junior activities program

 All programs need strong structuring both on a session by session basis and in respect to the overall

season

 Remember, kids will be kids and should be allowed to be kids

 All programs must focus on developing the whole person and not concentrate on just one aspect or a

few aspects. The program should look at developing the holistic surf lifesaver of the future.

 Within the junior activities program competition is not scheduled. Within the overall season however,

some weeks are not used by the junior activities program and may be used for competition

participation.

 There is nothing wrong with competition. However it must be approached responsibly due to the

young age of the participants.

 Competition must be designed at an appropriate level for both the age of the participants and the

needs of the individuals participating
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The structure of the junior activities program season

Choosing the version of the junior activities program depends on the length of the available season for

participation.

The junior activities program (utilising the SLSA Surf Education resources and Junior Passports) should take

up the bulk of the season to ensure that participants acquire the necessary skills and to ensure some

consistency throughout Australia.

Session programming

It is important to offer variety between the activities offered within sessions from week to week. It is also

vital to provide a routine with the sessions from week to week to establish a familiarity for the junior

activities member.

Core areas (education, sport, personal development, fun)

All junior activities (Surf Education) programs should consist of the following elements over the season:

 Surf sports

 Lifesaving

 Youth development

 Protective behaviours

 Citizenship

 Recreation

 Social interaction

The unit weighting of each element will be dependent on the number of units within the version of the

junior activities program which is suitable to your available season. However there are some elements

which must have a fixed weighting no matter which version of the program is implemented.
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Provided below is a basic overview of the different requirements and objectives for each of the nipper age groups.

Junior Preliminary Skills Assessment

Age group Preliminary evaluation Competition evaluation Award

Under 6 Nil – shallow water activities only Nil – no competition Surf Play 1

Under 7 Nil – shallow water activities only Nil – no competition Surf Play 2

Under 8 25 metre swim, (any stroke).

1 minute survival float.

Nil – no water competition,

except for wade which takes

place in waist deep water

Surf Aware 1

Under 9 25 metre swim, (any stroke).

1 minute survival float.

Minimum 150m open water

swim( competition course as per

the competition manual)

Surf Aware 2

Under 10 25 metre swim, (freestyle).

1.5 minute survival float.

Minimum 150m open water

swim( competition course as per

the competition manual)

Surf Safe 1

Under 11 50 metre swim, (freestyle).

2 minute survival float.

Minimum 288m open water

swim( competition course as per

the competition manual)

Surf Safe 2

Under 12 100 metre swim, (freestyle).

2 minute survival float.

Minimum 288m open water

swim( competition course as per

the competition manual)

Surf Smart 1

Under 13 150 metre swim, (freestyle).

3 minute survival float.

Minimum 288m open water

swim( competition course as per

the competition manual)

Surf Smart 2

Under 14 200 metre swim, (freestyle, in less than 5

minutes).

3 minute survival float.

Minimum 288m open water

swim( competition course as per

the competition manual)

Surf Rescue Certificate

Assessors Age Manager
Level 1 Coach
Level 1 Official

Training Officer (SRC/Bronze)
Assessor (SRC/Bronze)

Notes: Every junior member is required to
participate in this evaluation, conducted by
the club, prior to any junior water activity
training or competition be undertaken.
Any child that does not meet the required
evaluation level will require a higher level
of supervision when involved in water
based activities at the discretion of the
club

The competition evaluation must
be achieved before being eligible
to compete in inter-club
competition.  This is a minimum
standard water proficiency
requirement.
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Reporting requirements

The following process is required for Awards and proficiency allocation (refer to Surfguard):

 An Assessment Request is raised within the Surfguard database

 Select candidate and award type.

 After the assessment is passed the candidate is approved by a club authorised member i.e. qualified

Age Manager or Assessor

 SLST receives paperwork (Form 14 printed from Surfguard) detailing assessed and approved

candidates and allocates the award

 After allocation in Surfguard (by SLST), the award is allocated to the member’s record and a certificate

printed.

11.4 Senior Leadership and Development

SLSA’s Leadership Development Philosophy

The leadership competencies framework

Leadership is recognised as a critical element to the health and well being of SLSA.  It is leadership that

provides the organisation with a path to the future: a path that will cross an unchartered terrain

characterised by uncertainty, constant change, and inevitable review, renewal and realignment with forces

beyond SLSA.

The SLSA leadership competencies framework was developed as a result of both a belief in the work that

the SLSA does, and the commitment to continue to serve the community as the peak aquatic resource

organization in Australia.  It establishes a framework that provides an overview statement for

competencies to support the work of club, branch and national initiatives such as the National Leadership

Development Camp program.

The SLSA leadership competencies framework is delivered in the following specific areas:

 Emotional competencies

 Leadership competencies

 Management competencies
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Theory in action

A program delivered according to the SLSA leadership competencies framework focuses on three

complementary spheres of understanding and expertise:  leadership of self-relationships; relationships

and big picture context understanding. SLSA maintains that the central focus of leadership is ‘leadership of

self’.  As an individual gains a greater awareness of their social and emotional capacity, they begin to

strengthen their relationship skills.  Finally, a better understanding of the big picture (such as strategic

vision and organisational growth) enables an individual to use their intra-personal and inter-personal

expertise to guide action in the right direction.

National leadership camp

The SLSA National Leadership Camp offers Australia’s young surf lifesavers the opportunity to achieve

their potential as future leaders.  The program is designed specifically to develop individual leadership and

personal development skills.  Enhancements to the program ensure each participant experiences ongoing

motivation as a result of establishing a new network of members and life-long friends.

The National Leadership Development Camp is part of ongoing leadership training for members of surf

lifesaving.  Clubs are encouraged to support the development of these outstanding members through

mentoring and providing participants with leadership opportunities in their club environments.

Sir Adrian Curlewis scholarship

In honour of Sir Adrian Curlewis (former SLSA President), the aim of the Sir Adrian Curlewis Scholarship is

to provide a national program that is designed to build leadership skills, knowledge, and highlight the

potential in young Australians who choose to pursue leadership roles in surf lifesaving at club, regional,

state and national level. The program provides candidates with an environment within which they can

discover their leadership potential under the guidance and mentoring of active leaders in surf lifesaving.

The structure of the Sir Adrian Curlewis Scholarship program has been designed to provide candidates

with the opportunity to:

 Develop their capacity to exercise leadership

 Develop an informed and framed perspective on the issues facing surf lifesaving at all levels of the

organisation
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 Develop a reflective leadership perspective in order to exercise leadership skills as an Australian

citizen not just a surf lifesaver

 Build a network of peers, supporters and colleagues, internally and externally, supporting their

leadership career

This scholarship provides the recipients with a 12-month structured mentoring program through a

'contract learning agreement'. This agreement focuses on some key areas that the participant feels they

need to improve in their personal leadership skills. This mentoring program is preceded by a four day

induction program where scholars are able to develop a greater awareness of their leadership strengths.

High Performance Leaders conference

The aim of the High Performance Leadership conferences is to provide an opportunity for existing leaders

(at all levels) to participate in a high-level leadership development program. The conferences provide

participants with an environment that enable them to refresh and extend their leadership capabilities.

The outcomes of the High Performance Leadership Conferences include:

 Participants refreshing and extending their leadership capabilities

 Raising the awareness of the issues, responsibilities and accountabilities in leadership

 Growing a resource pool of innovative, skilled and knowledgeable leaders

 Developing leaders who think at a strategic level

 Providing a networking opportunity for participants to share ideas regarding leadership issues in surf

lifesaving.

A High Performance Leadership Conference was first conducted by in 2003 and was focused at leaders

from all levels of surf life saving from club presidents through to national directors. In 2005, the focus of

this program shifted towards a model which developed strategic leadership amongst the governing boards

of the surf life saving state entities.

Resources

 Surf Education kit

 SLSA Age Managers Guide and resource materials
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11.5 Development checklist

Does your club run a Nipper program (tick box)?

 Yes
 No

 Used to

How many nippers are in the program (tick box)?

 0 – 20
 20 – 30

 30 – 40
 50+

Where do you advertise/promote your Nipper program?

How could you increase the number of Nippers attending the program?

Does your club run any Member Retention programs?

 Yes  No

Have any of your club members taken part in the following programs;

 National Leaders course
 Sir Adrian Curlewis scholarship
 National Leadership Development camp
 National Youth Forum
 State 18-25 Leadership and Development camp
 State 14-17 Development camp

What plans do you have in place to put forward your club members to any of the Member
Services programs?
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Development feedback form

SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual.

If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent (please

circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas 7001
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12 Lifesaving Operations
12.1 State Life Saving Committee
a) The Board at its June Meeting shall appoint a State Life Saving Committee, the members of which shall be

current active members of a Club.

b) The Committee shall be comprised of -

i) the State Life Saving Officer (Chairman);

ii) the Officers/Managers of Life Saving from the Clubs (or their proxies);

iii) other Advisors (non-voting) as determined by the Committee or State Life Saving Officer;

iv) General Manager or his nominee(s) (non-voting).

c) Continued membership of the Committee shall depend on the following conditions and shall be subject to the

Committee’s or the State Life Saving Officer’s endorsement

i) satisfactory attendance at meetings and functions arranged by the Committee;

ii) performance of the duties required by the Committee or the State Life Saving Officer;

iii) acceptance of appointment to sub-committees, panels, or groups detailed for specific tasks on

behalf of the Committee.

d) Meetings shall be held on a regular basis on dates as determined by the Committee or the Chairman and

approved by the Board;

e) Powers and duties of the Committee shall be

i) to develop, coordinate and implement policies, activities and programs related to lifesaving and

specifically the relevant priorities in the SLST strategic plan;

ii) to disseminate lifesaving information and instruction and to unify and advance methods of lifesaving

throughout the State; such instruction and methods shall be as set out in the Manuals of SLSA and

Bulletins distributed by SLSA and/or SLST;

iii) to conduct schools of instruction, conferences and seminars at which all specified members of

Committees (State and Club) shall be required to attend, and of which due notice shall be given;

iv) to conduct conferences, assemblies, seminars etc as approved by the Board to bring together

members of the Committee and the relevant Club Officers for discussion and determination of major

life saving issues;

v) to deal with matters referred to it from time to time by the Board or General Manager;

vi) to establish Special Purpose Panels or sub-committees under the control of appointed

Chairmen/Advisors to deal with specific topics or projects;

vii) to report to the Board via the General Manager;

12.2 Important reference documents for Lifesaving Operations
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There are a number of essential documents which set the parameters for patrolling and lifesaving services

within SLST . The SLST website has a member’s section which contains a wealth of information and should

be used as a primary access point when seeking information to assist in providing lifesaving services.

The SLSA Policies & Procedures with Training Manuals are the governing documents for club lifesaving

operations and must be be kept in a location accessible to all members within each surf life saving club.

They provide the guide for many of the requirements placed upon a patrol and all Patrol Captains should

be familiar with them. It is important for all club management and members to know where to find them.

These can also be found on the SLST website within the member’s section.

Other essential documentation for the carrying out of lifesaving services can be found in the SLSA Training

Manuals. The most important of these manuals are the Surf Lifesaving Training Manual – Public safety &

Aquatic Rescue, 33rd Edition, the First Aid and Emergency Care Manual, and the Powercraft Manual 6th

Edition. A refence set of these manuals in the first aid room and/or patrol room of the club would be of

assistance to the patrol members.

12.3 Preparing for the patrolling season

In preparing for an approaching patrol season, there are a number of tasks which must be completed so as

to ensure a club is ready to provide its community service.

The first step is to ensure your Lifesaving Service Agreement has been signed and returned to SLST for

cosigning. The document, which is issued seasonally by SLST, clearly spells out the required patrol times

(agreed with your club), dates, service level and any other details for your particular beach. It also provides

an opportunity to prepare a case to request a variance to your patrol times or other service details. Note

that any request will not be considered endorsed until such time as you have received a cosigned copy of

your protocol from SLST. This document, once signed by both parties, should be displayed in a prominent

location where patrol members can take note of it. A good example may be to laminate a copy and place it

in an area such as the patrol room or first aid room. The Lifesaving Services Agreement goes hand in hand

with your club’s beach management plan, which SLST will be working with you to develop prior to each

season.

At the beginning of each patrolling season, lifesaving gear and equipment of all clubs and services is to

undergo an annual inspection.   This inspection ensures that all frontline lifesaving equipment is in good

condition, working and is safe for members to use.
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Gear Inspection Process

Step One:

• Clubs and services must ensure that all frontline lifesaving equipment is registered on

SurfGuard. It is recommended that clubs complete a stock take of all gear and equipment, enter

any new items that have been recently acquired and delete any equipment that has been lost or

sold.

Once logged into SurfGuard go to the ‘Organisational Management’ tab, then ‘Manage Gear and

Equipment’.

Click on the ‘Manage’ tab for each item to add new details or to edit.

Ensure that each field marked with a red asterisk (*) has been completed. These fields are the minimum

required data set for each item of equipment.

The only equipment that is not required to be entered/inspected includes:

- Administration Equipment

- Building and structures

- Club equipment

- Competition equipment

- Computers and electrical

- Patrol uniforms

- Shark/Major Haemorrhage Kit

Gear inspection checklists will appear next to each item entered into Surfguard. These lists are set by the

National Board of Lifesaving with the exception of first aid kits and general patrol equipment; these lists

are determined by State Centres.

Patrol rosters should be promoted to club members as far in advance as possible. When preparing the

roster it is necessary to take into consideration the experience and qualifications of the members, in

addition to their external commitments.

The minimum number of members for a full patrol is four proficient lifesavers. At least three of these
members must be Bronze qualified including a lifesaver with an Advance Resuscitation Certificate who is
not the IRB Driver or IRB Crew. If less than a full patrol is fielded then the State Lifesaving Officer must be
notified at the time and given updates if / when they occur.

The patrol season in Tasmania commences on the first Saturday in December and continues through until

the last Sunday in March. Variations in these days can be requested and will be set out in the Life Saving

Protocol.
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12.4 Patrol responsibilties

To make a patrol run as smoothly as possible it is necessary to prepare!

Some tasks that should be encouraged;

 Contact the proposed patrol by telephone or SMS (via Surfguard) to check who is coming, whether

there will be an IRB driver, IRB Crew, ARC etc. and if substiutions are required

 Check with previous patrol for equipment to be fixed before weekend

 Arrive early

 Elevated position to set flags etc.

o succession planning, take someone with you to elevated spot.

 Set up patrol before signing on.

o signing on implies that equipment and personnel are ready for rescues, not just starting to

get the patrol gear down on to the beach, complete log books before signing on.

 Allocate positions related to competency

o Don’t put the best board paddler on radio and the first aider with a paramedic background

on tube

 Equipment check

o All equipment used is servicable

o Equipment required by state and club SOPs is available

 Ongoing training

o many people stop at the Bronze Medallion

o Encourage ongoing training and keep patrol up to date with current techniques.

 Allocating personnel to different patrol duties.

o Don’t leave members on the same duty all patrol. Minimise boredom and improve their skills

across all patrol activities by reallocating duties throughout the day

 Sign off before packing up equipment

 Gear washed and put away, radios on charge.

 Damages reported and logged for repair.

 Whole patrol to assist with IRB not just driver.

 Then patrol debrief as required.

 Patrol log completed and incidents recorded

 Thank the patrol!!
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Logbooks

There are a number of important documents that patrols need to complete in the course of their

patrolling duties. Remember that any of these may be required during police or coronial investigations. All

can be obtained through SLST.

Patrol Log. Records patrol member attendance and hours, along with weather conditions, beach

attendances and a summary of any incidents.

Radio Log. Used for recording all communications via the radio and telephone in the line of patrolling

duties.

First Aid Log. To be completed for ALL first aid cases, whether it be a minor or major injury. A record of

every treatment needs to be retained.

Powercraft Log. Records the operators, operating hours and operational state of powercraft, particularly

the IRB.

Incident Report Log. To be completed for any member injuries. For major incidents they will be completed

by the communications operator in consulation with the club in attendance.

Where you are tasked at the request of the police for Search & Rescue jobs, if intending to claim for

reimbursment of fuel costs for an incident, be sure to ask SLST.

12.5 Patrol Assessments

Clubs can expect to have their patrols assessed over the season. The assessment is a basic check of

compliance with the minimum patrol requirements and is mandatory. The documentation used for audits

is distributed widely following its seasonal review and is also available on the internet so there are no

suprises and clubs are aware of the expectation. The auditors take on their role in a volunteer capacity.

In addition to the standard assessment, clubs may participate in their own internal Patrol Competition. It is

sincerely hoped that clubs find involvement in the competition a positive experience and an opportunity

to polish their skills. The role of the competition is to identify excellence in patrolling service and is not just

a measurement of compliance. Internal club competitions are successfully held by many clubs and are

encouraged, giving an opportunity for patrols to pit their skills against one another and receive recognition

from their peers for their efforts.
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12.6 Emergency response management within SLST

SLST is recognised by the Tasmanian Police as a ‘Support Agency’ within the Tasmanian Emergency

Response Plan. The ‘Control Agency’ for incidents on Tasmanian waterways involving persons or craft in

distress is the Tasmanian Police. As such we answer to them in all response activities.

SLST has key Duty Officers, who is responsible for overall emergency management within the

organisation.

The State is divided into three regions, each of which have an elected Duty Officer. This person is

responsible for emergency management and lifesaving services within their particular region, and will

assist the clubs in larger incidents involving multiple organisations or clubs.

Duty Officers sit in between, managing SLST response activities and coordinating higher level incidents, or

incidents requiring state level resources.

Remember, it is essential that clubs notify SLST prior to or as they are preparing to respond to any

incident outside of patrol hours. This ensures that support can be organised and readied should it be

required, and that crew’s well-being is being monitored.

Before initiating any response, it needs to be asked;

 Do the patrol members / response crew have the knowledge to respond to the incident?

 Do the patrol members / response crew have adequate skills to respond safely?

 Is the required equipment serviceable, available and adequate for the job?

 Will you maintain an ability to continue to provide a service at the patrolled beach?

 Are the weather and sea conditions, present and forecast, safe for a response?

 Would another emergency service be more suitable for the job?

SLST can put the club in contact with a Duty Officer to assist in answering these questions if desired.

Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM)

CISM is a crucial part of what we do as surf lifesavers. All surf lifesavers should be made aware of the

adverse and unpleasant conditions that may be present during Rescues and Resuscitation, as well as that

such actions may not always be successful.  Patrolling surf lifesavers need to take a role and be as
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prepared as they can be for dealing with the incident and monitor the well being of their fellow patrol

members before, during and after the incident.

Common signs of post traumatic stress may include:

 The event is persistently re-experienced

 Persistent avoidance of things related to the incident

 Generally non responsive / withdrawn

 Difficulty sleeping

 Difficulty concentrating

 Outbursts of anger

It is important that a debrief is conducted by a suitable person as soon as possible after a major incident.

Assistance in making arrangements for this can be sourced through SLST. If concerns are held for anyone’s

well being following an incident, SLST can make arrangements for counselling to be held.
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12.7 Lifesaving services checklist

Who is your club delegate on the Lifesaving Committee?

Do any of your club members attend the Committee meetings on a voluntary basis?

 Yes
 No

Where are the SLSA/SLST SOPs and policies/Procedures located in your club?

Are your club members aware of the location and can access them easily?

 Yes
 No – need to move them!

Who is responsible for ensuring that your surf lifesaving services agreement has been signed
and returned to SLST prior to the start of the season?

Where is the signed agreement displayed in your club?

What procedure do you follow to ensure your surf lifesaving gear and equipment is ready for
inspection?

Apart from the suggestions made in 12.4 Patrol responsibilities, what steps does your club take
to ensure your patrol runs as smoothly as possible?
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What competitions does your club run internally to give your clubs the opportunity to pit their
skills against one another and gain recognition?

What process does your club have in place for dealing with Critical Incident Stress
Management (CISM)?
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Lifesaving Services feedback form

SLST welcomes feedback to help us improve the quality and effectiveness of this Club Development

Manual.

If you would like to provide feedback on this section please do so using this form.

Please consider each question and rate them on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent (please

circle the appropriate number).

How did you rate the quality of information?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

How did you rate the design and presentation of this section?
1 2 3 4 5

How can it be improved?

If you would like to see additional information in this section please specify;

Please photocopy this form, complete and return to:

Surf Life Saving Tasmania

GPO Box 1745

Hobart  Tas  7001
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Further resources

For further resources related to all the sections contained in this manual please refer to the resource list

below and go to www.slst.asn.au or the Members Portal to view and download.

As new resources are made available a revised list will be sent to your club.

Club Overview

 Club Constitution template

Planning

 Strategic Planning Pathway

 Strategic Action Plan

 Guidelines for Organising your Club’s Strategic Planning Workshop

 Strategic Plan Questionnaire

 Business Planning Steps

 How to Perform a SWOT Analysis

 Budget sample

 Budget Report sample

 Meeting Agenda template

 Meeting Minutes template

Human Resources

 Job Description template

 Person Specification template

 Sample Interview questions

Finance

 Financial glossary

 Income and Expense Summary sample

 Payroll Record sample
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Communication

 How to Prepare an Annual report

 How to Write a Newsletter

Marketing and Fundraising

 How to fire up your club

Media

 Media Fact sheet

 Media Consent form

 Media Release sample

 Media Release template

Surf sports

 Sample Code of Conduct Agreement
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Useful website links
Below is a list of useful websites. Please add you own useful websites at the end of the page.

Australian Charities & NFP Commission www.acnc.gov.au

Australian Business Number (ABN) www.abr.gov.au

Australian Sports Commission www.ausport.gov.au

Australian Tax Office (ATO) www.ato.gov.au

Bureau of Meteorology - weather www.bom.gov.au

Consumer Affairs www.consumer.tas.gov.au

Consumer Affairs – Liquor Licensing www.treasury.tas.gov.au

Freedom of Information www.servicetasmania.tas.gov.au

Fundraising Appeals Act (1998) www.ato.gov.au/nonprofit

Good sports – Managing Alcohol in Sport www.goodsports.com.au

Marine and Safety Tasmania www.mast.tas.gov.au

Surf Lifesaving Australia www.sls.com.au

Surf Lifesaving Tasmania www.slst.asn.au

Sports and Recreation Tasmania www.dpac.tas.gov.au/divisions/csr/sportrec

Tasmania Police www.police.tas.gov.au

Westpac Bank www.westpac.com.au

Work Safe Tasmania www.worksafe.tas.gov.au
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Your own useful websites:
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Appendix
Club position descriptions

Surf Sports Competition Team Manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 Ensure competition member list is up to date and ensure they are aware of carnival dates, interstate
travel, Tasmanian Championships and Australian championships (Aussies) procedures

 Collate information given by section captains for competitors attending the State Championships and
the Aussies with the following information:

o Full name,
o Date of birth,
o Proficiency date or award number for new bronze holder
o Event code for each event they wish to be entered in to (this will be required by the middle

of January, so start preparing this as early as possible.)
 Registration for all carnivals is via the online competition entry system. The system requires a

username and password for each club. The system can be accessed via http://carnival.sls.com.au/
 Facilitate entries and accommodation for competitors to interstate carnivals, State Championships

and/or Aussies in consultation with the surf sports director and sectional captains.
 Ensure any protests at local or interstate carnivals are dealt with in an efficient and appropriate

manner
 Ensure that any athletes under the age of 18 are chaperoned by their parents or a responsible adult in

each section who is willing to accept that role at events where an overnight stay is warranted
 Ensure all flight details of members on interstate trips are detailed and appropriate transportation is

organised where applicable
 Liaise with the sections on upcoming events/issues
 Liaise with the sections on eligible members for the rewards program
 Organise travel arrangements and accommodation for interstate and local carnivals where overnight

stays are required e.g. State Championships and Aussies.
 Through the sections make sure all monies e.g. membership, competition levy, accommodation etc.

are paid in full by the required date.
 Make sure all club equipment (e.g. tent, skis, rescue boards etc.) is transported to carnivals by start

time.
 Allocate responsibility of tent set-up and dismantle to different sections each carnival
 Coordinate sectional supporters on carnival days and at State Championships and Aussies
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Surf Sports Sectional Head Coach

Responsibilities and duties:

 Design training programs for athletes (where relevant).  Athletes already training under a coach
(swimmers) must work in some surf activities before the season begins

 E-mail program to all members interested in competing in your area
 Ensure athletes based in regional and H area are all catered for as far as a training squad, coach and

venue.
 Ensure athletes are aware of the times for their events and when they should be warming up etc.
 Liaise with members either in person, by phone or e-mail regularly if you are not actually coaching the

particular athlete, to ensure they are informed and kept in the loop on carnival and training
progression.

 In consultation with the section managers identify avenues of recruiting members to bronze camps,
schools, sporting clubs etc. Work out an action plan to get new members into the club and competing
in your area.

 Liaise with sectional and team managers on team selection
 Liaise with junior manager and head coach on training programs and talent identification
 Delegate restricted responsibility to Level 1 coach for a certain part of the program to oversee
 Promote other members to achieve Level 1 coaching status
 Work with junior program on increased skills involved in your particular section
 Liaise with sectional and team manager on budgetary issues
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Roles within your club

Club President

Role:

The club president/chief executive officer is the principal leader of the club and has overall responsibility
for the club’s administration.

Responsible to:

Club members and affiliated parent association. Club representative on the SLST State Council.

Responsibilities:

 The “face” of the club and represent the club at all relevant presidents’ conferences and state and
national meetings as required

 Overall responsibility for the club’s administration
 Responsible for chairing committee meetings and executive committee meetings
 Responsible for calling all executive committee meetings where necessary
 Liaise with all club officers on a regular basis
 Submit an annual report to the administrative manager on area of management prior to the AGM

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the club president is someone who:

 Possesses high degree of leadership skills
 Should be well informed of all club and organisation activities
 Is aware of future direction and plans of members
 Has a good working knowledge of the constitution, rules and duties of all club office holders and sub-

committees

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the club president/chief executive officer is 10 hours per
week. The club president is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Lifesaving Team

Roles and responsibilities;

Collectively responsible for all lifesaving and emergency response services within the club’s control

The lifesaving team consists of six members as detailed below and reports directly to the lifesaving
services manager

Lifesaving Services Manager/Club Captain

Lifesaving Team

 Patrol manager
 Rescue equipment officer
 First aid officer

 Radio officer
 IRB officer
 Support services officer
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Lifesaving Services Manager/Club Captain

Role:

The lifesaving services manager/club captain has overall responsibility for the club’s lifesaving services

Responsible to:

Club president

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for coordinating all functions associated with the provision of lifesaving services including
the maintenance of efficient, quality patrols

 Responsible for reviewing and implementing any directives/policies provided by state centre and
national council

 Responsible for communicating with local authorities on patrol operations
 Responsible for reporting at each committee meeting on area of management and submitting a

written report to the administration manager
 Submit an annual report on area of management to administration manager prior to the AGM
 Liaise with President on a regular basis on area of management
 Responsible for managing (where applicable) patrol manager, rescue equipment officer, first aid

officer, radio officer and IRB officer.  In clubs where these positions are unable to be filled, the
lifesaving services manager will also be responsible for performing these roles.

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the lifesaving services manager/club captain is someone who:

 Communicates effectively
 Has a full understanding of requirements for lifesaving services, include award structure
 Organises and delegates tasks
 Is able to allocate regular time periods to maintain continuity of service

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment;

The estimated time commitment required as the lifesaving services manager/club captain is eight hours
per week. The lifesaving services manager/club captain is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Patrol Manager/Officer

Role:

The patrol manager has overall responsibility for the provision of an efficient patrolling service

Responsible to:

Lifesaving services manager/club captain

Responsibilities and duties:

 Organise and assist with training and examination of patrol awards in conjunction with the chief
instructor

 Produce and distribute a patrol roster prior to the commencement of the patrol season
 Supervise the work of and develop the leadership skills of patrol captains
 Ensure that all necessary patrol logs and data are returned to SLST in a timely fashion
 Bring to the notice of the lifesaving services manager all breaches of discipline on the part of

patrolling members
 Ensure adequate patrol numbers are present at all events and activities undertaken by the club,

ensuring priority is given to all rostered patrols

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the patrol manager is someone who:

 Has their silver medallion (Beach Management) award or equivalent
 Has their trainers and assessors awards
 Is able to coordinate and schedule rosters
 Is able to supervise and mentor patrol captains and/or members
 Is able to allocate regular time periods for the training and supervision of patrols

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the patrol manager is three to four hours a week during the
defined patrol season. The patrol manager is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Rescue Equipment Officer

Role:

The rescue equipment officer has the overall responsibility for the purchase, replacement and repair of
club’s patrol equipment.

Responsible to:

Lifesaving services manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 Responsible for maintaining the patrol equipment to SLST and/or SLSA (whichever is the higher)
approved standards

 Responsible for developing and maintaining a changeover timetable and repair schedule for patrol
equipment

 Provide a budget, in consultation with the other lifesaving team members, to the lifesaving services
manager for the purchase, replacement and repair of all patrolling equipment

 Maintain a register of all patrol equipment, including consumables
 Ensure that all safety regulations for the handling and storage of equipment and consumables are met

and that all members are aware of such regulations

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the rescue equipment officer is someone who:

 Possesses a knowledge of equipment storage and handling, as well as related safety regulations
 Is able to organise and prepare budgets
 Is able to allocate regular time periods for the scheduled maintenance of equipment and, when

necessary, to allocate time for emergency repairs

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment

The estimated time commitment required as the rescue equipment officer is two to three hours per week
during the patrol season. The rescue equipment officer is appointed for a 12 month term.
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First Aid Officer

Role:

The first aid officer has overall responsibility for the provision of first aid services within the club.

Responsible to:

Lifesaving services manager/club captain

Responsibilities and duties:

 Is responsible for maintaining adequate stocks of SLST/SLSA approved first aid material and
equipment

 Is responsible for maintaining the first aid room in a clean and orderly condition
 Is responsible for ensuring that all first aid equipment is operational
 Organise and arrange instruction for first aid awards in conjunction with the chief instructor
 Is responsible for ensuring that a record of names and addresses of patients treated for first aid is

maintained
 Advise rescue equipment officer of any repairs to equipment immediately it is damaged

Knowledge and skills required:

The first aid officer is someone who:

 Must possess a current first aid award
 Maintains current knowledge of first aid practices as adopted by the club’s parent association

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the first aid officer is two hours per week, including training
sessions. The first aid officer is appointed for a 12 month term.
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IRB Officer

Role:

The IRB officer has overall responsibility for the provision of powercraft services for the club.

Responsible to:

Lifesaving services manager/club captain

Responsibilities and duties:

 Responsible for the correct use and care of all powercraft equipment
 Organise and schedule training and examination of powercraft awards in conjunction with the chief

instructor
 Maintain a register of powercraft awards
 Ensure that the correct procedures and regulations governing powercraft usage are adhered to at all

times
 Ensure that only suitably qualified patrolling members are in charge of powercraft at all times
 Advise lifesaving services manager of any misconduct on and/or misuse of powercraft immediately it

occurs
 Advise rescue equipment officer of any repairs to equipment immediately it is damaged

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the IRB officer is someone who:

 Must possess the relevant powercraft awards (e.g. IRB, IRBC)
 Has sound knowledge of powercraft and their usage regulations
 Is able to allocate regular time periods for the training of powercraft awards and maintenance and

supervision of powercraft

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the IRB officer of is two to three hours per week. The IRB
officer is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Radio Officer

Role:

The radio officer has overall responsibility for the provision of reliable radio communication services
within the club.

Responsible to:

Lifesaving services manager/club captain

Responsibilities and duties:

 Responsible for the maintenance and care of all the club’s radio equipment
 Organise and schedule training and examination of radio awards in conjunction with the chief

instructor
 Maintain a register of radio awards
 Ensure all patrolling club members are familiar with the procedures of radio operations, including

logging on and off command procedures
 Advise rescue equipment officer of any repairs to equipment immediately it is damaged

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the radio officer is someone who:

 Must possess a current radio award
 Is able to communicate effectively
 Is able to allocate regular time periods for the maintenance of equipment

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the radio officer is two hours per week. The radio officer is
appointed for a 12 month term.
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Competition Panel

Roles and responsibilities:

Collectively responsible for all training and functions associated with club competition services

The competition panel consists of six members as detailed below and reports directly to the competition
manager

Competitions Manager

Competition Team:

 Board & ski captain
 Boat captain
 IRB captain

 Beach area captain
 Water area captain
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Surf Sports Manager

Role:

The surf sport manager has overall responsibility for the club’s competition services

Responsible to:

Club president

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for coordinating all functions associated with the provision of club competition services
 Responsible for overall presentation of competitive teams to carnivals and other such organised

competitions
 Responsible for reviewing and implementing directives/policies provided by state centre and national

council
 Responsible for organising club members to attend and compete for the club at carnivals and other

such organised competitions
 Responsible for reporting at each committee meeting on area of management and submitting a

written report to the administrative officer
 Submit an annual report on area of management to administration manager prior to the AGM
 Liaise with the President on a regular basis on area of management
 Responsible for managing (where applicable) board & ski captain, boat captain, IRB captain, beach

area captain and water area captain.  In clubs where these positions are unable to be filled, the
competition manager will also be responsible for performing these roles.

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the competition manager is someone who:

 Communicates effectively
 Organises and delegates tasks
 Has a full understanding of competition including regulations and rules
 Able to allocate regular time periods to maintain and develop competitive teams

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the surf sports manager is eight hours per week. The
competition manager is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Board and Ski Captain

Role:

The board and ski captain will be responsible for the preparation and supervision of club participation in
board and ski competition

Responsible to:

Surf Sports manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 Responsible for all the club’s competition boards and skis and their correct storage
 Responsible for the housing of boards and skis belonging to members
 In consultation with the competition manager, permit or prohibit the use of any club competition

craft or gear
 Assist in the selection and supervise the training of individuals and/or teams board and ski

competitors
 In consultation with the boat officer be responsible for the transport to and from carnivals of club

competition boards and skis
 Maintain club competition boards and skis in a serviceable condition

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the board and ski captain is someone who:

 Has a sound knowledge of OH&S regulations governing the storage and handling of boards and skis
 Possesses knowledge and/or experience in coaching of board and ski paddlers for competition
 Possesses knowledge of competition rules particularly related to board and ski events
 Is able to allocate regular time periods for attendance at training and carnivals

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the board and ski captain is three to four hours a week
during the defined competition season. The board and ski captain is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Boat Captain

Role:

The boat captain will be responsible for the preparation and supervision of club participation in surf boat
competition

Responsible to:

Surf sports manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 Responsible for the care, maintenance and housing of surf boats and all associated gear
 In consultation with the board and ski captain be responsible for the transport to and from carnivals

of club surf boats
 Supervise and develop training programs for all surf boat crews in consultation with the competition

manager

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the boat captain is someone who:

 Has a sound knowledge of OH&S regulations governing the storage and handling of surf boats
 Possesses knowledge and/or experience in coaching of surf boat crews for competition

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the boat captain is three to four hours a week during the
defined competition season. The boat captain is appointed for a 12 month term.
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IRB Captain

Role:

The IRB captain will be responsible for the preparation and supervision of club participation in IRB
competition

Responsible to:

Surf sport manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 Responsible for the care, maintenance and storage of competition IRBs and associated equipment,
including competition motors

 Be responsible for the transport to and from carnivals of IRBs and motors
 Supervise and develop training programs for IRB teams in consultation with the competition manager

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the IRB captain is someone who:

 Has a sound knowledge of OH&S regulations governing the storage and handling of IRBs, motors and
fuel

 Possesses knowledge and/or experience in coaching of IRB drivers, crews and patients for competition
 Possesses knowledge of competition rules particularly related to IRB events
 Is able to allocate regular time periods for attendance at training and carnivals

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment

The estimated time commitment required as the IRB captain is three to four hours a week during the
defined competition season. The IRB captain is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Beach Area Captain

Role:

The beach area captain will be responsible for the preparation and supervision of club participation in
beach competition

Responsible to:

Surf Sport manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 Supervise and develop training programs for club competitors in beach events in consultation with the
competition manager

 Ensure regulations pertaining to competition involvement have been followed, in particular with
regard to patrol hour obligations

 Responsible for the competition entries of club competitors in beach events at carnivals - locally, state
and nationally

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the beach area captain is someone who:

 Possesses knowledge and/or experience in coaching of beach event disciplines
 Possesses knowledge of competition rules particularly related to beach events
 Is able to allocate regular time periods for attendance at training and carnivals

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the beach area captain is three to four hours a week during
the defined competition season. The beach area captain is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Water Area Captain

Role:

The water area captain will be responsible for the preparation and supervision of club participation in
water competition

Responsible to:

Surf sport manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 Supervise and develop training programs for club competitors in water events, excluding board, ski
and boat sections, in consultation with the competition manager

 Ensure regulations pertaining to competition involvement have been followed, in particular with
regard to patrol hour obligations

 Responsible for the competition entries of club competitors in water events at carnivals - locally, state
and nationally

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the water area captain is someone who:

 Possesses knowledge and/or experience in coaching of water event disciplines, excluding board, ski
and boat sections

 Possesses knowledge of competition rules particularly related to water events
 Is able to allocate regular time periods for attendance at training and carnivals

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the water area captain is three to four hours a week during
the defined competition season. The water area captain is appointed for a 12 month term.
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R & R Captain

Role:

The R & R captain will be responsible for the preparation and supervision of club participation in R & R
competition

Responsible to:

Surf sport manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 Supervise and develop training programs for club competitors in R & R events in consultation with the
competition manager

 Ensure regulations pertaining to competition involvement have been followed, in particular with
regard to patrol hour obligations

 Responsible for the competition entries of club competitors in R & R events at carnivals - locally, state
and nationally

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the R & R captain is someone who:

 Possesses knowledge and/or experience in coaching of R & R event disciplines
 Possesses knowledge of competition rules particularly related to R & R events
 Is able to allocate regular time periods for attendance at training and carnivals

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the R & R captain is three to four hours a week during the
defined competition season. The R & R captain is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Development Panel

Roles and responsibilities

Collectively responsible for provision of all lifesaving training and delivery of youth development programs

The development panel consists of three members as detailed below and reports directly to the
development manager

Member Services manager

Member Services team:

 Chief instructor
 Junior captain
 Youth Officer
 Member Services Officer
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Member Services Manager/Officer

Role:

As member services manager has overall responsibility for the club’s development and training services

Responsible to:

Club president

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for coordinating all functions associated with the provision of member and training
services

 Responsible for reviewing and implementing directives/policies for junior/youth development
provided by SLST and its affiliated parent bodies

 Responsible for organising award training
 Responsible for reporting at each committee meeting on area of management and submitting a

written report to the administration  manager
 Submit an annual report on area of management to administration manager prior to the AGM
 Liaise with the Club President on a regular basis on area of management
 Responsible for managing (where applicable) chief instructor, nipper coordinator and junior captain.

In clubs where these positions are unable to be filled, the member services manager will also be
responsible for performing these roles.

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the member services manager is someone who:

 Communicates effectively
 Organises and delegates tasks
 Has a full understanding of award and training requirements
 Is able to allocate regular time periods to maintain and develop training and member services

programs

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the member services manager is eight hours per week. The
development manager is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Chief Instructor/Training Manager

Role:

The chief instructor/training manager has overall responsibility for the training and examination of patrol
awards

Responsible to:

Member Services manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 Develop and conduct training programs for members to gain patrol awards
 Maintain current knowledge of award requirements and up-to-date training techniques
 Ensure that the club has sufficient qualified members to patrol efficiently
 Encourage all members to gain lifesaving skills and obtain further awards
 Promote and assist club trainers in the gaining of trainer and assessor awards
 Review and actively promote youth development and leadership programs within the club

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the chief instructor is someone who:

 Must possess trainer and assessor awards
 Possesses excellent communication skills
 Is able to liaise with a variety of age groups, with an emphasis on youth
 Is able to develop, plan and deliver training schedules and programs
 Is able to allocate regular time periods for the preparation and delivery of training

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the chief instructor is five hours per week, this commitment
could increase in the period leading up to the patrolling season. The chief instructor is appointed for a 12
month term.
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Junior Captain

Role:

The junior captain will coordinate all club junior and cadet activities

Responsible to:

Member Services manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 Coordinate and assist in the delivery of the annual nipper program
 Foster and promote a message of inclusion for participation by all children
 Ensure all junior and cadet activities are conducted in a healthy and safe environment and all

necessary safety standards are complied with
 Ensure that all participants have completed membership forms and are currently financial
 Actively encourage and foster parental involvement in junior and cadet activities

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the junior captain is someone who:

 Is able to organise and delegate tasks
 Has sound knowledge of current legislation with regards to participation in junior activities
 Possesses an understanding of and commitment to the promotion of a healthy and safe environment

for youth participation in lifesaving

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the junior captain is two to three hours per week. The junior
captain is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Youth Officer

Role:

The Youth Officer will develop and coordinate all nipper training for the club and such activities will be
provided in an inclusive manner

Responsible to:

Member Services manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 To deliver an aquatic/marine education program that will facilitate the transition of junior members
into advanced lifesaving and competition activities

 To conduct training sessions for nippers with an awareness of their skill levels, prevailing weather
conditions and achievable outcomes in a safe and welcoming environment

 Appoint and assist age managers to conduct nipper training

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the nipper instructor is someone who:

 Has a clear understanding and commitment to the principles of junior and youth participation in
lifesaving

 Is able to allocate regular time periods for the preparation and delivery of training

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the nipper instructor is three to four hours per week,
excluding attendance at carnivals, if required. The nipper instructor is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Administration Panel

Roles and responsibilities:

Collectively responsible for provision of all club administrative services

The administration panel consists of seven members as detailed below and reports directly to the
administration manager

Administration Manager

Administration team:

 Treasurer/financial manager
 Secretary
 Membership manager
 Fundraiser

 Sponsorship coordinator
 Media & promotions manager
 Social coordinator
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Administration Manager

Role:

The administration manager has overall responsibility for the club’s administration services

Responsible to:

Club president

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for coordinating all functions associated with the provision of administrative services
 Responsible for reviewing and implementing any directives/policies provided by SLST and its national

bodies
 Responsible for collecting budgets from all other managers, prior to commencement of season, to

enable treasurer/financial manager to create a global budget for the club
 Responsible for sourcing legal and insurance services for the club
 Responsible for providing effective internal communication through committee meetings and club

newsletter
 Responsible for reporting at each committee meeting on area of management, and submitting a

written report
 Submit an annual report on area of management prior to the AGM
 Liaise with the Club President on a regular basis on area of management
 Responsible for managing (where applicable) treasurer/finance manager, secretary, fundraiser,

sponsorship coordinator, media & promotions manager, social coordinator and membership manager.
In clubs where these positions are unable to be filled, the administration manager will also be
responsible for performing these roles.

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the administration manager is someone who:

 Communicates effectively
 Thinks clearly and positively
 Maintains confidentiality in relevant matters
 Manages and supervises others
 Organises and delegates tasks

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the administration manager is eight hours per week. The
administration manager is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Treasurer / Financial Manager

Role:

The treasurer/financial manager has the overall responsibility for the management and reporting of club
finances

Responsible to:

The administration manager

Responsibilities and duties:

 To ensure money is received, banked and receipted appropriately
 Provide statements of receipts and expenditure for the month immediately preceding
 Maintain records of current income and expenditure
 Prepare and present regular accounts for approval and payment by the committee of management
 Prepare budgets for the forthcoming year, in consultation with all club managers
 Prepare annual financial accounts for auditing and provide the club’s auditor with information as

required
 Prepare annually an income and expenditure account for that financial year together with a balance

sheet setting out the club’s assets and liabilities, the foregoing statements to be presented to the
members at the annual general meeting together with annual report

 To be the signatory (with other nominated committee of management members) on club cheques
 Prepare a schedule of assets and liabilities of the club when required
 Manage club investment programs where applicable
 Manage tax returns and income tax payments for employees and the regular filing of business activity

statements (including GST) with the relevant authorities

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the treasure/financial manager is someone who:

 Is able to keep good financial records
 Is able to work in a logical orderly manner
 Possesses knowledge of and/or awareness of state and federal tax legislative requirements
 Has an awareness of information and financial requirements for the annual audit
 Is able to allocate regular time periods to maintain the accounts and associated records

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment

The estimated time commitment required as the treasure/financial manager five hours per week, with an
increase at annual financial reporting time. The treasure/financial manager is appointed for a 12 month
term.
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Secretary

Role:

The secretary is responsible for the general routine administration and record keeping of the club

Responsible to:

The administration manager/club president

Responsibilities and duties:

 Receive, disseminate and record all correspondence relating to the club in a timely manner, paying
close attention to closing deadlines

 Circulate relevant information to all members, in consultation with the publicity officer
 Prepare and maintain records of correspondence, agendas, minutes and notices of motions for club

meetings
 Where applicable, act as registrar and maintain records of all members, awards, patrol obligations and

competition performances of the club and it’s members
 Be responsible for the correspondence of the club committee and sub-committees
 Prepare club annual reports
 Authorise club orders, invoices, receipts and payment of monies in conjunction with the treasurer
 Maintain club constitution, by-laws and rules
 Act generally in the best interests of the club
 Keeper of the club seal and official documents

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the secretary is someone who:

 Is able to organise and delegate tasks
 Has a sound knowledge  and/or understanding of club governance
 Possesses good organisational and time management skills
 Is able to allocate consistent weekly time periods for the preparation and maintenance of club

correspondence and records

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the secretary is five hours per week, with an increase in time
commitment for production of the annual report The secretary is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Membership Manager

Role:

The membership manager is responsible for the recruitment and retention of the club membership and all
associated membership records

Responsible to:

Administration manager/club president

Responsibilities and duties:

 Responsible for the induction and inclusion of all new members
 Responsible for membership recruitment and retention
 Responsible for the production of suitable induction kit and membership satisfaction surveys,

including an exit survey
 Responsible for maintaining membership details
 Organise and coordinate annual member registration days
 Responsible for the input and update of membership details on the national database
 Provide the media & promotions manager with current membership contact details on a monthly

basis

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the membership manager is someone who:

 Has high level interpersonal skills
 Has good data entry skills
 Possesses record management skills
 Has a knowledge of and/or awareness of current privacy legislation

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the membership manager is four hours per week. The
membership manager is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Fundraiser

Role:

The fundraiser will develop and coordinate all fundraising activities of the club

Responsible to:

Administration manager/Club President

Responsibilities and duties:

 Responsible for the planning and holding of fundraising events
 Responsible for the receiving of fundraising monies on behalf of the club, and delivery of such monies

to the treasurer as soon as practicable
 Responsible for submitting a written account covering all financial matters associated with each

fundraising event to the administration manager within two weeks of the event occurring
 Must ensure that all necessary permits and/or registrations are obtained for fundraising events
 Prepare an annual calendar of fundraising events

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the fundraiser is someone who:

 Possesses knowledge or an awareness of fundraising regulations
 Has the ability to organise and delegate tasks
 Is able to allocate time periods for the organising and running of fundraising events

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment

The estimated time commitment required as the fundraiser is three hours per week. The fundraiser is
appointed for a 12 month term.
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Sponsorship Coordinator

Role:

The sponsorship coordinator will develop and manage all club sponsorship and grant applications.

Responsible to:

Administration manager/Club President

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for the planning and production of a sponsorship package
 Actively  seek and promote new club sponsors for both general and special events
 Service and maintain existing sponsorship arrangements
 Responsible for submitting a written account covering all conditions associated with each sponsorship

gained to the administration manager within two weeks of the sponsorship agreement being signed
 Ensure that all necessary sponsorship agreement conditions are complied with
 Responsible for the completion and submission of grant applications, in consultation with the rescue

equipment officer

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the sponsorship coordinator is someone who:

 Possesses good communication and negotiating skills
 Possesses graphic design and/or word processing skills
 Has the ability to organise and delegate tasks
 Is able to allocate time periods for the development, preparation and servicing of sponsorship

agreements

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the sponsorship coordinator is four hours per week. The
sponsorship coordinator is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Media & Promotions Manager

Role:

To arrange and coordinate all media and information activities of the club

Responsible to:

Administration manager/Club President

Responsibilities and duties:

 Write media releases for distribution to local media and stakeholders
 Collate, publish and distribute the club newsletter
 Responsible for ensuring that club activities are given coverage within the local, regional and state

media
 Responsible for ensuring that the local media, businessmen, and stakeholders are invited to suitable

club functions and activities

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the media & promotions manager is someone who:

 Possesses good communication and reporting skills
 Has a knowledge of media release formats
 Has the ability to organise and delegate tasks
 Is able to allocate time periods for the preparation and distribution of club newsletters and media

releases

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the media & promotions manager is three hours per week.
The media & promotions manager is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Social Coordinator

Role:

The social coordinator will arrange and coordinate all club social events

Responsible to:

Administration manager/Club President

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for the conduct of social events including, but not limited to,  awards presentation night,
club ball

 Prepare an annual calendar of social events

Knowledge and skills required:

Ideally the social coordinator is someone who:

 Has good organisational skills
 Is able to allocate time periods for the planning and management of social activities

Estimated time commitment required & period of appointment:

The estimated time commitment required as the social coordinator is two hours per week. The social
coordinator is appointed for a 12 month term.
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Codes of Conduct

As an SLST member you should meet the following requirements in regard to your conduct during any

SLST sanctioned activity:

Member’s Code of Conduct

 Respect the rights, dignity and worth of others.

 Be fair, considerate and honest in all dealings with others.

 Be professional in, and accept responsibility for, your actions.

 Make a commitment to providing quality service.

 Be aware of, and maintain an uncompromising adhesion to, SLST’s standards, rules, regulations and

policies.

 Operate within the rules of lifesaving including national and international guidelines that govern SLST.

Competitor’s Code of Conduct

 Participate by the rules.

 Never argue with an official. If you disagree, have your captain, coach or manager approach the

official during a break or after the competition.

 Control your temper. Verbal abuse of officials and sledging other competitors, deliberately distracting

or provoking an opponent are not acceptable or permitted behaviours in any sport.

 Work equally hard for yourself and/or your team. Your team’s performance will benefit, so will you.

 Be a good sport. Applaud all good efforts made by your team or the opposition.

 Treat all competitors in your sport as you like to be treated. Do not bully or take unfair advantage of

another competitor.

 Cooperate with your coach, team mates and fellow competitors. Without them there would be no

competition.

 Participate for your own enjoyment and benefit, not just to please parents and coaches.

 Respect the rights, dignity and worth of others.

Parent’s Code of Conduct

 Remember that children participate in lifesaving for their enjoyment, not yours.

 Encourage children to participate, do not force them.

 Focus on the child’s efforts and performance rather than winning or losing.
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 Encourage children always to participate according to the rules and to settle disagreements without

resorting to hostility or violence.

 Never ridicule or yell at a child for making a mistake or losing a competition.

 Remember that children learn best by example. Appreciate good performances and efforts by all

competitors.

 Support all efforts to remove verbal and physical abuse from training/competitive activities.

 Respect officials’ decisions and teach children to do likewise.

 Show appreciation for volunteer coaches, officials and administrators. Without them, your child could

not participate.

 Respect the rights, dignity and worth of others.

Administrator’s Code of Conduct

 As a club office bearer you should meet the following requirements in regard to your conduct during

any club sanctioned activity:

 Respect the rights, dignity and worth of others.

 Be fair, considerate and honest in all dealings with others.

 Be professional in, and accept responsibility for, your actions.  Your   language, presentation, manner

and punctuality should reflect high standards.

 Resolve conflicts fairly and promptly through established procedures.

 Maintain strict impartiality.

 Maintain a safe environment for others.

 Be a positive role model for others.

 Be aware of, and maintain an uncompromising adhesion to, club, SLST and national bodies standards,

rules, regulations and policies.

Coach’s Code of Conduct

 Remember that young people participate for pleasure and winning is only part of the fun.

 Never ridicule or yell at a young competitor for making a mistake or not coming first.

 Be reasonable in your demands on members’ time, energy and enthusiasm.

 Operate within the rules and spirit of lifesaving and teach your members to do the same.

 Ensure that the time members spend with you is a positive experience. All young people are deserving

of equal attention and opportunities.

 Avoid overplaying the talented members; the just average need and deserve equal time.
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 Ensure that equipment and facilities meet safety standards and are appropriate to the age and ability

of all members.

 Display control, respect and professionalism to all involved with life saving. This includes fellow

members, competitors, coaches, officials, administrators, the media, parents and spectators.

Encourage your members to do the same.

 Show concern and caution toward sick and injured members. Follow the advice of a physician when

determining whether an injured member is ready to recommence training or competition.

 Obtain appropriate qualifications and keep up to date with the latest coaching practices and the

principles of growth and development of young people.

 Any physical contact with a young person should be appropriate to the situation and necessary for the

member’s skill development.

 Respect the rights, dignity and worth of others.
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Trainer’s Code of Conduct

 Encourage young people to develop basic skills in a variety of lifesaving disciplines and discourage

over specialisation in one event.

 Create opportunities to teach appropriate behaviour as well as basic skills.

 Give priority to free play activities, skill learning and modified events over highly structured

competition for nippers.

 Prepare young people for intra and inter club competition by teaching them basic lifesaving skills.

 Make young people aware of the positive benefits of participation in lifesaving activities.

 Keep up to date with training practices and the principles of physical growth and development. Read

and use the latest training and teaching resources for junior lifesaving.

 Help young people understand the differences between the junior competition they participate in and

professional lifesaving

 Help young people understand that competing by the rules is their responsibility.

 Give all young people equal opportunities to participate in administration, coaching and officiating as

well as competing.

 Support implementation of the national junior sporting and development programs.

 Respect the rights, dignity and worth of others.
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Official’s Code of Conduct

 Modify rules and regulations to match the skill levels and needs of young people.

 Compliment and encourage all competitors.

 Be consistent, objective and courteous when making decisions.

 Condemn unsporting behaviour and promote respect for all competitors.

 Emphasise the spirit of lifesaving rather than the errors.

 Encourage and promote rule changes, which will make participation more enjoyable.

 Be a good sport yourself. Actions speak louder than words.

 Keep up to date with the latest trends in officiating and the principles of growth and development of

young people.

 Remember, you set an example. Your behaviour and comments should be positive and supportive.

 Place the safety and welfare of the competitors above all else.

 Give all young people a ‘fair go’.

Spectator’s Code of Conduct

 Remember that people participate in surf lifesaving for their enjoyment and benefit, not yours.

 Applaud good performance and efforts from all individuals and teams.

 Congratulate all competitors on their performance regardless of the event’s outcome.

 Respect the decisions of officials and teach young people to do the same.

 Never ridicule or scold a young competitor for making a mistake. Positive comments are motivational

 Condemn the use of violence in any form, whether it is by spectators, coaches, officials or

competitors.

 Show respect for your team’s opponents. Without them there would be no competition.

 Encourage competitors to follow the rules and the officials’ decisions.

 Do not use foul language, sledge or harass competitors, coaches or officials.

 Respect the rights, dignity and worth of others.


